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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document reports the impact of tree planting activities implemented under the Agro forestry Outreach 

Project (AOP) and Agroforestry II (AFII). These projects were funded by the U.S. Agency for International 

Development (USAID) between 1981 and 1991. During this period, over 63 million trees were distributed to 253,000 

small peasant fanners. This study is the first post project assessment of the effects of project tree planting on 

fanners and their environment. The consultancy team was comprised of a cultural anthropologist and a 

forester-ecologis~ with longstanding experience in Haiti. The study was conducted between January and March, 

1995. 

Methodology. The team visited nine regions representative of the CARE and PADF target areas under the 

AOP and AFII projects. The team interviewed 77 tree planters, and inventoried 43 tree planting sites. Trees 

inventoried were planted between 1982 and 1986. Tree planter interviews elicited cropping and tree planting history, 

plot selection, motivations, changing in land use patterns, harvest and tree utilization. tree regenera~on management, 

fann strategies, agricultural calendars and fallow patterns. 

Tree plot inventories included measurement of site environmental parameters; a tally of the harvested and 

standing trees planted between 1982-1986, harvested and standing coppice of the original trees, harvested and 

standing volunteers and harvested and standing coppice of the volunteers; stem diameter measurements of the 

standing trees and coppice, and stump diameter measurements of the hanrested trees and coppice; and a 

detennination of native species that had regenerated on site since time of planting. Data analyses were perfonned to 

estimate swvival by site and species; wood volume of harvested and standing trees, reported harvest by product 

category, and the difference between reported harvest and inventory estimates~ and gross value of reported harvests 

by product category and time since tree establishment. 

Land Use Patterns. Fanners established trees in a range of configurations on all major garden types 

characteristic of peasant fann units: house gardens, adjacent gardens, field gardens, and mixed perennial gardens. 

Fanners favored sites with greater land security, but tree tenure was far more important than land tenure status. 

Two-thirds of the fanners continued to cultivate annual food crops on sites where they planted trees. Tree 

planting enriched border land use on more intensively fanned sites, resulting in a diverse mix of exotic and native 

species without sacrificing cropland for food. About a third of the fanners shifted away from the cultivation of 

erosion intensive annual food crops to establishment of permanent woodlots. Significant numbers of fanners used 

project trees to establish enriched fallows, charcoal gardens, and mixed perennial gardens linking trees to perennial 

cultigens such as coffee, plantains and sugar cane. 
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Tree Inventories. The tree sites averaged 12.3 years old and achieved a survival of35%. A third of the 

surviving project trees were still standing, dominated by Senna siamea, the most widely planted species, and other 

species such as Casuarina equisetifolia and Catalpa longissima valued for high value wood products. Leucaena 

leucocephala and S. siamea were the most heavily harvested trees and contributed over 80% of the wood volume. 

Considering all species, the original project trees have produced about 2.14 metric tons ha·1 yr·1 of wood. Coppice 

production, mostly from 4 species, contributed an additional 0.5 metric tons ha·1 yr·1
• A second generation of 

volunteer trees, mostly from 5 species, produced 0.25 metric tons ha·1 yr·•. Fanners managed the regeneration of 

native species o~ half of the sites, dominated by species valued highly as sources of wood, including Simarouha 

glauca, Calophyllum ca/aha, Swietenia mahagoni and Bumelia salicifolia. 

Harvests. Reported harvests represented a little more than half of the estimated wood yields, with 

significant amounts of wood subject to uncontrolled harvests, particularly theft and piecemeal use of firewood, 

stakes and small poles. The most important products were charcoal and construction wood for peasant houses. 

Charcoal, produced primarily for sale, comprised over 80% of the wood harvested and 31 % of the monetary value. 

Construction wood, harvested primarily for use, made up 15% of the harvested wood volume and 60% of its 

monetary value. Overall, the monetary value of the reported harvest was split equally between sale and use 

categories. The most significant levels of wood harvest by value occurred between eight and eleven years after 

planting. 

• Senlces. The trees provided important services as well as products. Most tree planters attributed 

tremendous importance to project trees as a store of value. a specialized reserve in the peasant scheme for managing 

risk. The fanners made extensive uses of project trees to improve soil quality, increase land value, enhance 

aesthetics, break wind, provide shade for mixed perennial gardens and other important services. 

Environmental Impacts. Project trees have positively benefited the environment by increasing habitat 

diversity and facilitating a shift toward soil conserving land use patterns. They are playing an important role as nurse 

trees that both attract seed dispersers and modify the rnicrosite to favor regeneration. This in tum consetves natmal 

pathways to tree regeneration which is the primary source of seedlings for the small farmer. Tree planting has 

increased the biomass production of degraded sites, and enriched habitats by improving the soil and site quality, 

increasing income potential, creating habitats with food and shelter for native fa~a, and paving the way for 

succession by other species. 

Project Objectives. Fonnal AOP objectives stated in the Project Paper have been attained. Peasant 

fanners have proved highly motivated to plant and maintain a substantial nwnber of trees for a variety of reasons 

including soil conservation, fuelwood and income; however, hardwood production has not proved to be a cash crop 
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on a par with agricultural production. It occupies special niches and plays a complementary role in risk management 

and storage of value. Fanners are inclined to invest land and ·labor in trees, but they are unlikely to invest scarce cash 

resources in tree cropping nor to sacrifice opportunities for more lucrative food cropping. 

The basic purpose of the project was to help reverse environmental degradation. The AOP has had an 

important environmental impact; however, the farm forestry strategy has not restored the overall natural resource 

base. Green cover has been restored on thousands of widely dispersed microsites, but there are limits to this strategy 

due to the inherent fragmentation and dispersal of peasant fann plots with competing priorities. The project has 

enrolled about 2~ percent of the Haitian peasantry in the tree extension program. This is an important achievement, 

but this alone cannot resolve the underlying problems of a peasant society in a chronic state of crisis, and a natural 

resource base stressed to the breaking point. 
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REZIME 

Raposa-abay rezilta yon etid sou enpak aktivite plante pyebwa kite fet 
sou Pwoje "Agroforestry Outreach Project" (AOP) ak Pwoje Agwoforestye (AFII). 
Pwoje sa yo te finanse pa "Agency for International Development (USAID)" pandan 
diz-an (1981-1991). Pandan tan s~-a, plis pase 63 milyon pye bwa te distribye 
bay 253.000 ti plante. Etid sa-a se premye evalwasyon ki fet apre pwoje sa yo 
femen, pou etidye rezilta plante pye bwa sou lavi plante ak anviwonman yo. Nan 
ekip ki fe etid sa-a te genyen yon antwopolog ak yon forestye-ekolojis ki fe 
anpil esperyans an Ayiti. Etid sa-a te fet nan epok janvye-mas 1995. 

Hetodoloji 

Ekip-la te vizite net (9) rejyon kote CARE ak PADF te travay pandan Pwoje 
AOP ak AFII. Ekip la te poze 77 moun ki pl ante pye bwa kesyon, e Ii te fe 
envante 43 sit kote yo te plante pye bwa. Pyebwa sa yo te plante ant 1982 -
1986. Kesyon te poze sou istwa plantasyon pyebwa ak kilti yo, sou chwa te yo, sou 
motivasyon plante yo, sou chanjman ki fet nan jan yo sevi ak te yo, sou rekot ak 
itilizasyon pwodwi yo, sou fason yo jere pitit ak repous pye bwa yo, sou 
estrateji plante yo chwazi, sou kalandriye agrikol ak sou fason yo kite te-a 
poze. 

Pou chak te kite chwazi pou fe envante-a, men sa ki te konte ak mezire: 
kantite pyebwa ki rekolte ak kantite ki rete sou te-a nan sa kite plante ant 
1982-1986, kantite tayi (repous pyebwa ki koupe) ki rekolte ak kantite ki rete 
sou te-a; kantite volonte (pyebwa ki pouse pou kont yo) ki rekolte ak kantite ki 
rete sou te-a; kantite tayi ki soti nan volonte yo ki rekolte ak kantite ki rete 
sou te-a; dyamet tij pyebwa ak tayi ak dyamet souch pyebwa ak tayi ki rekolte; 
espes natif natal ki rejenere sou te-a depi plantasyon yo fet. Analiz chit ki 
ranmase yo pemet estime pousantaj pyebwa ki pran (siviv) nan chak sit ak pou chak 
espes; volim bwa ki rekolte ak sa ki rete nan pyebwa sou te-a, kantite chak 
kategori pwodwi plante-a di li rekolte sou te-a, ak diferans ant sa plante-a di 
ak estimasyon ki fet nan envante-a; anfen vale angwo (san retire depans) rekot 
plante-a di life pou chak kategori pwodwi ak tan depi plantasyon-an fet. 

Jan plante yo sevi ak te yo 

Plante yo plante pyebwa sou tout kalite te: jaden bo kay, jaden pre kay, 
jaden lwen kay, ak jaden miks ki genyen plant ki rete lontan nan te-a. Plante 
yo pito mete pyebwa sou te yo santi yo genyen plis sekirite, men sekirite sou 
pyebwa-a pi enpotan lontan pase sekirite sou te-a. 

De tye (2/3) plante yo kontinye fe lakilti sou te yo plante pyebwa yo. Sou 
te plante yo travay anpil, yo plante pyebwa plis sou lantouray, sa ki fe gen yon 
melanj pyebwa etranje ak natif natal san yo pa diminye sou te yo fe manje. 
Apepre yon tye (1/3) plante chanje fason yo sevi ak te-a: yo pa travay fe manje 
sou te erode yo anko, yo fe plantasyon pye bwa pito. Yon bon kantite plante 
plante pyebwa pwoje-a sou te yo kite poze, oubyen pou fe jaden chabon, oubyen pou 
fe jaden ki genyen plant ki rete lontan nan te-a tankou kafe, bannann ak kann. 



Envante pyebwa yo 

Pou tout te ki konsidere nan envante-a, pyebwa yo genyen anmwayenn 12,3 
lane, apepre 35% pyebwa yo te pran (siviv). Yon tye (1/3) pyebwa pwoje-a ki siviv 
te kanpe sou te-a toujou. Se plis Senna siamea kite genyen sou te yo, ak lot 
espes tankou Casuarina equisetifolia ak Catalpa longissima ki bay bwa ki gen 
vale. Se Leucaena leucocephala ak S.siamea kite plis rekolte, yo bay 80% volim 
bwa ki kalkile. Le yo konsidere tout espes yo, bwa pwoje-a bay 2,14 ton metrik 
bwa/ekta/ane. Tayi yo, pou kat espes sitou, bay 0,5 ton anplis bwa/ekta/an. Yon 
deziem jenerasyon pyebwa volonte (pitit), pou senk espes sitou, bay 0,25 ton 
bwa/ekta/an .. Plante yo jere rejenerasyon espes natif natal yo sou mwatye te yo, 
ki plis genyen espes ki gen vale tankou Simaruba glauca,, Calophyllum calaba,, 
Swietenia mahogani ak Bumelia salicifolia. 

Rekot 

Rekot plante yo deklare reprezante yon ti kras plis pase mwatye volim bwa 
ki kalkile. Kidonk, gen yon bon kantite bwa rekolte ki pa kontwole, tankou bwa 
yo vole, bwa pou fe dife, piket ak ti poto. Pwodwi ki pi enpotan se qhabon ak bwa 
pou fe kay peyizan. Bwa pou fe chabon, sitou pou vann, te bay plis pase 80% 
volim bwa ki rekolte ak 31% nan Iajan ki rantre. Bwa pou konstwi te fe 15% volim 
bwa ki rekolte e te vo 60% lajan ki rantre. Angwo, kantite lajan bwa yo bay te 
separe ren pou ren ant sa ki vann ak sa ki sevi moun yo direkteman. Pi gwo rekot 
bwa fet ant wit (8) - onz (11) lane apre plantasyon. 

Sevis pyebwa yo rann 

Se pa bwa ki rekolte selman ki enpotan, pyebwa yo menm te rann s~v1s tou. 
Majorite plante konsidere pyebwa yo tankou yon bank, yon rezev pou sitirasyon 
di f isi 1. Plante yo sevi ak pyebwa pwoje-a pou amelyore te-a, pou ogmante vale te
a, pou bebel, pou kase van, pou bay lonbray nan jaden kafe ak kakawo, ak lot 
sevis anko. 

Enpak pyebwa yo sou anviwonman 

Pyebwa pwoj e-a gen yon enpak poz i ti f sou anv i wonman-an. Yo ogmante 
divesite abita yo (kote bagay ki vivan rete), e yo fasilite chanjman nan fason 
yo sevi ak te yo. Yo jwe yon wbl enpotan ni nan atire bet k-ap pote semans ni nan 
chanje kondisyon te yo pou pemet rejenerasyon natirel fet. Sa an menm tan pemet 
pyebwa leve pou plante-a jwenn ti plantil. Plantasyon pyebwa ogmante pwodiksyon 
biyomas kote ki degrade yo, yo fe abita yo vinn pi rich, pase yo amelyore kalite 
sol ak figi te-a, yo ogmante posiblite pou plante-a tire plis lajan nan te-a, yo 
kreye kondisyon, manje ak kay, pou bet vinn viv, yo prepare teren pou lot plant 
vinn pran. 

-



Objektif pwoje-a 

Objektif ki sou papye ansyen pwoje AOP-a reyalize. Peyizan yo montre yo tre 
motive pou plante ak pran swen yon bon kantite pyebwa pou diferan rezon, tankou 
pou konsevasyon sol, pou fe chabon ak bwa dife ak pou fe lajan. Sel bagay, 
pwodiksyon bwa pa montre li ka sevi kom danre konpare ak pwodiksyon agrikol. 
Pyebwa yo te plante kek kote selman, kote yo sevi kom konpleman, kom bank, kom 
rezev, pou garanti kont sitirasyon difisil tankou sizoka plante yo pa ta fe bon 
rekot. Plante yo dako pou envesti nan plante ak pran swen pyebwa, men yo pa soti 
pou depanse ti lajan yo genyen nan pyebwa ni pou sakrifye okazyon pou f~ lakilti 
ki rapote p~is lajan. 

Bi prensipal pwoje-a se te pou ede konbat degradasyon anviwonman. AOP te 
genyen yon enpak enpotan sou anviwonman-an, men estrateji kite itilize pou fe 
plante pyebwa pa rive refe tout baz resous natirel yo. Kouveti vejetal la 
retounen sou milye ti sit ki lwen youn ak lot, men gen limit nan estrateji sa-a 
akoz te ki gen pyebwa yo gaye e nan konpetisyon ak lot priyorite tankou fe 
lakilti. Pwogram plante pyebwa pwoje-a touche apepre 25% peyizan ayisyen. Se yon 
reyalizasyon enpotan, men sa selman pa kapab rezoud pwoblem sosyete peyizan-an 
ki nan yon kriz net ale ni refe baz resous natirel yo ki degrade nan yon eta k'ap 
difisil pou refet. . 



CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

Background of Study 

The basic objective of this study is to assess long tenn environmental and socio-economic impacts of trees 

planted under the auspices of the Agroforestry Outreach Project (AOP), and the follow-on Agroforestry II Project 

(AFII). These pr?jects were funded by the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) between 1981 and 

1991. During this decade of continuous USAID funding, a total of more than 63 million trees were distributed to 

253,000 small peasant farmers. 

Tree planting under the AOP began with the spring rains of 1982, and continued without interruption for 19 

successive spring and fall planting seasons. See Table 1.1 below for a summary of CARE and PADF outreach 

between 1982 and 1991. AF II outreach ended in September 1991 when the project was suspended due to political 

turmoil and the overthrow of the Aristide government. In 1992 USAID redesigned the project, shifting its emphasis 

from tree extension to sustainable agricultural production under the Productive Land Use Systems Project (PLUS). 

Table 1.1. Swnmruy ofCARE/PADF Outreach wtder AOP/AFII, 1982-1991. 

PROJECT NO.OFPVOs1 NO.OF NO. OF TREES' 
FARMERS2 (X 000) 

CARE-AOP I 22,812 5.800 
CARE-AOP II 22,800 7,700 
CARE-AFII 3,847 1,374 

SUBTOTAL 49,459 14,874 
PADF- SW (I) 29 10,756 
P ADF - SE (II) 49 9,140 
P ADF - N (III) 76 15,838 
P ADF - UP (IV) 41 6,139 
PADF-LP(V) 30 6.329 

SUBTOTAL 225 203,347 48,102 
TOTAL 225 251,806 63,076 

I The column PVO refers to pnvatc voltmtery orgamzat1ons, both local and mtcmahonel. 
which collaborated with PADF. 2 Actual nwnber of tree planters, estimated to be less tbao 
reported, to avoid double co1D1ting repeat planters. 3 Refers to trees distributed to farmers. 
In 1991, 80 species were produced in 40 regional nurseries, 30 community nurseries and 
1,450 b~kyard nurseries. Forty percent of the trees distributed in 1991 were native species. 
The project bad trained an extension network of about 1200 extanimators. PADF financing 
included some support from Swiss, Canadian, Belgian. Shell Oil and private US sources. 
SOURCES: Info-PLUSI (1-2), PADF and CARE staff: 
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Under the AOP (1981-1989), CARE International provided e.~ion services to peasant fanners in the 

Northwest The Pan American Development FoW1dation (PADF) operated in five other regions of Haiti under the 

name Pwoje Pyebwa (free Project). Operation Double Harvest (OOH) earned out nursery and plantation activities in 

the Cul-de-Sac plain. In 1985, the AOP established an applied research component operated by the University of 

Maine. In 1987 research support continued thro~ the South-East Consortium for International Development 

(SECID) under Auburn University. Between 1990 and 1991, AF II retained outreach and research components 

operated by CARE, PADF and SECID. AF II continued the AOP tree planting strategy plus a wider range of 

inteiventions emphasizing soil and water conservation. Between 1987 and 1991, the project funded the Haiti Seed 

and Gennplasm Improvement Program operated by the International Resources Group and then SECID. The 

gennplasm program supported CARE and P ADF agroforestry through conservation and genetic improvement of 

native and exotic tree species. 

Project Assumptions 

According to project documents, the primary purpose of AOP/ AFII funding was to help reverse patterns of 

severe environmental degradation in rural Haiti. This held the promise of stemming the trend toward denuding 

Haiti's mountains, helping to restore Haiti's green cover, and improving the country's natural resource base. 

The implementation strategy was to introduce large numbers of trees into rurdl Haiti through a farm forestry 

extension system. The Project Paper states primary objectives of the AOP as follows: 

(1) to motivate Haitian peasants to plant and maintain trees for soil conservation, production of 

foe/wood, and generation of income in rural areas, 

(2) to achieve the planting and maintenance of a substantial number of trees over the life of the project, 

(3) to obtain reliable infonnation through applied research on the technical, economic and social 

variables of forestation in Haiti. 

The guiding premise for this effort was the following: Peasant fanners can be motivated to plant large 

numbers of trees by undertaking the production of fast growing tropical hardwoods to be harvested as a cash 

crop. This keystone principle was based on the following assumptions: 

1. Peasant farmers are willing to try new crops if given the opportunity to do so without great risk. 

2. Fanners are oriented to cash crops with a relatively quick return on investment. 

3. Market incentives, especially for fuelwood and charcoal, are sufficient to motivate small fanners to plant 

hardwood trees on their own land 
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4. Land tenure mangements are adequate to promote inves1ment of perennials on land which fanners hol~ 

securely. Despite the shortage of good cropland in rural Haiti, most peasant fanns have tracts of agriculturally 

marginal land that could be planted in trees. Trees could also be intercropped with traditional food crops. 

5. Planters own the trees they plant on their own land. They are able to exercise full control over site 

selection, management and harvest of trees planted 

6. Fast growing, leguminous fuelwood species with the ability to regenerate by coppice are readily adapte, · 

to the peasant faun context 

7. It is ~easible to plant such fast growing hardwoods as a new and potentially lucrative cash crop. Initial 

harvest could take place within two or three years for fuelwood or wood charcoal production. 

Objectives of Impact Study 

Over three years have elapsed since AFII was suspended, and 13 years since the AOP firs~ distributed trees 

in the spring planting season of 1982. No previous post-project impact evaluation has been undertaken. There is 

now sufficient time depth to review the imp~ct of project trees on peasant fanns. 

Tree cropping is a long range proposition. Even fast growing tropical hardwoods may well require a decade 

or more to attain harvestable size, especially on degraded sites, and especially for higher value wood products. 

Furthennore, coppicing species require sufficient time depth to enable assessment of multiple rotations. In this 

perspective, the earliest plantings of project trees are only now in a position to demonstrate both short and long tenn 

returns on the fanner's investment. Only now, and for the first time, are we able to revisit the question of impact, and 

observe some of the effects that project trees have had on the fanners and their environment 

How are fanners managing and utilizing project trees? How has establishment of large numbers of project 

trees affected fanner decision making and land use patterns? The evaluators have been asked to estimate numbers of 

original trees still standing, rates of natural regeneration, reasons for harvest, age at harvest, coppice management, 

economic value of harvests, species preference, fanner perceptions of benefits, changes in attitudes and practice. In 

short, what has happened to the trees, peasant tree planters, and the sites where fanners planted trees? What do we 

lmow about the possible long tenn environmental and socioeconomic impacts of project trees? 

Methodology 

The evaluation team is composed of a forester-ecologist and a cultural anthropologist with longstanding 

experience in Haiti. The tenns of reference instruct the team to undertake investigations of representative sites. The 
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team is to interview project participants and key infonnants in the areas where CARE and P ADF were active in tree 

planting. Site selection for ·field interviews and inventories is discussed in Chapter 2. 

Toe team interviewed a total of 77 tree planters, and inventoried 43 tree planting sites on peasant fanns. See 

Table 1.2 below for a breakdown of interviewees by region, gender and inventory site. The team selected its sample 

of fanners and sites with a view to assuring a relatively broad range and variation in land use and tree management 

strategies. Given its mandate, the team was interested in harvest and utilization strategies - including inventory of 

sites with no rep,orted harvest. Given the short time frame for a study of this magnitude - a total of6 weeks for 

preparation, .fieldwork in far widely dispersed locations, analysis and report preparation - it was simply impossible to 

carry out a statistically valid, project-wide random sample. In view of these limitations the team selected a sample 

deemed representative of project tree sites. The team feels that this sample generated a realistic sense of the range 

and variation in land use where the majority of project trees were planted on peasant fanns. The team also 

interviewed other infonnants noted in AppendL9< 1. These interviewees included current and fonner agency 

personnel, farmers not enrolled in the program, and other members oflocal communities. 

Table 1.2. Summmy of tree planter interviews by site and gender. 

Interviewed Inventoried (43 plots) 

SITE MEN WOMEN TOTAL MEN WOMAN TOTAL 

Bombardopolis 8 2 10 7 1 8 

Dosd'Ane 7 l 8 5 0 5 

St. Michel de l' Altalaye 12 2 14 9 2 11 

Bainet 10 1 11 10 0 10 

F ond-des-Blancs 12 7 19 5 2 7 

Ste. Helene 8 3 11 3 0 3 

Grenier 4 0 4 4 0 4 

Total 61 16 77 43 s 48 
(Percent) (79) (21) (100) (90) (10) (100) 

At sites where P ADF village studies were undertaken in the mid 1980s, the team sought to visit planters and 

sites with a preexisting baseline of available infonnation; however, some additional planters were interviewed even if 

they had not been queried in earlier village studies. In the Northwest, no previous questionnaires were available for 

comparative pwposes. The vast majority of tree gardens were managed by men in keeping with the nonnal division 

of labor in rural Haiti; however, the team sought out woman planters to assure representation of both men and 

women planters in the study sample. Mame-Franck had a much higher rate of female planters due to the high rate of 

male outmigration to French Guiana. Where tree site inventories were undertaken, women comprised IO percent of 

planter interviewees. Women made up 21 percent of all tree planters interviewed including fanners whose tree 
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gardens were not inventoried. Planter interviews were supplemented by additional interviews with market women 

selling wood products. 

The team visited a number of tree sites which they did not formally inventory. They also visited tree sites 

from virtually all stages of project implementation including AOP/AFII trees planted in PLUS areas; however, the 

team sought to stratify the sample by selecting tree inventory sites with greater time depth in order to maximize 

available information on land use changes, varied harvest strategies and multiple rotations of coppicing trees. For 

example, it has ~ecome clear from the sample that initial harvest often took place after four or five years in the 

ground, and more commonly after eight or ten years - especially on somewhat drier mountain sites where a lmge 

percentage of the trees were planted. 

Tree planting sites inventoried by the study were established between 1982 and 1986. A higher proportion 

of exotics than native species were planted during the early years of the project. Nevertheless, species inventoried at 

study sites included the 11 most popular species - 83 percent of PADFs production during the last .full year of the 

project (PADF, 1991). The same pattern holds bue for CARE areas. In other words, species planted during the first 

four years anticipated the same species mix used in latter stages of the project - albeit with a shift in ranking and in 

relative numbers of exotic and native species. Therefore, analysis of earlier plantings with their greater time depth, 

greater opportunity for tree harvest and broader perspective for identifying changes in land use, proved to be the 

most judicious strategy for generating data pertinent to analyzing impact. 

Analysis of early years is prudent from another perspective: P ADF survival rates after 12 months increased 

from 30 percent in 1984 to over 52 percent by the end of the decade. CARE survival rates have tended to be even 

higher, and they reflect the same pattern of improvement over time. Therefore, survival has been significantly higher 

for the years when most trees were planted. Overall, biomass production will doubtless be higher for trees planted 

during the final, maximum production stages of the project. 

The team's division oflabor at study sites required the forester to cany out a detailed inventory of standing 

and harvested trees, coppice, natural regeneration, and physical characteristics of the planting site. With the site 

inventory underway, the anthropologist interviewed the farmer responsible for the tree garden. Each team member 

used a data collection instrument to record data and farmer responses to questions. In each region the team worked 

with a former AOP animator lmowledgeable about the project, local tree planters, and inventory sites where project 

trees were planted. The fonner animator and one or two others from the community generally assisted the forester in 

carrying out site inventories. 

Once the team agreed to inv~tory a particular garden, team members briefly discussed their work with the 

tree planter and gained his or her permission to cooperate with the study. The forester then executed his site 
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use. Coordinates were estimated using the 1964 1: 100,000 U.S. Anny maps at the SECID office. RainfaJ1 data was 

collected for the nearest weather station from the Meteorological Service's (Ministry of Agriculture) database. 

An initial tally of all lwvested stmnps and live trees was conducted to confiim the infonnation and to 

estimate stand ~ea. If the trees were planted in block, then the total block area was estimated. If the trees were 

dispersed or planted in-row along borders or within a field garden, the stand area was estimated as the area occupied 

by the canopy of the trees. Harvested tree stumps and boles of standing trees were measured for diameters with 

calipers to the nearest 0.1 cm. Generally, stump diameters were measured at 0.lm and bole diameters at 1.3 m. 

These measurements were used to estimate wood weights and pole volumes based on weight tables prepared for 

each species during the AOP (Ehrlich, 1985; Ehrlich et al, 1986; Tunyan, 1987). 

A tally of volunteers of the AOP trees, either regenerated from seed or as root suckers, was conducted on 

site for 3 stem diameter classes: < I cm, 1-3 cm, and >3 cm. In certain cases, subsampling procedures were 

necessary to estimate volunteer regeneration due to extremely high stem densities of some species. Subsampling for 

seedlings <l cm stem diameter consisted of randomly selecting five 1 m2 plots and counting all stems falling within 

the plot boundaries. Subsampling for the 1-3 cm and >3 cm diameter classes consisted of the random placement of 

five 5m x Sm plots and counting all stems falling within the plot boundaries. 

All coppice production was measured for diameters, either as stumps or stems. Volunteers, either standing, 

harvested or coppicing were measured in the same manner that the original AOP trees were measured A total of 8 

classes of stumps and stems were measured in the study. Standing dead trees were encowitered on only one site 

and were eliminated as a category in the tree inventory analyses. Volunteers of native or naturalized species other 

than the AOP trees were tallied for 2 height classes: 0.5 - 2.S m and > 2.5 m. A tally was conducted of the trees that 

were present on site prior to the planting of AOP trees. The list of tree species encountered during this study is 

provided in Appendix 2. 

During interviews the anthropologist worked with the mnner to reconstruct the plot's cropping and tree 

planting history, farmer considerations in site selection, fanner motivations in planting project and non-project trees, 

changing land use patterns over time, futme plans for the site, harvest and tree utili7ation history, fanner role in 

regeneration, the local farm strategy, agricultural calendar, and patterns of fallow. Wherever posst"ble, the 

anthropologist referred to earlier interview data to establish a sense of who the tanner was, and to elicit changing 

attitudes and practices over time. The anthropologist used an intemew guide rather than a formal SU1Vey ins1Iument 
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to elicit infonnation. 11us facilitated follow-up questions and a conversational tone or dialogue during interviews. At 

the completion of site inventory and fanner interview, the team usually met briefly with the fa.oner to report findings 

from the inventory and clarify infonnation. 
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CHAPTER? 

TREES AND REGIONS 

Site Selection 

Given the geographic spread of the project, and the sheer number of farm sites with project trees, it would 

have been an impossible task to carry out interviews and field obsenrations in all comrmmities where project trees 

were planted over a ten year period. Therefore, in consultation with staff members of USAID, SE CID, CARE and 

PADF, the team selected a series of study sites in eight far flwtg regions of the cowttry. See Figure 2.1 for the 

locations of the study regions and Table 2.1 for a swnmary of their environmental parameters. 

The team judged these sites to be representative of the project's field extension by virtue of their geograph~~ 

spread and physical characteristics. In keeping with Haiti's mountainous character, the study sites demonstrated a 

considerable degree ofmicrosite variation. To broaden the range of site conditions in the study, the team visited 

several localities within each region. Finally, site selection criteria favored sites with a preexisting baseline of 

infonnationgathered in the mid 1980s by the University of Maine (Conway, 1986~ Balz.ano, 1986), and PADF 

(Lauwel}'sen, 1985; Buffi.un, 1985~ Buffum and King, 1985; Smucker, 1988). Reports and questionnaires from tfo~ 

earlier studies provided useful comparative data on project tree planters and non-planters, planter criteria for tree siw 

selection, and planter goals and expectation in early stages of the project prior to tree hruvest. In the case of the 

CARE program in the Northwest, all project records were destroyed in the political turbulence of the mid 1980s~ 

however, the team visited two CARE sites discussed by Conway in 1986 - Desforges and Savane Mole. 

Geographically, the eight regions fall within all major regions of the country served by CARE and PADF 

field extension teams under AOP/ AFII - Bombardopolis, Savane Mole, and Dos d'Ane in the far Northwest (CARE), 

St. Michel which straddles P ADFs Plateau and North regions, Grenier la Montagne not far from Port-au-Prince, 

Bainet in the Southeast, Fond-des-Blancs and Ste. Helene in PADFs southern region. Two of the old AOP sites 

studied have continuing project extension activities urider the current PLUS program - Desforges in the Northwest 

(CARE), and Ste. Helene in the South (PADF). 

The study sites vary in average annual rainfall from 600 to 2,300 millimeters, and from 160 to 1,000 meters 
_,./ 

in elevation. These parameters clearly reflect the primary planting target of most AOP and AFII trees. Overall, these 

regions are representative of common agricultural conditions where most project trees were planted - mountain 

peasant agriculture characterized by two growing seasons, one major and one minor. The eight regions also exhibit a 
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Figure Z.l. Map of Haiti showing the location of the study regions. 

.... 
Table 2.1. Environmental parameters of the study sites. 

REGION NO.OF LATITUDE LONGITUDE EIXVATION ANNUAL SLOPE 
SITES (N) (W) RANGE RAINFALL RANGE .... 

(m) (mm) (%) 

Bombard 5 19° 41' 73° 20' 400 • 480 948 5 -50 11111111 

SavaneMole 2 19° 46' 73° 21' 240 • 250 608 2-5 

Dos d'Ane 3 19°44' 73° 13' 490 - 570 980 4 -45 

La Montagne 2 19° 47' 73° 11' 770-800 1.300 5 • 55 
.... 

St. Michel de I' Attalaye 7 19° 16' 72° 22' 340 -460 1,289 5 - 45 

Grenier 5 18° 28' 72° 19' 870- 1,000 1,733 0- 70 11111 

Bainet 10 18° 10' 72° 48' 200 - 300 1,572 2 -72 

Fond-des-Blancs 6 18° 19' 73° 10' 290 - 575 1,194 0-42 

Ste. Helene 3 18° 20' 73° 47' 160 • 265 2,281 38- 67 11111 

~ 
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considerable degree of internal range and variation in planting conditions - including some of the driest (e.g., Savanc 

Mole) and wettest (e.g., Ste. Helene) sites where project'trees have been planted in Haiti. 

Bombardopolls 

CARE established its AOP program in the Northwest with field foresters based in Bombardopolis and 

Jean-Rabel. C~s earliest AOP trees were planted at Bombardopolis during the spring planting season of 1982. 

The study team visited two CARE zones in this region - Desforges and Savane Mole. Desforges is a site of 

continuing CARE outreach under the PLUS program. CARE outreach in Savane Mole ceased with the tenninaticn 

ofAFII. 

Desforges is an area of fairly intensive cultivation - chy mountain agricultme with two important planting 

seasons. Sorghum, manioc, and peanuts are commonly planted during the spring planting season (March-June). 

Beans, com and sweet potatoes are commonly planted in the shorter fall planting season (September-October). 

Depending on the rains and the site, farmers may plant red beans in a brief third season at the end of the year 

(December). Bitter manioc is left in the ground for two years or more. TI1c area has long produced charcoal during 

slack periods of agricultural activity, and depends heavily on livestock. Many families experience food shortages in 

the months of May and June. Despite a broader regional pattern oflong fallow cycles, fanners in Desforges practice 

a fairly short fallowing system - one or more years of production followed by one year in fallow. Informants in 

Desforges report experience with planting or protecting traditional forest species such as kajou (Swietenia 

mahagoni), kapab (Colubrina arborescens), sed (Cedrela odorata), chenn (Catalpa Jongissima), and saman 

'4/bizia saman). 

In addition to highland plots around house sites, farmers of Desforges commonly have access to drier, less 

intensively fanned sites at lower elevations. These sites are known as kadas where few or no people have pennanen~ 

residences. Fanning in the kadas is based on a limited number of cultigens - mostly manioc and sweet potatoes, 

long periods of fallow, and production of charcoal. These areas are extensively grazed, including the outlawed 

practice of open range grazing in some areas. A few fanners also have irrigated gardens in distant riparian lowlands. 

Tree inventory sites in Desforges fall within areas of more intensive cultivation rather than the drier kadas. 

Some tree gardens have shifted from annual crops to pennanent woodlots generating a fair amount of charcoal. 

More commonly, farmers have incorporated project trees into annual gardens which previously had few or no trees. 

These gardens have continued to be intensively cropped in combination with short periods of fallow. First harvest 

here has generally been after eight years. None of the reported harvests were based on clearcutting. Project trees 

have produced a significant amount of charcoal; however, farmers clearly prefer to hold out for higher value wood 
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products, especially construction materials. Fanners have used the trees extensively for house construction. 

Infonnan1s report most polewood harvests as used directly rather than sold for cash income. A number of Canners in 

Desfotges have sawn kaliptis (Eucalyptus camaldulensis) for lumber used in peasant house construction. There is a 

lively sailboat traffic in the region, and fimners report selling tall and straight kaliptis for boat masts. 

Within the past 20 years local housing materials have gradually shifted from mud-and-wattle (kay kits) to 

rock-and-lime (/cay miraye) construction. Poles, beams and lwnber remain important in rock houses; however, less 

wood is required for wall construction. This reflects growing wood shortage in the region. This shift has created 

growing demand for lacho, lime or quicklime, made by burning limestone to extract a chemical compound of 

calciwn and oxygen used in cement. Local production of lime has created a growing demand for firewood. A lime 

producer in Krev (Desfoiges) has planted a relatively large number of trees on his lime production site where 

calcareous rocks are plentiful. He reports a much better rate of return from lime production than from charcoal 

production - assuming the same quantity of wood. 

Interviews in Desforges sho~ changes in harvest intentions over time. Economic hardship has engendered 

levels of a wood harvest which fimners did not anticipate when they planted trees. Some hoped to establish 

permanent woodlots to use and pass along to their children for high value products. Instead they have harvested for 

charcoal and polewood at earlier stages of production, and retained use of tree sites for annual food crops. Others 

have shifted from a food-and-tree strategy to establishment of woodlots, harvesting a first rotation for charcoal, and 

successive rotations for charcoal and polewood. In the latter context the team observed old lisina ~eucaena 

leucocephala subsp. glabrata) hedgerows established in food gardens for conservation purposes, but left wipruned 

with crop land going out of food production and natural regeneration covering the ground between hedgerows. The 

fanners chose to manage such sites as long term fallow ( 10 or more years), harvesting for charcoal and polewood 

with plans to reestablish annual food crops. 

Five sites were selected in the Desforges environs south-west of the Bombardopolis plateau. The 

landscape of this area is hilly, with moderately steep slopes, typically 35 - 50%, that drain toward a south and 

westerly direction. Elevations are lower than Bombardopolis, though the area receives a higher amotmt of rainfall, 

distributed bimodally with peak rains occmring during April/May and September/October. The soils of the area have 

developed from a limestone conglomerate comprised of coral reef material interspersed with tuft" (tt/J. They range 

from dark brown, gravelly loams to reddish brown, clayey loams, high in pH (8.1-8.4), and 20-40 cm to the parent 

material (Guthrie et al., 1990). Rainfall and soils support a Subtropical Moist Forest (sensu Holdridge, 1976) that 

represents the most extensive life zone in Haiti Common wood species are kajou, chenn,palmis ~oystonea 

hispaniolana), andfivenn (Simarouba glauca). Common fruit species are mango (/Jangifera indica), kowosol 
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(llnnona muricata) and kachiman (A. squamosa), zaboka (Persea americana), sitwis (Citrus spp.), and kokoye 

(Cocos nucifera). A summaiy of the site parameteis in this region are provided in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2. Summary of study sites in the Desforges area of the Bombardopolis region. The AOP species codes are 
given in Appendix 2. 

Site LocaHty Plant ElevatJon Aspect Slope Stand No.of Tree Spedes & Stand ConffguratJon 
No. Date (m) (°) (%) Area Trees 

(ha) Planted 

1 K.lenet 9/1986 425 262 5 0.03 200 LELE, LEDi. EUCA. COAR; block 2m x 
2m. 

2 Krev 5/1984 480 131 50 0.14 350 EUCA. CASI, CACA. COAR; block 2m x 
2m. 

3 Demoulin 9/1985 420 48 5 0.16 250 CASI, EUCA. AZIN; block 2.Sm x 2.Sm. 

4 Demoulin 9/1985 400 340 35 0.15 100 COAR; dispersed 3.9m x 3.9m. 

5 Krev 6/1985 440 350 5 0.64 850 CASI, ACAU, AZIN, smE, CALO; border 
I.Sm in-row. 

SavaneMole 

; 

The arid plains of Savane Mole are located at lower elevations a few kilometers from Bombardopolis. Ther,: 

is less intercropping than in the more humid Desforges. Sweet potatoes, manioc and congo peas may be left in the 

ground for two years. Peanuts are an important crop. Farmers grow castor beans in a three to four year cycle. Slack 

seasons and periods of fallow are lengthy. Fanners practice a form of shifting cultivation on small gardens within a 

larger block of land. A single planting season is commonly followed by four or five years of fallow before the land 

goes back into crop production. Toe lengthy fallow allows land to reforest. There is a minor second season in the 

cool months at the turn of the year (November-December-Januazy) for beans, sweet potatoes and com. Agriculture 

is risky. Charcoal and livestock production are important off-season pursuits which mitigate agricultural risk. 

Grazing is a principal feature oflocal production. 

Informants in Savane Mole have established project trees as charcoal gardens on garden plots where they 

traditionally practice long tenn fallow. Tree sites have tended to double the already lengthy fallow period - at least 

for the first rotation of wood luuvest One couple waited 10 years to luuvest charcoal and some polewood. Anc ~> ,.. :
fanner, Francoeur Desinor, has used his tree garden as a nursery to transplant volunteers into actively gardened, 

adjoining subplots. He reports planting such seedlings annually with the spring rains. In doing so he has actively 

replaced harvested trees, and virtually doubled the size ofhis original tree plantation. These dry sites reflect two 

closely linked strategies well adapted to the local context charcoal gardens and enriched fallow. 
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Two sites were selected in Savane Mole, northwest ofBombardopolis toward the coastal town of Mole St. 

Nicolas. The land is flat or gently sloping toward the west, about 250 m above sea level and semi-arid Annual 

rainfall ranges between 600-800 mm and stony soils are shallow overlaying ancient coral reef limestone. Rainfall 

amowit and distribution is highly variable from one year to the next, making annual crops risky compared to the 

more secure grazing and charcoal production systems common in the area. Site conditions support a Subtropical 

Dry Forest, characterized by a combination of thorny trees '4caciafamesiana, Prosopisjuliflora, Randia aculeata) 

and non-thorny species (Leucaena leucocephala subsp. leucocephala, Guaiacum spp., Exostema caribaeum) that 

are desirable for ~harcoal production and tolerate browsing pressure. The two sites sampled in this area are 

swnmarized in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3. Summary of study sites in the Savane Mole area between Bombardopolis and Mole St. Nicolas.*= 
Estimated number planted. The AOP species codes are given in Appendix 2. 
Site No. Locality Plant Elevation Aspect Slope Stand No.or Tree Species & Stand ConflguratJon 

Date (m) {°) (%) Area Trees 
(ha) Planted 

6 Bousket 6/1983 250 340 2 0.14 250 LELE, AZIN; block 2Am x 2.4m. 

7 Dibois 5/84 246 240 3 0.06 125• LELE; block 2.5m x 2.5m. 

Dos d'Ane 

The agricultural regime in Dos d'Ane is similar to Desforges; however, it is drier with a minor second season 

(September-October). The annual crop mix centers around com, sorghwn, beans and sweet potatoes. Livestock and 

charcoal are important enterprises. Fanners also make use of distant kadas gardens for grazing, charcoal production, 

peanuts, sweet potatoes and manioc. The sweet variety of manioc is commonly left in the ground for 18 months, 

and the bitter for up to three years. May-June-July and November are hwiger months. People commonly crop 

annuals for one or two years then leave land in fallow for two to ten years depending on the site and their needs for 

cropland. 

Infonnants in Dos d'Ane have used project trees to enrich long tenn fallow. On sites which are cropped 

more frequently, informants have reserved garden space together with widely spaced trees and border plantings. 

One fanner is removing giant leucaena stumps from a productive garden site which he crops twice annually; 

however, he likes giant leucaena on other sites with degraded slopes. Another fanner reports clearcutting all giant 

leucaena when planting food crops after a lengthy period of fallow, managing coppice for superior stems during the 

food crop cycle, and letting the trees develop wipnmed during the subsequent fallow cycle. This tanner notes that 

he would prefer to establish a long tenn woodlot in order to attain higher value wood products for construction; 

however, he cannot afford to wait, and derives shorter tenn income from the trees by producing charcoal. 
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lbree sites were selected in the Dos d'Ane area. The terrain is very hilly with weather conditions strongly 

influenced by the region's leeward position to the mountain chain. between Anse Rouge and Jean Rabel. Though 

similar in elevation (and possibly annual rainfall amounts) to the Bombard Plateau, conditions are drier due to the 

southerly exposure of the landscape, more rapid runoff and greater extent of erosion. The area is classified as 

Subtropical Moist Forest, though the shallower s~ils of many sites can only support Subtropical Dry Forest species. 

The study sites are summarized in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4. Summary of study sites in the Dos d'Ane region. The AOP species codes are given in Appendix 2. 

Site LocaUty Plant Elevation Aspect Slope Stand No. or Tree Spedes & Stand Configuration 
No. Date (m) (°) (%) Area Trees 

(ha) Planted 

8 Nan Jan 5/1984 490 216 4 0.24 500 LELE, CASI, CAEQ; block 2m x 2m. 

9 SouPlaton 9/1984 570 110 45 0.1 250 LELE, EUCA; block 2m x 2m. 

10 Sou Plat.on 9/1982 500 40 15 0.15 250 LELE - border 2m in-row; EUCA - 2m x 
2m. 

La Montagne 

At cooler, higher elevations above Dos d' Ane, the local agricultural strategy centers around com, beans, and 

sweet potatoes. Sorghum and manioc drop out of the crop mix. There are better rains, and fann units often include 

some coffee, plantains and sugar cane. Livestock remains important. Fanners seek distant plots in the kadas as in 

other highland regions of the Northwest. May, June and July are hunger months. TI1e fallowing regime is 

commonly one year of cropping followed by two or three years off. 

One informant in this community used project trees to enrich fallow; however, the site was harvested after 

l O years with no evidence of natural regeneration or replanting. Tiris site is an example of some project trees playing 

only an ephemeral role in the local landscape. At the time of the team's visit, the fanner was cutting the last of his 

trees and reestablishing annual crops. Aside from stumps and the benefits of a lengthy fallow, the plot presumably 

appeared much as it did before project trees were planted. This was due in part to low survival rates as a result of 

uncontrolled grazing of young trees by neighbors. It also reflects the difficulty numerous farmers have had in 

propagating Casuarina spp. and Eucalyptus spp., both well-liked species that do not regenerate naturally from seed. 

The fanner had derived some income from the sale of posts and beams which he used to purchase food and invest in 

goats. Charcoal was being made from an old avocado tree to make room for kapab and chenn in an adjacent 

perennial garden. 
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At lower elevations of La Montagne, a fanner gained significant benefits by selling three subplots from his 

tree garden. In doing so, he was able to gain premiums of 40, 50 and 70 percent on his sale price - value added which 

he attributed to project trees. The team spoke with both buyer and seller of these plots. The seller indicated he sold 

the land to buy food during hard times in the early 1990s. The buyer made a considerable quantity of charcoal in 

order to buy food, and he built a house for his son. He used project trees to meet virtually all of his post and beam 

wood requirements for the house. He estimated ruuvesting more than 1,000 gourdes worth ofpolewood, mostly 

pich pen (Casuarina spp.) from his newly acquired land in order to build the house, thereby avoiding expenditure of 

scarce cash resources. 

Informants in this area and all other study sites in the northwest report harvesting charcoal primarily for 

sale, and polewood primarily for their own use. They also report a tremendous harvest of trees for charcoal during 

the economic difficulties of the past few years. 

Two sites were selected in La Montagne, a region that occurs on a plateau of the mountain range north of 

Dos d'Ane. The elevation of this area lies between 800-900 m and receives more rainfall than Dos d'Ane. Combined 

witl1 coolc:r tempemtures, tlie region is considembly wc:tter than Dos d'Ane. The soils are deeper on the plateau, 

though highly eroded and shallow on the steep slopes that drain the area. 111e nattmtl vegetation of the area lies in a 

trmsition zone between the Subtropical Moist Forest and the Subtropical Wet Forest. Zaboka and sitwis replace 

mango as the dominant fruit species~ sed and sikren (Inga vera) are common wood trees that serve simultaneously 

as shade for coffee. The study sites are summarized in Table 2.5. 

Table 2.5. Summary of study sites in the La Montagne region. * = Estimated number planted. TI1e AOP species 
codes are given in Appendix 2. 
Site No. Locality Plant Elevatlon Aspect Slope Stand No. or Tree Species & Stand Connguratlon 

Date (m) {°) (%) Area Trees 
(ha) Planted 

11 Des Abbe 5/1985 780 252 55 0.18 250 EUCA. LELE, COAR; block 2. 7m x 
2.7m. 

12 Des Abbe 5/1985 780 300 18 0.1 250" EUCA. co~ CAGL; block 2m X 2m. 

St Michel de l'Attalaye 

The team visited tree farmers in two localities of the communal section of Las Cidras - Gad-Batis, a plains 

area, and Kay-an-Sek, a mountain community. P ADF tree planting began here in the fall season of 1982 in 

collaboration with CECI, the Centre Canadien d'Etudes and de Cooperation Internationale. Between 1982 and the 

spring season of 1991, the project distributed 812,171 trees in this area. 
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There are spring and fall rainy seasons; however, the spring season is far more important. There is one rnain 

planting season. Farmers commonly plant food crops on the same site once a year for several years. They may · 

leave land in fallow for a year before returning to several years of annual crops. Many garden sites are planted year 

after year without fallow periods. Livestock is less important here than in the northwest. Com, sorghum and beans 

are key crops. Manioc and sweet potatoes are produced by most fanners, and people grow yams and taro in the 

mowitains. Most farms have kolomhye (granaries) for storage of grain and other crops during the long slack se~1son:::. 

Farmers seek out mountain sites capable of growing a short rotation bean crop in the fall. Such land may be rented 

for a two month period. Another specialized type of field garden is paddy land for growing rice. Some farmers have 

coffee and plantain groves. Cane is an important crop, especially in the plains areas. There are 17 gildiv (distillen ::s) 

of kleren (raw rum) in St. Michel. This local industry creates a significant demand for sugar cane and firewood. 

Land management decisions in this region have been visibly affected by the political and economic 

difficulties of the 1990s. The 1990 elections and 1991 coup d'etat created sharply polarized political camps. 

Numerous farmers left the area for long periods of time, and left plots in fallow rather than working the land due to 

fear of persecution by local authorities. Informants reported a sharp rise in land sales during this period due to the 

need to raise money for support of absentee fanners and their families. Land sales included sale of plots with proj . .;d 

trees - including in one case a 67 percent mark-up due to trees on site - according to intenriews with buyer and seller. 

A number of the interviewees in this study had spent time nan maron (in hiding). These people returned home 

following the arrival of U.S. troops in Haiti and the return of President Aristide. 

Informants in this area report much less charcoal from project trees compared to the Northwest. There has 

been some sale of polewood, but the most significant sales elicited were related to sale ofland. The tree plots wer·~ 

highly valued as a source of polewood for house construction (primarily autoconsumption), but plantations have not 

been clearcut nor harvested as heavily as in the northwest. There has been some cutting for saw wood including the 

use of kasya (Senna siamea) boards for high value added purposes such as coffin construction. Informants 

attributed a great deal of importance to trees as a store of value, and a potential source of higher value wood products 

if left to grow. On several sites the team noted an interesting shift in land use due to establishment of project trees. 

Farmers planted other perennials in association with trees - notably stands of sugar cane and plantains - thereby 

significantly reducing the harvest of annual food crops on these sites. 

Due south of St. Michel de l'Attalaye about 10 km, seven sites were selected in the Gad-Batis (3 sites) and 

Kay-an-Sek ( 4 sites) areas. The region lies on the northwestern fiinge of the Central Plateau and forms the drainage 

area of the Ennery River basin. The soils of Gad-Batis are sandy loams typical of the rolling hills of the Central 

Plateau, drying out quickly during the dry season, favoring millet over com and supporting a mix of native species 
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typical of the Subtropical Moist Forest These include kampesh (Haematoxy/on campechianum), ktyou and pa/mis. 

Mango is the dominant fiuit species andjwenn is a common wood species. 

Kay-an-sek is a locality situated in the foothills above Gad-Batis. Soils are generally shallow and stony on 

the upland slopes, though alluvial soils of the ra~es are deep and support productive sugar cane, coffee and 

plantain gardens. The study sites of this region south of St. Michel de l'Attalaye is summarized in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6. Summary of study sites south of the St Michel de l'Attalaye area.*:::;: Estimated number planted. The 
AOP species codes are given in Appendix 2. 

Site LocaUty Plant ElevaUon Aspect Slope Stand No.of Tree Species & Stand Conl1guratJon 
No. Date (m) {°) (%) Area Trees 

(ha) Planted 

13 Gad-Batis 5/1983 340 116 12 0.07 125 CASI,CALO; block 2.4m x 2.4m. 

14 Gad-Batis 5/1984 360 270 15 0.45 250• CASI. CAEQ, LELE; block 6m x 6m. 

15 Gad-Batis 5/1984 390 85 45 0.47 350 CASI; block 2.5m x 2.5m. 

16 Kay-an-Sek 5/1983 440 162 30 0.41 500 CAEQ. EUCA. ALSA; block 2m x 2m and 
border 3m in-row. 

17 Kay-an-Sek 5/1984 440 180 25 0.1 250 CASI. EUCA. AZIN. CAEQ, CALO; block 
2mx2m. 

18 Kay-an-Sek 5/1983 420 190 5-20 0.25 250 CASI. CALO, CAGL. EUCA; border 2m 
in-row. 

19 Kay-an-Sek 9/1984 460 54 15 0.25 250 CASI. CALO. EUCA. LELE; dispersed 2m 
x2m. 

Bainet 

PADF established a tree planting subproject with the Parish ofBainet which began tree distribution in the 

spring of 1982. Between 1982 and the spring of 1991, the parish distributed 1,876,455 trees in 14 rural communities 

ofBainet. The study team inventoried sites in one of these communities - Chorney, a locality near St. Therese chapel 

in the Ninth Communal Section of Bainet During the first four years of outplanting, the project distributed 48,250 

trees to aroµnd 150 fanners in Chorney. 

Chorney is characterized by an agricultural strategy based primarily on com, sorghum and beans. Com is 

somewhat more important than sorghwn. The crop mix includes sweet potatoes, manioc, and yarns. Like other sites 

studied, spring is the primary planting season. On more productive soils there is a secondary season in 

July-August-September, and a minor season for beans, a two month crop, in December and January. Livestock is 

important here as a supplement to agriculture. Fallowing is commonly practiced for one or two years following a 

year's production of annual food crops. There are sites cropped annually without a break. Some people practice 
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longer fallow if they can afford to take land out of production. There is a significant rate of outmigration to 

Dominican Republic. The team observed cane cutters returning to Chorney during field site visits in February. The 

area produces virtually no coffee, but does generate a significant amount of charcoal. Sisal is an old sideline for slack 

season preparation of rope fibers. There is still a limited market for sisal. Local wood supplies have become quite 

scarce. Informants attribute the disappearance of.traditional woodlots to the charcoal trade. April and November ~ire 

months of food shortage in the area. 

Tree gai:dens in Bainet have produced ample quantities of charcoal for sale, and construction poles for 

autoconsumption. The primary haivest for cash has oveiwhehrungly been charcoal. Farmers have in all cases takt-!n 

annual crop land out of production to plant trees. Some have managed sites as charcoal gardens linked to periodic 

clearcutting followed by food crops. Some have established permanent multipurpose woodlots. Others created 

perennial gardens whereby the planting of project trees precipitated addition of other perennial species such as frw: 

bamboo, cane and plantains. A number of farmers in Chorney have made effective use of border plantings to 

enhance wood production from underutilized niches. Border tree plantings have supplanted sisal borders. In a 

number of cases, establishment of project trees in borders led to protection or transplanting of native species withfr, 

the border, and to protection or transplanting of project species widely spaced within the adjoining garden space. 

The team was impressed by farmer initiatives in enriching garden borders and using the border niche as a nursery site 

for tree propagation. 

A recurring theme in farmer interviews is changing intentions - from lwnber goals to shorter term, lower 

value products, especially charcoal. Farmers express strongly the role of their tree plantations as rezev, resources in 

reserve, a store of value. Interviews in Chorney elicited cases of heavy tree cutting fines extracted by forest agents 

during the coup d'etat period. Some formers in this area were forced to pay heavily for cutting project trees which 

they themselves planted- a practice which had virtually ceased during the period of AOP/AFII outreach. 

With an rainfall of nearly 1600 mm, this region supports a Subtropical Moist Forest with chenn, /coma rouj 

(Bumelia salicifolia),pa/mis,.fwenn, kajou, mango and lam verilah {;lrlocarpus a/Ji/is) comprising the typical tree 

canopy layer. Volunteers of damari (Ca/ophy/Jum ca/aha) are common in the area. The gravelly, dark brown to 

reddish brown soils are mostly derived from limestone, exhibiting strong alkalinity with a pH of 8.0 and above 

(Guthrie et al., 1990). The soils appear on average deeper than other sites in Haiti with similar topography and 

climate conditions. A summary of the IO study sites in this area is provided in Table 2. 7. 
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Table 2.7. Summary of study sites in the Chorney area west ofBainet. The AOP species codes are given in 
Appendix 2. 
Site No. LocaUty Plant EfevaUon Aspect Slope Stand No.or Tree Spedes & Stand ConffguraUon 

Date (m) {°) (%) Area Trees 
(ha) Planted 

23 Kayanwo 9/1982 260 124 54 0.1 250 CASI, LELE; block 2m x 2m. 

24 Kayanwo 5/1982 280 36 23 0.18 250 CASI, CAEQ, LELE; block 2m x 2m 

and border 2m in-row. 

25 ZabokaJon 9/1982 230 276 72 0.24 250 CAEQ, CASI, LELE; block 2m x 2m. 

26 Chorney 9/1983 210 334 2 0.1 250 CALO, CASI;border lm in-row. 

27 Chorney 9/1983 220 50 8 0.12 120 CASI; border 2m in-row. 

28 NanJwen 5/1982 230 318 20 0.1 250 CASI, LELE, CAEQ, AZIN; block 2m x 
2m. 

29 Kayanwo 5/1982 250 37 13 0.25 250 CASI, LELE, CAEQ; border 2m in-row. 

30 Kayanwo 5/1983 300 86 32 0.1 250 CASI, LELE, CALO; block 2m x 2m. 

31 ZabokaJon 9/1982 260 278 20 0.25 250 CASI, LELE. CAEQ; border 2m in-row. 

32 JoFoumeau 5/1982 200 308 68 0.1 250 CAGL. LELE. CASI; block 2m x 2111. 

Fond-des-Blancs 

Two closely related Haitian PVOs, initially the Comite pour le Developpement et la Planification 

(CODEPLA) and later the Cooperative Developpement Fond-des-Blancs, planted trees as a P ADF subproject 

beginning in the spring of 1983. This area is located in PADFs Southwest region of Pwoje Pyebwa extension. The 

team visited a series oflocalities located on or below the Mame-Franck ridge, and in the plains near the market 

village of St Thon. 

This dry agricultural zone practices the familiar corn, sorghum and pigeon bean strategy, but sorghum is 

more important than com. Livestock, sisal and charcoal are key adjuncts to food crops. In addition to conventional 

house and field gardens, people commonly maintain specialized grazing plots and sisal fields - although sisal 

production has diminished greatly. Living fence is frequently used to control slack season grazing. Live fence 

material includes dry zone bush species such as castor beans, sisal, pigeon peas, bitter manioc and euphorbia. 

Fanners make use of woodlots and other traditional tree resources for beekeeping and lumber. Many farmers have 

experience replanting or protecting wildings of native species including kapab, koma rouj, latanye fran (Sabal 

causiarum), chenn and kajou. There has been a precipitous decline in wood resources since Hurricane Flora (1963). 
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Planters commonly leave land in fallow for two or three years following a two or three year cycle of annual 

cropping. March is the primary month for planting. Soighwn is planted at the end of the spring season (June and 

July), and sweet potatoes are planted in a minor fall season (September). People identify August and December as 

difficult months characterized by food and cash shortages. There has been a great deal of out-migration from the 

area - primarily to French Guiana. 

According to village study interviews in 1986, most planters in Mome-Franck introduced project trees into 

garden perimeter& together with other configurations within the same plot. In addition to border plantings, the most 

common planting cqnfiguration was the densely spaced woodlot The 1995 study team observed important links 

between woodlots and sylvopastoral usage, less clearcutting for charcoal on mountain sites here than in other dzy 

study sites, and generally a very conservative approach to harvesting project trees. Interviews in Mome-Franck 

suggest a high incidence of virtually no harvest from project sites. Conservative harvest strategies in Mome-Franck 

seem to be a function of the desire to maintain trees as a store of value - in a context with other wood resources. It is 

also a result of the local PVO tree extension strategy which held out the promise of cooperative c~coal production 

in the future. In Mome-Franck some interviewees had selected a few trees for polewood, but none had sold poles. 

A number had harvested trees for small scale charcoal production during hard times. 

,-, In contrast to Mame-Franck planters, lowlanders interviewed near the St. Thon roadhead reported a scale of 

clearcutting for charcoal not encountered anywhere else during this study. These farmers planted densely spaced 

woodlots on level sites with deep soils. One such fanner waited 10 years before clearcutting a .25 can-eau plot for 

charcoal (18 gwo sak), planted annual crops then clearcut the coppice for another charcoal harvest after four years 

(33 gwo sak). This fannefs original harvest intentions - construction poles and lumber - had changed due to pressing 

needs for cash. On other planting sites not inventoried, this fanner expressed higher value expectations for giant 

leucaena and cassia than originally planned, i.e., saw wood rather than polewood. lnfonnants identified a number of 

planters around St. Thon who have managed their tree gardens for charcoal, and have clearcut repeatedly for large 

scale production. Clearly, the land use observed here is a fonn of charcoal gardening linked to long tenn fallow 

cycles for annual food crops. 

The study sites were divided between Mome-Franck (4 sites) and St. Thon (1 site). The Mome-Franck sites 

were on the south facing slope of the mountain range that lies between Fond-des-Blancs and Fond-des-Negres. The 

stony, shallow soils are derived from limestone parent material. Annual rainfall in the area is between 1,100 - 1,200 

mm and supports a Subtropical Moist Forest. Kampesh, kajou, momhin (Spondias momhin), and mango are 

abundant in the area as canopy trees, with koma rouj andfaenn (Picrasma excelsa, not Simarouha) as common 

volunteers. Strong trade winds are a characteristic feature along the mountain ridge of Mome-Franck at an elevation 
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of 600 rn. The St. Thon study site is flat with deep, black alluvial soils common to the valley bottom. A summary of 

the five sites in the Fond-des-Blancs area is provided in Table 2.8. 

Table 2.8. Summary of study sites in the Mome-Franck and St. Thon areas ofFond-des-Blancs. The AOP species 
codes are given in Appendix 2. 

Site Locality Plant Elevation Aspect Slope Stand No. or Tree Species & Stand Configuration 
No. Date (m) {°) (%) Area Trees 

(ha) Planted 

33 Mome-Franck 9/1982 485 77 40 0.04 250 CAEQ; block I.Sm x Im. 

34 NanFreshe 9/1983 575 49 25 0.1 250 CAEQ; block 2m x 2m. 

35 Lexy 5/1983 430 226 23 0.1 500 CASI, LELE: dispersed 2m x 2m. 

36 Corail 5/1983 300 244 2 0.19 250 CEOD;border 1.5m in-row. 

37 Lexy 5/1982 380 68 42 0.2 500 LELE. CASI. C AEQ; block 2m x 2m. 

38 St. Thon 5/1982 290 98 10 0.4 750 LELE, CASI; block 2m x 2m. 

Ste.Helene 

nus highly degraded mountain zone lies along the road to Manichc above the Cayes Plain. Under the AOP 

it benefited from PADF tree extension services through a local PVO, Developpement Communautaire Chretien 

d'Haiti (DCCI-I) based at La Borde. AOP trees were first planted here in 1982. Ste. Helene is presently a PLUS 

outreach site managed directly by PADF. 

Com, red beans, pigeon peas and sorghwn are standard crops here~ however, there is more intercropping 

U1an at drier study sites, and a broader range of cultigens including coffee, plantains, yams, manioc, sweet potatoes, 

and vegetables. Livestock is an important adjWlct. Vegetables arc planted in the cooler months of 

September-December, however, the primary planting period falls during the first half of the year. Farmers utilize 

fallow to regenerate crop land when they can afford to take land out of production. Periods of fallow commonly last 

one to three years. When feasible, upland farmers supplement standard house and field gardens with irrigable 

lowland gardens to produce rice, com, beans and vegetables. Lowlanders seek upland plots for pasture, manioc, 

pigeon peas? sorghum and com. 

Large quantities of wood and charcoal are produced higher up in the mountains around Maniche. Wood 

resources in Ste. Helene have become scarce. Local fanners sometimes purchase firewood or even charcoal for their 

own use. Retail of firewood is a low status occupation of poor farmers, usually women. People of Ste. Helene make 

charcoal as a slack season occupation, especially during the cash scarce months of September and February. 

Fanners in nearby Madlenn report having ceased the purchase of firewood since planting AOP trees. 
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Interviews at inventoty sites reported no sale oflumber or construction poles, but there have been high 

levels of charcoal sales. AOP wood has frequently been sold as firewood. Study sites have sustained an appreciable 

harvest of poles and beams for autoconsumption. Study sites showed fanner preference for densely spaced 

woodlots, some with three or four harvest rotations since 1982 - usually for multiple end uses but always including 

considemble charcoal production. Fann sites inv~toried appear to have more AOP than non-AOP wood resourc-" '.~. 

Tree plantations are closely tied into grazing, including cut-and-cany of lisina branches and sprouts. One fanner · · · ,,, 

intended to save AOP trees for high value wood products, but instead has managed his tree plot for charcoal, fodck :· 

and pasture. Thi& fanner generally uses rather than sells his AOP charcoal, and depends heavily on livestock rather 

than charcoal to generate cash during cash-scarce periods. 

The three study sites in this area are located in the foothills above the Cayes plain along the road to 

Maniche. The area receives an annual rainfall over 2,000 mm and erosion is severe on exposed slopes. Erosion fo 

exacerbated by high amounts of runoff originating from the wetter Maniche area and causing massive gully erosio: ·. 

The Subtropical Moist Forest is dominated by mango,fwenn (S. glauca) and to a lesser extent bwaple (C. 

arborescens), kampesh, bwa dom (Guazuma ulmifolla) and mumbin bata (Trlchi/ia hirta). The soil is derived frn-,·-: 

limestone parent material and tends to range from black to yellowish brown, gravelly and shallow ( due to the 

extensive erosion characteristic of the area). A summary of the study sites in the Ste. Helene area are provided in 

,-i Table2.9. 

Table 2.9. Summary of study sites in the Ste. Helene area south of Maniche. The AOP species codes are 
given in Appendix 2. 
Site No. Locally Plant ElevaUon Aspect Slope Stand No. of Tree Spedes & Stand Conllguratfmi. ! 

Date (m) {°) (%) Area Trees I 

(ha) Planted 

39 Melisan S/1982 265 90 38 0.63 250 CASI, AZIN; double border row Sm x 
Sm. 

40 Cassis 3/1983 185 204 67 0.07 150 LELE; block l.Sm x 3m. 

41 MssSumnne 8/1983 160 267 51 0.17 ISO CASI, AZIN, EUCA: border 22m l 
in-row. l 

Grenier La Montagne 

P ADF established a subproject with the Parish of Laboule which began tree distn'bution in the tall season o/ 

1982. Between 1982 and the spring season of 1985, the project distn"buted 87,000 trees to 195 households. 

Grenier is a steeply sloped, high elevation peasant community located across the Betran ravine from the 

suburban mountam community ofThomassin. Since 1970 vegetable production has supplanted coffee as the 

primary cash crop. The area has three principal planting seasons for intensively fanned vegetable crops requiring 
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expensive labor and capital inputs. Primary vegetable crops are potatoes, carrots, cabbages, onions, tomatoes, beets 

and leeks. Co~ beans, yams, plantains, sweet potatoes and sorghum remain important as traditional crops. People 

tend to rely on grain, beans and sweet potatoes for domestic consumption rather than for sale. The fallow cycle is 

variable but tends to be short - one year of production followed by a year in fallow. 

Reported harvest of AOP trees is entirely for construction including saw lumber, beams and postwood. 

Individual trees are frequently sold as standing stock. No infonnants reported making or selling charcoal. Fanners 

noted high demand for ranm , stakes used to support vegetable and vine crops. Except for house-and-yard groves, all 

informants planted their trees on garden borders to safeguard scarce garden space for intensive vegetable production. 

Border plantings of kaliptis and grevilya (Grevillea robusta) have become prized for their prolific production of 

stakes. Fanners commonly use three or four hundred stakes, each five to six feet long, for every garden with staked 

plants. 

Jean-Paul Polinice had originally established a densely spaced woodlot in a sharply sloped field garden 

along the primary footpath leading into the community. His intentions changed from construction wood and soil 

conservation goals when he lost heavily to thieves and uncontrolled harvest by passersby. In response, he clearcut 

the woodlot, protected the live stumps, reestablished annual crops, and initiated annual harvest of coppiced stems as 

stakes to support his yams, tomatoes, vine beans. 

Farmers in Grenier have also used project species as overstory for coffee groves, replacing traditional shade 

species such as sikren with grevilya. Fanner Polinice had an old coffee grove in his house garden. Shade trees and 

coffee bushes had died, coffee production had diminished, the grove had retracted in size. The fanner rejuvenated 

and expanded his coffee by planting AOP grevi/ya, chenn, roujiol (C. arborescens), and sed as overstory. He 

transplanted coffee wildings and further extended the coffee grove as a perennial garden by adding plantains. He 

added project trees at the edge of the grove and planted yams and other vine crops to take advantage of the trees as 

climbing poles. The expanded grove developed additional shade cover for livestock tied near the house. AOP 

species have now largely replaced traditional tree species in this house garden. The planter indicated that he 

periodically harvests trees from his yard for construction, both polewood and saw wood, and replants what he 

harvests. · 

This region is due south of Port-au-Prince on the northern exposure of Montagne Noire, part of the La Selle 

mountain range. Grenier ranges in elevation from 800 to 1,400 meters, and has an average annual rainfall of 1,800 

mm. The terrain is steep with gardens typically on 50-70% slopes, draining into the Riviere Froide that separates the 

commwuty from La Boule (between Petionville and Kenscoff). The higher annual rainfall supports the Subtropical 

Lower Montane Moist Forest with bwa pen (l'inus occidentalis) associated with the drier slopes and ridges and a 
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mi"< of timber and fruit species (sed, sikren, roujiol, zaboka, banann, sitwis) associated with coffee groves. A 

summary of the five study sites selected in this area is provided in Table 2.10. 

Table 2.10. Summary of study sites in the Grenier area of Montagne Noire. *=Estimated number planted. The 
AOP species codes are given in Appendix 2. 

--- -T- .. 
Site No. LocaUty PJant Elevation Aspect Slope Stand No.or Tree Species & Stand Conflgur:1 ~::Fi / 

Date (m) ('°) (%) Area Trees 
I 

(ha) Planted 

GRRO, COAR. CALO, CEEOD; bo;;;;;i 20 BoisNeuf 5/1986 1,000 90 15 0.15 150 
lmin-row. 

21a Grenier 5/1982 890 340 12 0.14 250• GRRO, COAR. CALO, CEOD; ' 
dispersed 2.4m x 2.4m. , 

21b Genier 5/1982 870 347 53 0.25 250• EUCA, CALO, CAGL, COAR; bor<lcf 
2min-row. 

22 AnbaLakou 5/1984 870 308 13 0.29 385° GRRO, CEOD. PIOC, COAR; boniec \ 

l.Sm in-row. 
'1 

42 Turin 9/1982 820 228 33 0.23 150 GRRO. CALO, CAGL, CEOD; borJc~· 
j 3min-row. 
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CHAPTER3 

TREES AND LAND USE DECISION MAKING 

This chapter views project trees through the filter of farmer decisions regarding land use. The plot is the 

unit of analysis rather then the trees per se. This helps to establish a sense of context for tree planting, sheds light rn t 

impact, and generates an understanding of distinct strategies used by farmers when planting and managing trees on 

their land. 

Site Selection 

Current post-harvest interviews with tree planters confirm findings of village studies undertaken in the 

mid1980s. When planting project trees, farmers first eliminated some plots on the basis of high risk land and labor 

arrangements. They were much more likely to plant trees on plots held with a reasonable degree of security, and on 

plots which they managed directly rather than rented out or turned over to sharecroppers. Secondly, they used ofh(;i 

important criteria for tree site selection: proximity, overall cropping needs, relative fertility, long term goals for the 

plot, grazing and fire control, level of existing tree cover. 

Informants in this study have strongly reiterated the importance of tree proximity to residence and the need 

for swveillance due to problems of grazing, theft and uncontrolled harvest. Grazing damage has had impact on 

initial stages of seedling establishment as well as later stages of natural regeneration. The grazing problem is species 

sensitive. It is also affected by tree proximity to footpaths and local traffic patterns. 

In some cases farmers established densely spaced woodlots with long term production goals, but 

subsequently clearcut these sites and returned to annual gardening. The Canners attributed these site management 

changes to theft and their inability to assure adequate surveillance. It is evident from interviews and plot inventories 

that a considerable portion of tree harvest - perhaps a third or more by volwne - has been wicontrolled and not 

monitored by tree owners. These problems are most notable in field gardens located at some distance from planter 

residence, but farmers also report theft of project trees from house gardens and other nearby tree sites. 

Overall, there is a 46 percent gap between site inventozy data on stern cutting, and interview data on tree 

harvest (see Appendix 4, Table IV). Some of this is due to underreporting ofharvest data, especially for 

autoconswnption or gifts to others. Interviewees tended to be more precise about harvest for sale than for 

consumption, and recent rather than earlier tree harvest This factor is complicated by the.fact that tree harvest is not 

always monitored directly by the tree owner. Planters have commonly authorized limited cutting by friends and 
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family members. In swn, tree site analysis points to significant losses due to theft and uncontrolled harvest. This 

has precipitated land use changes on sites more vulnerable to uncontrolled grazing and harvest. 

On the positive side, uncontrolled tree harvest is bad for the fanner but good for the local wood economy. 

Trees have value and continue to be in short supply. Nevertheless, uncontrolled harvest reflects traditional views of 

wood resources as a free common good mined for individual benefit. Presumably, there would be less of this type of 

loss if all members of the community had sufficient wood resources on their own land. Tree planters don't generally 

label as theft the uncontrolled harvest of firewood for household use. They do label as theft the harvest of poles and 

felling of entire trees. Changes in land use due to loss of control reflect the willingness of farmers to shift strategy 

and adapt land use to changing needs. 

Land Tenure and Tree Tenure 

Tree Tenure. Land tenure is pertinent~ land ownership is not. TI1e crux of the matter is control over the 

trees. Control has to do ultimately with the character of personal relationships involved in the tree plot. Many 

fanners have planted trees on legally insecure sites where their rights of tree tenure were respected. For example, a 

Grenier farmer planted and hanrested trees on land which he has managed since 1965 asjeran (w1paid manager witl1 

temporary land use rights) for an absentee landlord. Many interviewees have harvested trees planted on legally 

insecure but socially secure hyen mine, inheritance land which is jointly owned but infonnally divided among heirs. 

In legally insecure situations, some planters have planted project trees as a maneuver to streng1hen claims to 

land. Interviewees in Desforges and Savane Mole cited this motivation for planting trees on land which they rented 

from others. Merisain Eldinor, a planter in Krev, noted that planting trees on a rented plot strengthened his chances 

for first option to purchase land slated for sale to cover costs of outmigration. Eldinor later made good on his 

investment by purchasing the land. He has not harvested any of his 10 year old trees which he manages as a store of 

value reserved for lumber production. 

In St. Thon, Jean-Louis Fils gambled on Wldivided inheritance, the most risky of all land tenure categories, 

by planting trees on a plot held in common by several heirs. In so doing, he strengthened his rights to claim a 

favorable site within the plot. Secondly, he anticipated revenue from tree harvest to cover his share of survey costs, 

land tax and notary fees. Thirdly, he planted trees throughout border areas of the site thereby avoiding controversy 

over use of the plot by co-heirs. He established the tree garden knowing full well he would lose most of the trees 

after formal division. By so doing, he was in a position to clearcut the first rotation of trees - even on land falling 

outside ofhis share - so long as he harvested before the land was divided. Preswnably, by using the trees to build his 
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land tax fund, Jean-Louis was in a favorable position to precipitate formal division at an earlier date than would 

otherwise be the case. At the time intetviewed by the study team, Jean-Louis had cut the trees and was making 

charcoal at this site. He said he was under no obligation to share the proceeds with his co-heirs. 

Sale of Tree Plots. Outright land ownership is essential to activate the option ofland sale. The team's 

recent intetviews indicate that alienable plots with tree cover have demonstrated their power to fetch higher prices. 

There is a lively land market throughout rural Haiti. Land turns over when landowners need large sums of money for 

life crisis expenditures or major investments. Landowners with current titles may sell to strangers. Land without 

updated title is readily sold among family members or co-heirs. 

This study has elicited nine cases of tree plot sales. One plot was sold when trees were at early stages of 

growth. The presence of young trees did not appear to affect the sale price although it was not possible to verify 

conditions of this sale. In a sale noted earlier, a tenant fanner was able to purchase land where he planted trees as a 

renter. In six other cases, the team intetviewed buyers and sellers willing to confirm conditions of sale. These 

transactions showed tree premiums varying from 43 to 73 percent of the base value of the land. Most sales took 

place during hard times related to political repression and severe economic pressures of the 1990s. 

St. Sauveur, a tree planter in Kay-an-Sek, sold a half carreau ofland when his project trees were five years 

old. The seller had harvested some charcoal~ construction poles and firewood prior to selling the land. The buyer 

further enhanced the value of his new tree garden by fencing, mulching, terracing, and planting other perennials. The 

upper section of the garden produced annual food crops in association with widely spaced trees and border 

plantings. The lower section was located in a ravine with fairly deep silt due to seasonal runoff and flooding. The 

new owner harvested very little of his tree crop - six kasya for house construction, and firewood for his own use. I le 

terraced the upper·slope and continued to grow food crops. He established a perennial garden in the bottom land iJ: 

association with more densely spaced project trees. He took the bottom land out of annual food production, 

introduced plantains, sugar cane and fruit trees, and protected wildings of native forest species. The presence of trees 

on this plot seems to have encouraged the second owner to further invest in the plot - literally transforming land use, 

increasing production and decreasing environmental degradation. 

The study team was impressed by the fanner's use of bottomland trees as a nursery for other species, and 

the shift from annuals to perennials; however, after investment with long tenn goals, the buyer suddenly sold the plot 

in 1993 at twice the price he paid in 1988. The team interviewed both buyer and seller who stated that the price, 

taking into accom1t tree stock, was 1,600 gourdes higher than it would have been without the trees - a markup of 73 

percent. According to the informant, his decision to sell was precipitated by threats to his life during a period oflocal 
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political persecution after the coup d'etat. To support his family and cover expenses while in hiding, he sold this half 

carreau and another three-quarter carreau plot, and rented out three plots including valuable rice land. 

This is a good example of changed tree harvest goals. It was this fanner's original intention to retain the 

land pennanently - reserving the tree for long tenn high value products. Instead, he sold the tree plot for short tenn 

gain - to generate emergency cash during a life crisis situation. 

Garden Types 

Haitian peasant farms are almost invariably composed of several discrete plots ofland. Tilis land portfolio 

is divided between garden sites directly worked by the fanner, and other sites left unworked or fanned by others. 

Aside from the variable tenure status of each plot in a portfolio, fanners distinguish different types of gardens 

defined by land use. Tree site management strategies vary in patterned ways according to these categories. Studies 

at Salagnac outline a useful typology ofland use in mountainous areas oftl1e southern peninsula (Bellande and Paul, 

1994). This typology is not all encompassing, but the basic approach is pertinent. 11te team has adopted a similar 

categorization of garden types to its tree observations in all regions studied. 

Table 3.1 summarizes tree sites according to four types of garden. 111e team sought to achieve a balance 

between field sites and other sites closer to home. lnterviewees often suggested visiting tree sites near their homes. 

The team broadened the sample by asking to see field plots as well as nearby gardens in order to assure a 

representative sample and more variation in site management strategies. The tree sites fall fairly evenly between sites 

close to the house - house gardens and adjacent gardens, and sites somewhat further afield. Humid perennial 

gardens are located both nearby and at a distance. In addition to garden types enumerated in Table 3.1, 

interviewees mentioned other specialized garden types where they have generally not planted project trees. These 

include more distant sites devoted exclusively to grazing ( e.g., kadas in the northwest), rice paddies (St. Michel and 

Ste. Helene), and densely spaced stands of sisal (Bainet and Fond-des-Blancs). 

Table 3.1. Percent of tree sites by garden types. 

Garden Type No. of Gardens Percent 

House 18 22 

Adjacent 17 20 

Field 35 42 

Hwnid Perennials 13 16 

Total 83 100 
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House Gardens. This refers to production within the immediate proximity of the lakou (house-and-yard 

compound). This type of garden is sometimes called ajaden devan pot kay (garden by the house door). The house 

garden is generally characterized by secure tenure, a mix of annuals and perennials, vine and vegetable crops, fruit 

trees and hardwoods. It is usually wooded, providing shade for people, livestock and shade tolerant cultigens. 

Clusters of trees on the agriculhlral landscape almost invariably signal the presence ofa current or former house site=:. 

In coffee zones, the house garden includes a coffee grove with shade overstozy. 

Toe house garden is fertilized by compost created by food preparation, animal dung and residues of 

cut-and-carzy fodder imported from other plots. In areas where field gardens are periodically left in fallow, fanners 

crop house gardens continuously due to the ready availability of krem (literally "cream"), i.e., compost. Farmers 

rotate kitchen sites within the yard to spread around microsite benefits of kitchen compost One informant in his 50~ 

reported building at least 12 kitchens, and another at least 15 kitchens over the years. 

The relative frequency with which fanners construct kitchens and other simple structures creates a demand 

for low grade polewood in house-and-yard compom1ds. In some areas farmers build separate kolombye (granaries), 

and Jenn kay (small houses) - Jess substantial stmctures used for cooking or storage. Such struchlres need to be 

repaired and rebuilt from time to time. Infonnants frequently mentioned the importance of having polewood 

available for tone/, rustic shelters for guests sitting in the yard during weddings, wakes, funerals and other family 

ceremonials. Farmers prefer to supply such poles~ sometimes on a moment's notice, from their own nearby wood 

resources. 

Fanners frequently planted project trees in house gardens. A fifth of the study's tree site visits were lakou 

plantings. In Grenier, project trees have been used to supplant traditional overstozy species in coffee groves. At 

some sites house plantings have been an important source oflwnbcr, beams and high quality polewood. Nim 

f/lzadirachta indica) and kaliplis in house gardens have seived as important sources of fever and cold remedies. 

The team noted that house plantations were never clearcut. Interviewees cited the aesthetic value of densely spaced 

trees as trademarks of house gardens. Trees have tended to be harvested individually as needed thereby retaining the 

overall effect of dense spacing and ample shade. Some 17 percent of fanners reported virtually no harvest from thei.,.· 

tree gardens - referring in most cases to house gardens. Fanners have repeatedly stated their desire to leave a stand 

of trees for their children. Tree planters have anticipated future house placement sites - flat shaded areas - by 

expanding the tree cover around their compounds. They have also planted trees to create windbreaks around their 

residential compounds on windy hilltops and flanks. 
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Adjacent Gardens. Jaden pre kay- gardens adjoining the residence - account for another fifth of tree sites 

visited in this study. These gardens are generally within view of the house but distinctly separate from the shade 

cover and dense foliage of house gardens. Ar.fjacent gardens are intensively farmed for annual food crops. They 

have little or no tree cover. These gardens tend to surround the house garden and its trees. Due to their proximity to 

shady house gardens, adjacent gardens are protected from the full sweep of winds and moisture loss. 

Project trees are commonly planted around the borders of adjacent gardens. Trees within the garden are 

widely spaced to ~ow continued use for annual food crops. In some cases, farmers have planted project trees near 

coffee groves, thereby expanding tree cover into adjacent gardens. In these cases, farmers have introduced other 

shade tolerant perennials such as plantains. The team noted a striking feature of tree plantings in adjacent gardens -

their active use as nursery sites for wildings including native and project species. Some project species regenerate 

young seedlings which take root within cultivated areas of the garden. Farmers often select and protect such 

seedlings. In addition, wilclings from native species take root within border plantings. Fanners protect such 

seedlings - actively propagating fruit and forest species within border niches established with proje~t trees. 

In Chorney, farrner Reseve Michel lost his border trees to Hurricane Flora (1963) in his adjacent garden. 

When he planted AOP trees in 1982, his garden border was occupied solely by a row of sisal. He removed most of 

the sisal and introduced project trees. Subsequently, he enriched this border niche withfeenn (S. glauca ), kapah, 

pa/mis, kajou, sitwon (Citron auranlifolia), zamantl (Termim1/ia catappa). kokoye, and vclive (Viliveria 

zizanioides)- all traditional species. He replanted where seedlings did not survive. and he exported natural 

regeneration into other tree plots. He intends to retain trees in his garden border on a pennanent basis, reserving 

them for lwnber, polewoo<l and some charcoal as needed. He does not intend to clearcut his border at any point. In 

this and other similar cases, farmers have effectively managed border plantings for species diversity, occasional 

harvest, and maximum tree growth. 

In heavy charcoal producing areas with long fallow cycles, adjacent garden sites may be used as charcoal 

gardens. lbis practice retains space to grow annual food crops by clearcutting for charcoal, planting a cycle of food 

crops, then leaving the site in fallow. This strategy makes effective use of the trees for enriched fallow. Cropping 

cycles are rotated among several subplots within the tree plantation site. A good example of this is the adjacent 

garden of Lezias Asrnat at Bwa Nef in the mountains above Ste. Helene. Lezias actively replants kasya wildings to 

extend his garden. At the time of the team's visit, Lezias was on his fourth rotation of tree and coppice harvest with 

charcoal as his primary product. 

In some cases, land has been taken out of adjacent gardens for permanent woodlots. This is somewhat 

unusual as it reduces space for annual food crops. Orialus Bernard, a farmer in Mome-Franck, cropped his adjacent 
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garden annually for 38 years, then turned the site into a permanent, densely spaced woodlot when he was 63 years 

old. At this stage in his life, he chose to reduce his labor requirements on a degraded site with reduced potential for 

food production. In the same community, Osevyo Fanfil took a small portion of adjoining land out of food 

production to plant a pennanent woodlot. His motivation was to make more productive use of a rocky, degraded 

site, to anticipate eventual construction of a new house site under the trees, and to build a windbreak on his 

windswept hilltop. 

Field G"rdens. Field sites are located at some distance from the residence - perhaps only a few minutes 

walk but generally not more than 30 minutes or so. It is more difficult to assure close surveillance of field gardens. 

These gardens are more likely than others to be rented out or sharecropped. In more intensive fanning areas, field 

gardens tend to have few or no trees. In areas with long fallow cycles, field gardens are allowed to develop forest 

cover. 

Field gardens made up 42 percent of sites visited by the study team. The team found mor~ varied land use 

strategies in field gardens than other major garden types. Field gardens contained most study sites managed for 

charcoal production, enriched fallow, and permanent woodlots. Field sites commonly had border plantings and 

scattered trees interspersed with annual food crops. Fanncrs often combined border plantings and food crops with a 

small woodlot on the same site. 

In Bainet. Augustin Cyriaque devoted roughly a fourth of his field garden. the steepest portion, to a densely 

spaced woodlot. The bulk of the garden continued to be farmed by a sharecropper who cultivated annual food 

crops. By planting his trees separately as a woodlot, Augustin sought to avoid mortality due to the sharecroppers 

lack of vested interest in the trees. He noted that the sharecropper benefited from dispersal of naturally regenerated 

lisina as grazing material during slack periods of the agricultural cycle. Augustin's wife observed that they derived 

greater income from the woodlot ( charcoal and polewood) than from their share of the food crops from this plot. 

Augustin noted that he could have generated better income from the agricultural portion of the site had he fanned it 

directly rather than turning it over to a sharecropper. By turning the garden over to a sharecropper, Augustin was 

able to maintain a presence on a distant field site, and economize on labor costs. His woodlot also supported these 

goals. 

Availability of project trees has encouraged farmers to restore some tree cover to deforested field gardens. 

Farmers have frequently mentioned the need for shade. A common configuration combines border plantings, small 

woodlot, and garden space for food crops. Fanners report that harvest from woodlots can be more profitable than 

food crops during dry years. Subdividing field plots into portions devoted to trees adjacent to food crops effectively 

dilutes agricultural risk. This innovation is a notable strategy shift on deforested sites. 
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The propinquity of woodlot and annual cultivation also has an interactive character. Natural regeneration 

creeps onto cultivated space during slack periods. Fanners utilize palatable seedlings for grazing. Woodlots and 

borders are nurseries for AOP and native species which fanners protect or transplant. Fanners are actively using 

woodlots as sources of fodder and forage. 

In a significant nwnber of cases, planters covered over field sites entirely - dropping annual cultivation 

altogether in favor of densely spaced tree plantations. Fanners in St. Michel and Bainet planted above springs to 

protect the local water supply. Others opted out of annuals to save management and labor costs during extended 

periods of absence due to labor migration. In drier zones farmers have incorporated project trees into long term 

fallow cycles. The enriched fallow strategy has usually been associated with periodic clearcutting for charcoal 

production. In high mountain regions with steep slopes, a number of fanners turned degraded sites into permanent 

woodlots with multipurpose harvest goals. Some fanners shifted from one type of perennial to another, e.g., sisal to 

hardwoods in Fond-des-Blancs. 

Humid Perennial Gardens. These are specialized, high density gardens based on mixed perennials such as 

plantains, coffee, moisture tolerant tubers, e.g., malanga (Xanthosoma sagittifolium) and shade tolerant species. 

Production on such sites is adapted to fertile, moist ravines and microcatchmcnt basins. 111ese humid perennial 

gardens are scattered sites located nearby or at a distance. In some respects gardens in humid bottoms resemble 

moist, shady house gardens with coffee groves, but they arc generally less diverse. 111ey also share characteristics of 

traditional woodlots, but with greater species diversity including food production goals. 

Farmers have made interesting use of AOP trees as the first step in establishing perennial gardens linking 

hardwoods to sugar cane, plantains, coffee, bamboo, taro, or other shade tolerant species. Sixteen percent of study 

sites fall into this specialized niche, sometimes a subplot within a larger field garden. The team noted one strategy of 

planting project trees at the upper edges of existing humid gardens, further extending them, sometimes together with 

plantains. 

Another variant was to establish dense woodlots on the upper reaches of steep slopes abutting ravines, and 

hwnid perennial gardens at the bottom. A good example of this was Desten Joseph's steep ravine in Chorney. He 

took a deforested, highly degraded slope out of com, sorghum and bean production to plant project trees in 1982. 

Since then he has ceased planting erosion intensive annuals on this site. Desten created a densely spaced woodlot, 

protected native mahogany volunteers, and planted fruit trees including chadek (Citrus maxima), limon (Citrus sp.), 

and mango. Along bottomlands at the foot of the slope he planted bamboo, plantains, coconuts, sugar cane, and 
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malanga. In Ste. Helene, Josias Denasty established a woodlot on an eroded, rocky slope abutting a ravine. At the 

bottom he had sufficient soil depth to produce yams as a vine crop, using project trees as climbing po1es. 

The team noted a third variant in Kay-an-Sek linking food crops with widely spaced trees on the upper 

slope, and more closely spaced trees in the botto~and. Several gardens in this area have introduced sugar cane and 

plantains after planting project trees in the bottoms. These sites shifted rather dramatically from annual food 

production to mixed perennial gardens on sites subject to runoff during rainy periods. 

Tree and Strategy Shifts 

The preceding discussion of site selection, tenure issues and garden types clarified key elements of plante~· 

decision making. It revealed discrete land use patterns on peasant gardens where ~ees were planted. In a number of 

cases, the introduction of trees has had only a limited impact Some trees thrived for a time but seemed destined to 

disappear from the local landscape. In many other cases obseived, the sudden introduction oflarge numbers of 

project trees actively precipitated distinct shifts in plot management 

In general, farmers made decisions which favored tree control and protection. Two infonnants hired day 

laborers to plant seedlings rapidly and reduce mortality. Others built fencing around tree sites. The fanners planted 

on sites with little or no existing tree cover due to intensive production of shade intolerant food crops. Overall, their 

planting decisions carefully protected primordial food production goals. Their underlying strategy was to maximize 

flexibility and multiple use of garden sites. Table 3.2 below summarizes the team's obseivations of key planting 

patterns, and strategic shifts in land use. 

Table 3.2. Percent of various land use strategies on study sites by subplots and fanners inventoried. 

Strategy Number or Farmers Percent by Percent by Subplot 
(n=42) Farmer (n=63) 

Trees and food crops 27 64 43 

Enriched borders 16 38 25 

Permanent woodlots 15 36 24 

Enriched fallows 11 26 17 

Charcoal gardens 11 26 17 

Mixed perennials 10 24 16 
Notes: The team made site inventories with 42 fmmers on 43 plots, end land use observations of 63 subplots within inventory 
plots. Percentages do not add up to 100 due to tree plots with more than one land use category. 

Trees and Food Crops. Two-thirds of the fanners continued to cultivate annual food crops on some 

portion· of the sites where they planted trees. These sites, 43 percent of plots and subplots observed, had little or no 
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tree cover when project trees were planted. Land use shifted from food plots with no trees - to food plots with some 

trees. This strategy was the most widely used on study plots. The strategy was well adapted to land scarce fanners, 

but it also had the most limited environmental impact on planting sites. 

Most such sites incorporated more than one tree planting configuration. In some cases, the trees competed 

relatively little with annual crops, and the basic vocation of the plot remained W1changed except for newly associated 

tree cover - a mix of perimeter plantings and scattered trees or a single line of trees across the plot. Trees created 

shade cover, and produced additional supplies of wood in the nooks and crannies of peasant fanns including all 

major garden types. 

Enriched Borders. The use of border plantings was a common feature ofland use strategies which 

incorporated trees on annual food production sites. 1birty-eight percent of the fanners planted trees at the edge of 

their inventoiy plots. Such plantings have often proved to be highly productive. By planting on the perimeter, a 

relatively large nwnber of trees can be incorporated onto a garden site with minimal disruption of cropping space. In 

some cases observed, the sudden introduction oflarge nwnbers of trees into border niches resulted in impressive 

shifts in border land use, i.e., from sites devoid of trees - to sites with a diverse mix of exotic and native species. 

1bis strategy builds upon old agroforestry systems of border management in rural Haiti including live fence 

and boundary markers. In fact, the team did not observe project trees used as honn (boundary markers). Th.is is not 

surprising since live boundazy markers are intended to be permanent rather than harvestable plantings. In some 

cases trees were incorporated into existing live fence material such as kandelah (Euphorhia lactea),piyong 

(Gliricidia sepium),pengwen (Bromeliapinguin), bayonet (Yucca aloifolia), bresiyet (Comocladia spp.),pil 

(Agave sisalana), and velive. In other cases, the trees were carefully planted a half meter or so within the plot rather 

than on the plot line per se in order to safeguard tree ownership. In either case, perimeter tree lines served as visually 

impressive markers which conspicuously outlined garden perimeters. Visual markers are an important element in 

boundaiy maintenance. 

Border plantings in Grenier were pruned regularly as sources of stakes. Some interviewees noted the shade 

and windbreak advantages of border plantings. The most unexpected feature of border planting was its use as a 

nurseiy site for natural regeneration of native species as well as project species. In several impressive cases, the 

introduction of project trees precipitated farmer initiative to diversify the species mix by transplanting and protecting 

wildings. 

Woodlots. Over a third of inventoried sites demonstrated a remarkable shift from erosion intensive food 

crops to permanent, densely spaced woodlots. 11ris strategy has the greatest potential for environmental benefits to 
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peasant fanns. Maximum impact is attained when fanners allow woodlots to create a dense growid cover through 

natural regeneration. The key constraint to wider environmental impact is the dispersal and small size of woodlots. 

Where fanners established woodlots, densely spaced plantings usually covered only a portion of inventoried plots. 

Furthermore, woodlots observed by the team were not always on the steepest available slopes. Some planters chosd 

less degraded sites for their woodlots in order to ~axirnize tree growth. 

As with border plantings, woodlots have frequently served as nurseries for natural regeneration of exotic 

and native specie&. Establishment of woodlots has almost invariably precipitated farmer efforts to protect or 

transplant native tree and shrub species. Fanner goals vary, but they frequently cite the importance of woodlots as a 

rezev, a store of value to be cut in an emergency, and to leave behind as an inheritance for the next generation. Th1;y 

have established woodlots for construction needs and house sites. Stated harvest preference has generally been long 

tenn, high value beams and boards. In contrast, actual practice has more often been to manage for multiple purpose::; 

including remedies, firewood, poles, masts, beams, lumber and charcoal. In some cases, farmers have clear cut entin:: 

woodlots to meet pressing needs. Some woodlots have been managed for repeated charcoal harve~t based on 

selected cutting. Woodlots have also been supplied livestock needs including forage, fodder and shade. 

Enriched Fallows. One fourth of the farmers used trees for enhanced management offallow. Farmers 

chose to plant trees on sites which they planned to leave in long tcnn fallow - 5 to l O years - followed by 

clearcutting, charcoal production, cultivation of food crops - especially sorghum and manioc. and grazing. The tca11, 

observed this strategy primarily in drier regions with long fallow cycles. In these areas farmers rotated cultivation of 

food crops among subplots within larger blocks ofland. These sites were strongly linked to grazing as an adjunct to 

semi-arid, extensive agricultmal strategies. Lisina has been much appreciated in drier areas, and has played an 

important role in ground cover and forage on these sites. 

The enhanced fallow strategy links semi-arid agriculture, grazing, charcoal, long slack seasons and lengthy 

cycles of fallow. 1rus tree planting strategy mimics and somewhat speeds up natural rhythms of reforestation. On 

dry sites with enriched fallow, AOP species appeared to supplement wood productivity, and in most cases, made tl1 1~ 

sites more productive than with native species alone. Harvest of these temporary woodlots tended to favor charcoal 

production. Some fanners made good use of fallow woodlots as nursery sources for transplanting wildings. During 

the period of cultivation following wood harvest, fanners managed coppice for poles rather than charcoal. 

Charcoal Gardens. Most enriched fallow sites could also be categorized as charcoal gardens harvested by 

clearcutting. The team observed a second variant on charcoal gardening which was not based on periodic 

clearcutting. Some farmers used permanent woodlots as charcoal gardens harvested by selective cutting. In these 

cases, charcoal was harvested annually or biannually as a cash crop in a product mix including construction poles 
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used primarily for domestic consumption. Fanners selected out trees with superior form for construction, and 

inferior trees and stems for charcoal. The team observed some sites with trees on their fourth rotation in such 

gardens. Some charcoal gardens show distinct shifts in land use after initial establishment. Fanners may have 

originally planted for the long term, but subsequently initiated charcoal harvests in response to crop failure and hard 

times. Others established lisina hedgerows for co~servation, left sites in fallow, and ceased pruning hedgerows in 

order to maximize harvest for charcoal. 

Mixed Perennial Gardens. Mixed perennial gardens correlate neatly with the humid perennial garden 

described earlier as a specialized peasant garden in moist bottomlands. One fourth of the fanners planted project 

trees on sites appropriate for mixed perennial gardens. The planting oflarge nwnbers of project trees on these sites 

precipitated a shift out of erosion intensive annual crops. The mixed perennial garden is an environmentally 

beneficial land use strategy which retains considerable short and mediwn term production values for farmers, e.g., 

sugar cane, plantains, coffee, cacao, taro, yams and other shade tolerant tuber and vine crops. 

In some cases, the mixed perennial garden developed as a bottomland outgrowth of densely spaced 

woodlots on drier soils higher up the slope of ravines. In other cases, project trees were planted to extend the 

borders of existing humid peremzial garde11s. In one case, a fanncr shifted his site out of sisal monoculture into a 

densely spaced woodlot combined with border remnants of the sisal garden. Tius farmer felt that sisal was 

potentially more remunerative, but more difficult than charcoal trees due to tl1e onerous labor requirements to 

transform raw material into revenue, i.e., sisal into marketable fibers versus wood into charcoal. He transfom1ed sisal 

into trees because it was easier to recruit charcoal workers tl1an sisal workers. These cases illustrate the ability of 

farmers to make sophisticated adjusbnents in their decisions about land use. 
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Tree Inventory 

CHAPTER4 

TREE PLOT ANALYSIS 

An inventory was conducted of all standing and harvested trees on 43 sites, representing 42 Canners and 

approximately 8.~ ha of stand area The tree sites averaged 12.3 years old, with the oldest sites established during the 

first season of AOP tree dis1noution (Spring, 1982) and the youngest site planted in the Spring, 1986. An overall 

swvival of 35% was achieved. A third of the surviving trees planted during the AOP are still standing, representing 

14 species and 1,385 trees. Two-thirds of the trees have been harvested, representing 14 species and totaling 2.,859 

trees. Together, the original AOP trees have yielded about 26.3 metric tons (mt) of wood ha·1
, equivalent to a 

productivity of2.14 mt ha·1 yr·•. Coppice production is significant, comprising 4,617 standing and 3,819 harvested 

sterns. This is roughly equivalent to 5.6 mt ha·1 of additional wood production since harvesting bemm. A second 

generation of volunteer trees, mostly from 5 species, is beginning to enter the harvest cycles and has produced half 

the wood yield of the coppice stands (3 mt ha·1 ). Total tree inventory on the 43 sites is summarized in Appendix J. 

Tables I - III, for tree and stem tallies, basal area (m2) and estimated wood yields (mt), respectively. 

Survival 

Survival is the first step in assessing the adaptability of a tree. It is also important in detennining program 

efficiency, as the cen1.Talized nursery production of seedlings is relatively expensive. If any 1ree planting project is to 

have ~ lasting impact, trees must survive in sufficient numbers and reproduce. Though survival was not monitored 

on the study sites over the l 0-13 year period, estimates ofswvival rates at the time of the first harvest were possible 

for over two-thirds of the sites (Appendix 3, Table IV). It was not possible to calcu1ate survival on a third of the 

sites for a combination of the following reasons: 

1) the original tree planter could not recall accurately the nwnber of trees planted; 

2) too many stumps were removed or decayed for an accurate assessment; 

3) the fanner did not plant all his trees at the study site. 

In several cases, the fanner could recall the actual number of each species that was planted Thus, it was possible to 

further break down site SUIVivals to the species level, as summarized in Table 4.1. The significance of the species 

survival rates should be carefully mterpreted given the small sample sizes. It makes sense thatL. leucocephala is the 

highest swviving species. The rates for the other species generally fall within the ranges of past AOi> studie_s (i.e., 

Bannister, 1990). 
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Table 4.1. Survival [at time of first harvest] by species compared to overall site swvival. 
Species Site Total Sites Planted Number Number Survival (%) 

Estimates Planted Sunlved 

Senna siamea 9 25 1,585 519 33 

Leucaena Jeucocephala 7 22 1,125 758 67 

Casuarina equiset(folia 4 15 825 309 37 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis 5 13 475 168 35 

Cedrela odorata 3 7 300 36 12 

Colubrina arborescens 3 10 200 105 53 

Catalpa ~ongissima 3 12 150 47 31 

Azadirachta indica 2 8 175 22 13 

Grevillea robusta 2 5 125 51 41 

Casuarina glauca 2 4 15 44 59 

IAlbizia saman 1 I 175 11 6 

~cacia auriculiformis 1 1 40 17 43 

Total Site Survival 32 43 9,070 3,181 35 

The overall survival rate of the gardens is estimated at 35%. This is likely an underestimate of the true 

survival, especially on the sites that were harvested earlier with a higher probability of missing an exact stump count. 

In any case, it should be lower than the 12 month survival statistics reported by PADF and CARE, even if the most 

significant drop in survival occurs during the first year. A comparison of the survival rates in this study with those 

provided by PADF and CARE (Table 4.2) suggests that a similar population of sites is being sampled. It should be 

noted that the period between 1982-1986, when most of the trees in this study were planted, suffered higher 

mortality than the later years. 

Table 4.2. Delivery and early survival of CARE and PADF tree seedlings during 1982-1991. 

SEEDLINGS (x 000) 

CARE 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 TOTAL 

Nursery Production 403 1,312 1,337 1,641 1,610 1,737 2.460 2,445 2.223 2,297 17,464 

Seedlings Delivered1 334 1,4672 1,110 1,362 1,336 1,442 2,042 2.029 1,845 1,907 14,874 

6 Month Survival (%) 50 52 40 60 73 57 61 65 Avg. 57 

12 Month Survival (%) 32 56 Avg. 44 

PADF 

Seedlings Delivered t911 3.405 4.648 5,368 4.547 5,034 6,607 6,932 6,219 3,531 48.202 

12 Month Survival(%) 32 41 42 43 50 52 Avg. 43 
1 The number of seedlings delivered to farmers was estimated as 83% of the CARE nursery production. as reported by CARE in 1985 

(78%), 1986 (82%) and 1990 (89%). 2 An additional 378,209 seedlings produced by ODH were distributed to farmers. 

Campbell (1994) estimated survival rates in the Lascahobas area (P ADF Region 5) for seedlings delivered to 

farmers between 1984-1988. A rate of 13% was estimated for all species assumed to be between 4-8 years old. The 
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highest swvival rate was calculated for S. siamea (27%) and the lowest for C. odorata (1.8%). Survival estimates 

w~' riot based on n~bers planted by each fanner, but by seedling production of~ central nurseiy and average 

nmnbers delivered to tanners. 

S1andlng Trees 

The most important species standing as an original tree is S. siamea, both in tenns of trees, basal area ( c.ross 

sectional area of the stem) and average wood yield per tree. The species makes up nearly a third of the original Hees 

left stancting, 40% of the basal area and over half of the standing wood yield. More Canners (26) planted this SfhJc~es 

than any other, increasing its importance in areal coverage. The average tree has an estimated standing wood weight 

of70.4 kg, the highest value for any of the species. It is being managed for lumber, charcoal, shade and aesth.cchc.-:. 

L. leucocephala subsp. glabrata, a tree that was also widely distributed during the AOP, does not make up 

a great share of the trees (7%) and what is being managed is much smaller than S. siamea (23.1 kg tree·1
). Otl:c· 

important species are C. equisetifolia ( 42.8 kg tree·1
), C. glauca (54.6 kg tree·1

) and E. camaldu/ensls ( 45.1 kg t-:ee · '). 

These species are being kept in the ground for house beams and small lumber. C. equisetifolia is especially 

important, since it was planted in large numbers and the fanners are managing 85% of their trees for a rotation 

greater than 10 yems. C. longlssima, G. robusta and C. odorata are being managed for high value lumber. The 

impressive growth of G. robust a is allowing tanners in the higher elevation regions to significantly shorten the 

rotation age for lumber. This species has a lower proportion of trees standing compared with the native provenances 

of C. Jongissima and C. odorata lumber species. However, fanners are beginning to harvest the faster growing 

provenances of C. odorata for lumber at 6 years of age. The demand for both species is expected to be high enougL 

to warrant the establishment of regional seed orchards. 

Banested Trees 

More AOP trees were harvested than left standing for all species except C. equl3etifolia, C. Jongissima, C. 

odorata, and G. robusta. These species are being managed for high-value beam and lumber products. The most 

important tree harvested up to the present time is S. aiamea, representing nearly half the basal area (=23 m2) of all 

species harvested The average tree harvested has a wood yield of 62.3 kg, the highest value for any of the species. 

However, in terms ofharvested trees and total yield,L. leucocephala exceeds S. siamea, contnbuting 47% of the 

trees harvested and 44% of the wood yield This retlects the famlers' desire to harvestL. leucocephala on a shorter 

rotation, while leaving S. siamea in the ground for longer time periods. L. leucocephala is used more frequently for 
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medium-sized post and pole needs, makes a better charcoal earlier in its rotation, and is cut sooner in response to the 

fanners' need to minimiz.e weed problems or eliminate it from the site for annual monocultures. S. siamea is not 

considered a suitable construction post and farmers generally skip this harvest in favor oflumber. However, in times 

of financial crisis, it is not unusual for the fiumer to fell a large tree for charcoal. Together, these two species 

represent 84 % of the wood volume harvested to date. Most of the wood has been used for charcoal production. 

A large share of E. camaldulensis (71 %) has been hmvested, mostly for a combination of joists, beams and 

charco84 but also-for lumber. Ofthe fast-growing species dis1Iibuted by the AOP, it best combines broad 

adaptability with good form. 1bis combination has made, and continues to have, an economic impact on fanners, 

particularly in the Northwest What will happen after the current stands are exhausted should be a continuing 

concern of PLUS. 

C. arborescens has been heavily harvested for its main product - cross beams and joists. About three 

fourths of the trees have been cut, mostly high-graded, with the best-fonned and fastest growing individuals being 

harvested. The long-term effects of such practices on genetic quality should continue to be a focus of PLUS and 

their efforts to support farmers in managing tree gerrnplasm. On several highland sites, poorly adapted lowland 

varieties of this species were not being eliminated and replaced, even after a decade of poor fonn and growth. This 

.suggests a reluctance by fanners to make critical decisions toward more efficient tree management. It further 

illustrates the dangers of distributing seedlings from centralized nurseries without regard for proper provenance 

~election. 

Coppice 

Coppice production is a natural mode of regeneration of tree species that have evolved under stressed 

environments, particularly prone to drought and fire. This trait allows fanners to manage wood production over 

lengthy periods of time, thereby significantly increasing the impact of AOP trees. This is critical in the drier regions 

of Haiti, where erratic rainfall and drought patterns limit regeneration from seed. Furthermore, the coppice vigor of 

several exotic species has been selected over centuries of domesticated use, as in the case of L. Jeucocephala ssp. 

glabrata from southern Mexico (Hughes, 1994). This has allowed the AOP to enjoy advantages of a genetic base 

that is both productive and responds favorably to management. 

Nine species in this study are coppicing, though the number of coppicing species distributed by the AOP is 

probably much greater. Table 4.3 shows the mean wood weights and ratios of coppice stems:stumps for both 

current and haIVested production. These ratios are based on the total number of stumps and show that at least 4 

species (A. indica, S. siamea, L. leucocephala, E. camaldulensis) have replaced themselves several times in tenns of 
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stem numbers. When considering only those stumps that are cmrently in production, the ratios are higher. Farmers 

have harvested as many as 4 coppice rotations on the most productive sites> though the norm is to closer to 1-2 

rotations. 

Total coppice production is still below yi~ds of the first harvest for wood production. A indica and E. 

camaldulensis are the most productive species, yielding 77% and 63% respectively, of the wood produced during th,: 

first rotation. L. leucocephala ranks third, with coppice wood production 58% that of the first harvest. Farmers 

have tended to eliplinate L. leucocephala from their sites field garden sites more than any other coppicing species, 

resulting in much lower coppice yields than is possible. 

The coppice that is being hanrested for charcoal is generally clearcut; otherwise, the stems are selectively cut 

depending on the fanner's needs. The lmgest stems on each stump are not necessarily cut first. Many fanners are 

managing a single coppice stem for beams and lumber. This is a natural choice for several species, as farmers have 

noted the superior growth and fonn of a selected coppice stem. The most vigorous stems originate near the root 

collar of the original free. 

The continuing decline in coppice production, as reflected by the decrease in average stem weights in Table 

4.3, should be a concern as the stumps decline in vigor and wood harvest exceeds a sustainable rate of ingrowth (i.e, 

when frees are first considered harvestable). There is a continuing need to develop a sustained yield strategy by 

species, region and garden type. Fanners who have benefited considerably from their coppice hanrests appear 

willing to make additional investments in wood production and are likely candidates for training in improved 

silvicultural methods. 

Table 4.J. Ratios of coppice stems:stwnps for major AOP species in this study. Mean wood weights 
(kg) per coppice stem are shown in parentheses. 

Species Standing Coppice Harvested Coppice 

Nim (Azadirachta indica) 4.25 (2.2) 1.3 (4.9) 

Kasya (Senna slamea) 1.63 (3.8) 1.51 (11.8) 

Lisina (L. leucocephala ssp. glabrata) 1.58 (2.3) 1.35 (4.2) 

Eucalyptus (E. camaldulensis) 1.06 (3.3) 1.00 (11.1) 

Kaliptis (C. glauca) 0.43 (3.9) 0.17 (5.5) 

Kapab (Colubrina arbonscen.r) 0.3 (2.3) 0.06 (15.9) 

~d (Cedrela odorata) 0.52(na) 

Chmm ( Catalpa longissima) 0.38 (3.8) 

Grevilya (Grevillea robusta) 0.27(na) 
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Natural Regeneration 

The ability of a species to regenerate is fundamental to its swvival. As basic as this sounds, natural 

regeneration is often overlooked as an important factor in the lasting impacts of a tree planting program such as the 

AOP. Regeneration from seed is by far the most ~portant source of seedlings for the small farmer. As long as a 

species can regenerate, the farmer is given multiple opportunities to Wldertake tree management If the species 

regenerates poorly, this is hardly possible unless seedlings are supplied by a nursery. Furthennore, the speed at 

which a species r<=8enerates, particularly under exploitative pressures, is an important attribute for temporal and 

spatial rotation of gardens and contributes toward environmentally sowid agroforestry systems. What is regarded by 

the fanner as a weedy nuisance ( e.g., Leucaena) may in fact be part of the long-tenn solution for soil conservation 

and habitat restoration. 

The amount of natural regeneration varied considerably by species and garden type. T-rees differ 

significantly in their reproductive strategies, vmying in factors such as seed bearing age, primary dispersal agents, 

seed crop quantities and periodicity. While most of the species, especially the prolific pioneers, had yielded several 

seed crops, others had not yet flowered, such as Cedrela odorata, Pinus occidentalis and Simarouba berteroana. 

While the latter species is known to fruit at an age of 3 years on fertile sites, the only trees observed in this study 

were on poor sites. Several other wood species planted by the AOP fall into the same class of the later maturing 

species, including most of the higher value timber species. Volunteers of many later maturing species were tallied on 

AOP sites, though they did not originate from AOP trees. 

E. camaldulensls and C. equisetifolia had yielded several cycles of seed crops on most sites, but failed to 

show any signs of natural regeneration. It is safe to assume that the seed of these species from project trees is fertile, 

since seed crops from stands of similar age have been collected in other regions of Haiti. Rather than a problem of 

seed viability, it appears that site conditions are not favorable for gennination and the seed crops are preyed heavily 

by insects after fruiting. While B. camaldulensis regenerates well by basal sprouts and coppice shoots, C. 

equisetifo/ia does so poorly. C. glauca~ while closely resembling C. equiaettfolia, has never been observed to bear 

seed in Haiti, though it regenerates as root suckers that supplement the basal sprouts and coppice production on 

favorable sites. 

Among the project species that are naturally regenerating by seed are: (a) species that seed regularly, but 

whose volunteers are widely scattered outside the stand area (C. longissima); (b) species with a light and highly 

variable amo\Dlt of regeneration within and outside the stand area ~cacia auricultfonnls,A. indica, G. robust a, S. 

mahagoni); (c) species with alight, but regular crop ofvolunteers (S. slamea, C. arborescens); and (d) species with 

a heavy and regular crop of volunteers (C. calothyrsus, L. leucocephala subsp. glahrata, L. dlversifolia subsp. 
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diversifolta). No matter how well a species regenerates, the way the land is being used remains a far more important 

factor in sustainable tree production. 

L. leucocephala accounts for the greatest source of volunteer regeneration of all species planted by the AOP 

in this study. About 2 volunteer trees (greater than I cm) are on site for evezy mother tree either harvested or left 

standing. Other species for which the mother tree:volunteer ratios were significant included S. siamea (l .64) and C. 

arborescens (0.56). Farmers were deliberately selecting and spacing the dominants on sites where annual food crops 

were cultivated. On wood lots, selection was much less intensive and natural thinning of the regeneration stand 

appeared closer to the norm. However, stem distributions were skewed toward the smaller size classes, as the larger 

stems were being harvested for fuelwood and small poles and the smaller stems tended to be continually browsed or 

damaged by livestock. 

AOPSpecles 

Leucae11a leucocep/1ala subsp. glabrata. Among all species, this is the tree that Haitian fanncrs watch 

most carefully due to its weedy nature. It is not surprising that it was the most abundant species in the smallest 

catcgozy of volunteer seedlings (i.e.,< l cm diameter). In several cases, the fanncrs were adapting quite well to the 

prolific crop of volunteers, particularly in cases where woodlots (rak bwa) or charcoal gardens (jaden chabon) were 

established on site conditions too degraded to cultivate regularly. On these sites, the size distribution of the volunteer 

stems were being controlled either by the continual browsing of tethered animals (in which case the small stem 

diameters would stagnate with seasonal sprouting of tender shoots) or the harvesting of small stems for fuelwood 

and small construction wood. Appendix J, Table V summarizes the regeneration status ofL. leucocephala on sites 

where the species was planted. 

Stem densities vary widely from site to site, depending in large part on land use and site conditions. Over 

half of the 22 sites are being managed for wood lots, either in association with other perennial crops, as a charcoal 

garden or as a wooded fallow. The volunteers on these sites are beginning to contribute a significant portion of the 

wood harvested for charcoal or fuelwood. Several stands have a blanket cover of volunteers in the understozy. In 

some cases, the understozy is being heavily browsed by livestock tethered in the stand for feeding and shade. The 

fanners are aware of the soil ameliorating and conserving properties of lisina sites and occasionally report this as an 

important reason for letting the species capture the site. In contrast, volunteers were generally weeded out on sites 

that were cultivated annually with mixed annuals, annuaYperennial mixes, or annual monocultures. 
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The ratio of volunteers to the number of original parent trees was significantly higher on the sites where a 

prirnmy objective of the fanner was to grow wood, as shown in Table 4.4. The ratio declines sharply from about 

147 for stems< 1 cm diameter to 0.55 for stems> 3 cm diameter. However, it indicates thatLeucaena comes close 

to replacing itself to harvestable siz.e through seeding alone. In contrast, very few volunteers greater than the 3.0 cm 

diameter class were present on annually cropped la~1d. Over time, Leucaena will disappear if no further interventions 

take place under this land use option. 

Tablt 4.4. Volunteer:parent tree ratios ofL. /eucocepha/a for 3 stem size classes. 
Type or Garden <1 cm 1-3 cm dla. 3+ cm dla. 

Mixed wood lot/perennial garden 146.92 2.81 0.55 
(n=l2) 

Mixed annual/perennial garden 2.8 0.04 0.01 
(n=IO) 

All gardens (n=22) 93.73 1.79 0.35 

Table 4.5 summarizes the management strategies ofL. leucocephala observed during trus·study. As stated 

previously, the importance of natural regeneration must be placed in the context offanners and their utiliz.ation of 

the land. Only when volunteers are considered an asset for wood production, as on 13 of the sites, are they 

considered with any degree of value that allows them to develop as a new generation of trees. 

Table 4.5. Swnmazy of L. leucocephala volunteer management strategies. 
Description or management strategy No. or Sites 

Absent or negligible regeneration 3 

Eliminated or in the process of eliminating Leucaena. 5 

Neglected for use, but effective soil conservation and 1 
improvement. 

Occasional seedling selected for wood production. 3 

Stand managed for browse and charcoal production. 3 

Stand managed for wood/charcoal production only. 7 

Total nwnber of sites 22 

Senna siamea. A total of 26 sites, over half of all sites inventoried in this study, was established with S~ 

siamea as part of the parent tree population. The regeneration of this species is much lighter thanL. leucocephala on 

most sites, but ranks next in importance since it was the most planted species of the AOP and AF II projects. It's 

likely that the S. siamea population is greater and more extensive than that of L. leucocephala in Haiti, since it was 

the most planted species of the AOP. Though heavy regeneration can occur on the wetter sites, Canners do not 

perceive the species to be weedy. They are less apt to eliminate the volunteers from their original planting locations 

and take greater efforts to transplant seedlings to other locations. Its better fonn in densely spaced stands and 
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browse resistance encourages fanners to manage the species as a source of small pole wood, used mostly for roofing 

needs. The suitability of the wood for lumber, reported to take a good polish, also encourages farmers to transplant 

volunteers to protected areas. The species is easy to manage and appears to adapt well to the various land-use 

patterns of the Haitian fanner. 

Appendix 3, Table VI summarizes the inventory of S. siamea volunteers on the sites where parent trees 

were planted. Since the species remains in the growid for longer rotations, mainly for lumber production, the stem 

sizes span a wider range and tend to be more evenly distributed. The influence of fanners deciding to leave 

volunteers on crop land is reflected by the ratios in Table 4.6. The ratio of volunteers: parent trees for annual crop 

land is twice as high for S. siamea than for L. leucocephala (fable 4.4). However, the presence of volunteers is 

much more variable than L. leucocephala from site to site, with several sites completely barren of volunteers even 

where the species grows well. 

Table 4.6. Volunteer.parent tree ratios of S. siamea for 3 stem size classes. 

Type or Garden <l cm 1-3 cm dla. 3+ cm dla. 

Mixed wood lot/perennial garden 18.95 2.53 0.34 
(n=ll) 

Mixed annual/perennial garden 3.31 0.16 0.28 
(n=l5) 

All sites (n=26) 11.07 1.34 0.31 

A summary of the strategies adopted by farmers for managing S. siamea volunteers is provided in Table 

4.7. Volunteers arc managed for wood production on about half of the sites. It can be expected that on these sites, 

active transplanting and spacing ofvolW1teers will keep the sites in S. siamca production for some time into the 

future. However~ if no additional inputs are provided to restock the stand, S. siamea will decline in importance to 

levels on par with other native species. The species may be in faster decline on sites that are devoted to annual 

cropping activities!' though it appears a selected portion of the volunteer population will be present, probably near the 

garden borders long after the elimination of the parent generation. 

Table 4. 7. Sumrnazy of S. siamea volunteer management strategies in 
this study. 

Description or management strategy No. or Sites 

Total nwnber of sites 26 

Absent or negligible regeneration 5 

Eliminated or in the process of eliminating S. siamea. 4 

Neglected for use, but effective soil conservation and 2 
improvement. 

Managed for wood production 15 
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Azadirachta indica. A total of 7 sites in this study was planted with A. indica as part of the parent tree 

population. Though the species has a tendency to be invasive in the wetter areas in Haiti, no such cases were 

obseived in this study. Except for the poor survival and growth of the parent trees on a couple of sites, it is difficult 

to attribute this to any single factor. The seed loses viability rapidly and is likely sensitive to environmental factors 

that affect natural rates of gennination. It also seeds poorly in dense stands, requiring swilight to reach the full 

canopy for adequate flowering and seed production. This is somewhat counter balanced by the vigorous coppicing 

and root suckering of the species. In some cases, particularly in the Ste. Helene region, root suckers were so prolific 

that regeneration.from seed falls in importance as a means ofregenerating the stand. The density of root suckers 

dramatically increased where neem roots were injured during soil tilling. 

One site that was not originally planted with tl1e species had volunteers originating from another nearby 

AOP site. Presumably, the seed was taken to the site by birds where it genninated. This illustrates the difficulty in 

assessing regeneration for species such as A. indica that are part oftl1e faunal diet. It is safe to assume that the 

volunteer.parent tree ratios in this study are an underestimate. Appendix J, Table VII summarizes the inventory of 

A. indica volunteers on the sites where parent trees were planted. Due to the small sample size for this species, all 

sites were combined to calculate the ratio ofvolunteers:parent trees in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8. Volunteer:parent tree ratios of A. indica for 3 stem size classes. 

Type or Garden < I cm 1-3 cm dla. 3+ cm dla. 

All sites ( n=7) 0.45 0.05 0 

Colubrina arborescens. A total of 11 sites was planted with C. arhorascens as part of the species mix. 

Regeneration was absent on 6 of the sites. Only one site had volunteers advanced in age and size for the harvest of 

construction wood. The fanner on this field garden site was spacing the vohmtccrs at approximately 3.8 m and 

interplanting regularly with a mixture of annual crops. There was also considerable browse damage to the species by 

goats, a common problem associated with field garden sites. App~ndix 3, Table VIII summarizes the inventory of 

C. arhorescens volunteers on the sites where parent trees were planted. An additional 4 sites not planted with C. 

arhorescens had densities ranging from 25-353 volunteers ha·• for stems< I cm diameter and 20-118 volunteers ha·1 

for stems 1-3 cm diameter. 

Table 4.9 summarizes the ratios ofvolunteers:parent trees on the 11 sites. C. arborescens appears to be 

more successful thanA. indica for volunteers originating from seed, though regeneration from coppice and root 

suckering is not nearly as vigorous. Due to the high value of the species as a source of house construction wood, 

fanners are likely to make up for a lack of natural regeneration by transplanting volunteers from other sites or direct 

seeding (Campbell, 1994). 
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Table 4.9. Volunteer.parent tree ratios of C. arborescens for 3 stem size classes. 

Type of Garden <l cm 1-3 cm dla. l+ cm dla. 

All sites (n== 11) 1.53 0.29 0.27 

Other AOP Species. Several species were represented by one site where volunteers were noted. Caution i.~ 

advised in placing any significance on these values. G. robusta was planted on 5 of the sites> but only one site had 

volwiteers. C. calothyrsus and L. diversifolia were planted on only one site each, though these sites had relatively 

high densities of:volunteers. These species and the size distribution of their volunteers are summarized in Appendix 

J, Table IX. The volunteer.parent tree ratios for 3 diameter classes are provided in Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10. Volunteer.parent tree ratios for AOP species that were observed on 1 
site. * = No sterns present due to elimination by funner. 

Spedes <l cm 1-3 cm dla. J+ cm dla. 

Leucaena diversifo/ia • 1.4 2.99 

Calliandra calothyrsus 3,189 0 0 

Catalpa longissima 0.34 0.34 0 

Acacia auricu/iformis 27.3 0 0 

Gre11illea robusta 0.78 0 0 

Volunteers of Native Species 

An important phenomenon occwring on many of the AOP sites is an increased diversity of tree species by 

natural regeneration of native species, particularly those valued by the fanners as wood species. Several of the sites 

being managed as wood lots (rak hwa)., charcoal gardens (jaden chahon), house gardens (jaden devan pot) or 

adjacent gardens (jaden pre kay) were favoring the regeneration of native species by modifying site conditions and 

acting as perch sites for important seed dispersal agents. These are the birds and bats that feed on the fruits of 

several economically important species. The AOP trees are acting as "nurse" species for native species that are not 

likely to be planted directly in the same location. Like the AOP species., the management of the site is a critical factor 

detennining what fraction of the natural regeneration develops to harvestable size. On sites managed for annual crop 

species., volunteers of native species valued for construction wood and lumber were generally spaced to densities of 

I 00 - 200 sterns ha·'. Densities increased and volunteers were less managed in the woodlots or charcoal gardens. 

Another important niche for the regeneration of native species is the border of field gardens (jaden /wen). 

These are the "nooks and crannies" of the agricultural landscape where vulnerable seedlings find some relief from 

disturbance, particularly livestock browsing., traffic damage and soil cultivation. Seedlings are protected by the 

common live fence species anned with thorns and poisons such as pit,pingwen., bayonet., hresiyet and kandelab. 
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An inventory of native species that had germinated on site since the planting of AOP trees was conducted to 

better understand the richness of these species versus the overstory species. Native volunteers were found on about 

half of the 43 sites. The most abundant species, in percentage of all sites, were S. glauca (33%), C. ca/aha (26%),S. 

mahagoni (23%),B. salicifolia (12%), Chrysophyllum oliviforme (12%), Comocladia spp. (12%), C. longissima 

(9%), andR. hispaniolana (9%). Most of these species are being protected and managed for future wood needs. C. 

oliviforme is a common colonizing species and used for charcoal and small poles. Comocladia is an important 

source of live fence material for the fanners, noted for its toxic sap and ease in propagation by branch and stem 

cuttings. S. glauca, B. salicifolia, C. olivifonne, Comocladia spp. and R. hispaniolana are primarily dispersed by 

birds; C. ca/aha by bats; and C. longissima and S. mahagoni by wind. Several of these species are important 

throughout Haiti, whereas others have a more restricted occurrence. A summary of the native volunteer inventory is 

provided in Appendix 3, Table X. 
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CHAPTERS 

UTILIZATION OF PROJECT TREES 

This chapter discusses categories of tree harvest, services rendered by project 1rees, and infonnation on 

yield. Two-thirds of AOP trees on study sites have already been harvested The most important products were 

charcoal, and wood for peasant house construction Both have played key roles in the household economies of tree 

planteIS. The most significant levels of wood harvest by value occurred between eight and eleven years after tree 

planting. Project trees have also rendered important services which are difficult to quantify, but these services may 

well exceed the value ofharvestable tree products. 

Tree Products 

Haivest values from the study sample are outlined in Table 5.l below according to percentage of wood prcd,,ct 

categories, direct use value and sale for cash income. The team elicited price equivalents for products used, and sales 

infonnation for products sold. Monetary equivalents are estimated since independent price infonnation was not 

always available for earlier years. The study period for harvest data covers 13 years. An eighth of inventory fa1mers 

had tree plots with no reported harvest. These planters were protecting their trees as providers of services, and iong 

tenn stores of value. 

Table 5.1. Value of wood product categories, used or sold, reported from the 43 AOP sites in this study. 
Percen es are in arentheses. 

Charcoal Roof Kitchen Roof Rafter House House Joist & Other ALL 
Board Post Lattice Pole Board Post Beams Products 

(chabon) (lat) (potojen Pole (chevron) (plansh) (poto) (trav~. (pye bwa, 
lat 11 i iht 

USED 279.0 1035.0 130.8 1574.0 540.0 2535.0 4007.0 1550.0 12.383.3 
4 78 100 80 3 89 68 84 52) 

SOID 7157.5 300.0 390.0 925.0 320.0 18S5.0 320.0 11,267.5 
96 22 20 63 11 32 16 48 

TOTAL VALUE 7,436.5 
des I 

1,335.0 732.5 130.8 1,964.0 1,465.0 2.855.0 5,862.0 1,970.0 23,750.8 

1 gdes refers to gourdes, equivalent to S0.07 US during the time of this study. 

There is an mesting gap of some 46 percent between tree harvests reported by infonnants, and higher 

estimates of harvest based on detailed site inventories (see Estimated Wood Yield below). This is due to wider 

reporting, theft and other fonns of uncontrolled harvest Monetary estimate ofharvest values shows 48 percent sold, 

and 52 percent autoconsumed or given to others as gifts. In view of the evidence of significant wicontrolled harvest -

primarily for use, the amount used rather than sold is undoubtedly underestimated. Over 60 percent of harvest has 
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been for construction wood, primarily polewood for domestic use rather than sale. Wood products produced 

primarily for sale are charcoal and house lumber (boards) - the lowest and highest grade product categories. Fanners 

generally taiget lumber as their primary harvest goal to generate income. In actual practice, charcoal has been the 

single most important category of harvest for cash income. 

Cbarcoal. In this study, charcoal consumed about 83% of reported wood harvest by volume, and 31 % of 

its monetary value. Planters consider charcoal a cash crop, and harvest reports indicate that charcoal was produced 

primarily for c~ sales (96%) rather than use; however, most trees were not specifically planted and managed for 

tllis purpose. Charcoal harvest is most often a fanner's response to urgent needs for cash. It is a product readily 

converted to cash within 10 days of tree harvest. Thls reflects the relatively stable and constant market for charcoal 

in urban sectors. Farmers rely on the steady demand for charcoal to generate scarce cash during slack agricultural 

seasons, crop failure., annual hunger months:, family crisis, and deadlines for paying school bills. 

Charcoal production is also a substitute for expenditure of scarce cash. Fanners produce charcoal and send 

it to absentee family members, especially children attending school in distant towns and cities where cooking fuel is 

expensive. Informants also report making charcoal as hospitality gifts to defray the expenses of host families who 

lodge them when they travel to the city for personal business. 

Aside from its role as emergency filnd, some fanncrs manage trees specifically as charcoal gardens. Tius 

takes the fonn (a) of clearcutting land left in fallow. or (b) repeated, selective harvests from pcnnancnt woodlots with 

multiple production goals. Charcoal farmers produce on a larger scale than the occasional emergency producers. 

Charcoal fanners note the efficiency of building charcoal kilns repeatedly on the same spot. More charcoal is 

produced per unit of wood when the kiln site is reused. Labor requirements for charcoal production arc often met by 

dcmwatye, literally sharecropping, with payment made in kind. If the wood owner docs not share production costs 

up front, the owner's share is Jess than half of the harvest in order to defray the worker's expenses. Charcoal farmers 

in Fond-des-Blancs note that labor costs are cheaper for AOP species than spiny native species. Workers are willing 

to forgo their extra share for expenses if the wood doesn't have pikan (spines). 

One charcoal fanner in St. Thon hired four workers to build four production kilns on a 0. 75 carreau plot. 

The farmer clearcut his 11 year old stand of S. siamea and L. leucocephala, and harvested 71 gwo sak sold in 1993 at 

25 gourdes per sack. Djo Poteau, another charcoal fanner in St. Thon, clearcut one-half of his eight year old 0.5 

carreau stand of S. siamea and L. leucocephala, and produced 29 gwo sak selling at 25 gourdes per sack in 1991. 

Tilree years later he made charcoal from the coppice growth plus 0.25 carreau of A. indica, producing 40 gwo sak at 

30 gourdes per sack (I 994). 
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Most of the charcoal is produced from S. siamea andL. leucocephala, with lesser amounts from E. 

camaldulensis,A. indica, and C. arborescens. All species make charcoal, but denser species such as C~arina and 

Guaiacum spp. make better charcoal than lighter species such as S. siamea. At the present time charcoal is 

undoubtedly the most lucrative option for juvenile wood, less dense species and poorly formed trees. Fanners are 

well aware of alternative uses for each species. They constantly take into account the potential for high value 

products when striking a balance between short-tenn cash needs versus long-term savings. The pivotal factor is the 

wgency of cUITent cash needs. When strapped for cash, the .funner assigns lower priority to longer tenn, high v.ilue 

products such as. lwnber or commercial fruit. Therefore, it is not uncommon to observe fanners making charcoal 

from species normally reserved for higher value products. 

Construction Wood. Wood products for house construction consumed 15% ofreported harvest by 

volume, and 60% by monetary value. Construction wood, mostly polewood, is in high demand by Canners for both 

use and exchange values, but 69% of construction wood was consumed directly rather than sold - a consumption 

pattern opposite that of charcoal. Planters tap into national markets for charcoal sales; however, m.arket demand for 

house construction wood in rural Haiti is less stable than charcoal, and locally restricted. There is unquestionably 

high demand for construction materials, but this demand is met primarily from nonmonctary sources, especially for 

polewood. The most important categocy of construction material is joists and beams, 62% of construction harvest 

by volume, and 41 % by value. Fanners have tended to sell high grade lwnber used for construction of doors, 

windows and furniture. Low grade saw wood (lat) in the sample was consumed rather than sold; however, 63% of 

high grade boards (p/ansh) was sold. High grade lumber constituted only 10% of harvest devoted to construction 

materials. 1bis figure will likely increase as more trees attain harvestable size for lumber. All other construction 

products in the sample were primarily used rather than sold. 

Fanners purchase construction wood, especially boards, but they characteristically use a variety of 

maneuvers to avoid outlay of scarce cash for house construction. This includes reusing beams and postwood from 

old houses, and soliciting gifts of trees or poles from others. One informant had "lent" two kasya trees to a friend 

who needed polewood for house construction. He planned to call in the loan in another two or three years by felling 

comparable kasya from the friend's tree garden. Planter Vertius of Desforges was building a 5-room rock house for 

his son. He used AOP trees to meet most of his needs for postwood, poles, and beams. He hired a sawyer to saw 

two E. camaldulensis into 21 low grade boards as door and window backing, and worked together with the sawyer 

to limit his labor costs. To economize on scarce wood for wattle, he decided to build walls with rock and quicklime~ 

using AOP firewood and calcareous rocks on site to make lime. 

Informants also seek to purchase wood at discounted rates. Tree planter Francoeur in Savane Mole 

purchased an entire house for 300 gourdes in order to salvage its post and beam wood. Tree planter Cidoine in La 
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Montagne purchased land with the intention of harvesting its stand of AOP trees to establish a house site and build a 

new house for his son. He harvested 27 C. equisetifolia posts, 55 C. equisetifolia and C. arborescens rafter poles, 

joists, and beams, and rooting stakes. He purchased two dozen planks for doors and windows~ latanye leaves for 

roofing, and metal hinges, hooks and nails. His out of pocket costs were 790 gourdes - about 40 percent of the value 

of construction materials in the house. 

House construction is an important element of peasant household economy. Fanners build numerous 

kitchens and storage structures over a period of years, and a new house for each son who stays in the community. 

Houses may be disassembled and rebuilt iffanners move to new house placement sites. A Mame-Franck farmer, 

Orialus Bernard, has ten children, five of whom eventually emigrated to French Guiana. He has built nine houses 

over the years. In Grenier, Rozilis Fran~ois has built four houses - two of mud-and-wattle and two rock-lime houses. 

He anticipates building three more houses for three sons still at home. Wood for house construction is a significant 

expense in peasant households, and a veritable obsession for farmers with several sons. 

Interviewees in various study regions note a shift in construction materials from mud-and-wattle 

construction to rock-lime construction due to growing scarcity of wood. 11us shift is evident in new house 

construction obsc1Ved by lhe team, especially at sites where calcareous rocks arc locally availabh!. TI1is shifi appears 

to have taken place over the past 20 years. 

The primary products for construction are house posts (poto), beams (trave),joists (/i(ve) and mflcr poles 

(che11ron). House posts must be dmable in the ground. The traditional standard for post species is H. 

campeclzianum. Among Ute AOP species,L. leucocephala andA. indica come Ute closest as substitutes for native 

species. Infmmant reports of their relative durability vary according to region and the age they are cut~ however, 

they are generally considered inferior to traditional species. 

Beams and joists are mostly above the ground and must be long, straight and moderately durable. Decay 

problems are less a factor than for posts. The ideal traditional species for beams is C. arborescens. Here the AOP 

has a greater potential of making an impact. Eucalyptus and Casuarina spp. are particularly valued as a source for 

long, straight beams, especially in the Northwest. A shortage oflong beams exists in many regions of Haiti, 

particularly 10 meter ridgepoles and boat masts. Consequently, the prices fetched for the longest poles make a 

significant jump from the commonly available lengths of four to six meters. It remains uncertain if Eucalyptus and 

Casuarina can adequately substitute for the local species if on-farm silvics associated with propagation and early 

seedling management remain poorly developed. 

A small amount oflumber is being cut from AOP trees, mostly E. camaldulensis, G. robusta, S. siamea, L. 

leucocephala, and an introduced Honduran provenance of C. odorata. Two types oflurnber are being sawn, 
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depending on demand and log dimensions. The smaller lumber is used mostly for rooflattice and purlin material, 

while the larger is being cut for studs, doors, windows, coffins, and furniture. Some planters invest in standing tree 

stock in order to engage in lumber commerce. Th.is commerce has primarily been in native species, and includes 

export out of the community into urban centers including the lucrative Port-au-Prince market. Peasant lumber 

merchants in Fond-des-Blancs were unable to sustain their trade to Port-au-Prince during the embargo period, and at 

the time of this study had not yet reactivated active trade. The team did not uncover cases of AOP lumber exported 

to the city; however, AOP lumber has definitely played a role in the local lumber trade. 

Fuelwood. Fuelwood has little cash value, but it is important in the daily lives of fanners. Virtually all sites 

inventoried produced varying amounts of firewood, generally stumps and the branchwood not converted into 

charcoal. It is very difficult to quantify the value offuelwood from AOP trees. A number offanners in Desforges 

used project trees as fuelwood for lacho (quicklime) production. Some Canners are aware of the rough monetary 

value of fuelwood as a production cost for quicklime. A limemaker in Desforges detennined that he derived a better 

return from quicklime than from charcoal when using AOP trees as fuelwood. A tree planter and baker in Bainet 

derived a far better rate of return from charcoal than from using AOP trees as fuelwood for his small bakery. Hew:'_-; 

able to heat his oven by recycling agricultural waste - pigeon pea and sorghum stalks - rather than using denser wrn )<: 

species. 

In fuel scarce areas such as Ste. Helene and Desforges, local fanners sometimes buy fuelwood or even 

charcoal for domestic consumption. Women of Ste. Helene retail fuelwood locally and in the wood scarce Cayes 

plain. Ambulatory wood sellers in Ste. Helene reported retail sale of firewood by the headload two or three times a 

week at around 10 gourdes per headload. Small distilleries in St. Michel buy donkey loads of firewood, mostly 

native species. A large distillery owner uses his own trucks to travel to Biligi for fuelwood. He pays 250 gourdes per 

truckload of native wood, and estimates his transport cost at 750 gourdes per trip. He has planted AOP species near 

his distillery which he uses as backup fuelwood when his trucks are unable to travel to Biligi dwing the rains. 

Stakes and Small Stems. In the Grenier area, tool handles and stakes (ranm) for vegetable and vine crops 

are important products harvested from trees on maiEinal sites, and from the coppice stems of E. camaldulensis, C. 

glauca and G. robust a. There is considerable local demand for such stakes due to the importance of yams, climbing 

beans and tomatoes as principal cash crops in this area. Fanners use hundreds of stakes five to six feet long in their 

staked gardens. Bundles of 100 stakes may be purchased for 20 gourdes per pake (bundle). 

Small stems are periodically harvested for small diameter posts and poles used in constructing kitchens, 

storage structures (kolombye), and roofing (roslay). L. leucocephala coppice are frequently harvested as fodder, 
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especially for pigs. These harvests and small stems for firewood and other purposes are particularly subject to theft 

and often 1U1der reported by fanners. 

Remedies. An important but 1U1der reported tree product is the harvest of bark, leaves and roots for 

medicinal purposes, usually in the fonn of herbal ~aths, teas and rubs. Tree species planted by the AOP are used 

extensively for their medicinal properties. Infonnants in this study report wide use of A. indica and Eucalyptus spp. 

leaves in teas and baths for treatment of fevers. Eucalyptus leaves are also a remedy for colds and headaches. 

Eucalyptus spp., _c. arhorescens and C. longissima leaves are used as a febrifugal rub (fivote fey nan do - leaf back 

rub) and for treatment offwedi (cold state in humoral medicine). Bitter coffee is a common remedy. Leucaena 

seeds are roasted and brewed as a coffee substitute. 

Availability of inexpensive and nontoxic insecticide would be of considerable economic benefit to rural 

Haiti. Fanners report using Eucalyptus andA. indica to treat animals plagued by ticks and fleas. A. indica seeds 

and leaves are also dried and crushed for use as an insecticide to protect grain surpluses and seed stocks held in 

storage. 

In view of high prices and unreliable supplies of phannaceuticals in rural Haiti, it would be beneficial to take 

these concerns into account in species selection and promotion of fann forestry in future program efforts. For 

further infonnation on tree species and herbal remedies in Haiti, see Brutus and Pierre-Noei 1959, 1960, 1966; 

Weninger, 1985; Weninger and Rouzier, 1986; and Liogier, 1990. 

Sale of Tree Plots. Informants have occasionally sold stocks of standing trees, usually one or two at a time, 

or given gifts of such trees. For example, a buyer and seller in Desforges confinned the sale of one IO year old, 

estimated 15 inch diameter S. siamea for 85 gourdes in 1994. Some planters have engaged in the lumber trade by 

buying individual trees, hiring sawyers to saw them into boards, and selling boards - usually by the dozen. 

Another strategy for tree sale is to sell plots ofland at significantly higher prices based on calculation of the 

value of standing stock of trees on the land. The team encowttered nine cases of tree plots sold with project trees 

present at the time of sale. Six cases are summarized in Table 5.2 below. Buyers and sellers indicated that they 

calculated the value of standing stock of AOP trees based on their suitability for charcoal production - even though 

the trees had potentially higher value for lumber or other long term products. In these cases, the price of charcoal 

served as a standard measure of tree value. 
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Table 5.2. Tree plot sales, prices and percent mark up for trees. 

Site Plot Size Year of Sale Base Value Tree Value Sale Price Mark Up 
(ca)1 (gdes)2 (gdes) (gdes) (%) 

LaMontagne 1992 500 350 850 70 

LaMontagne 1993 350 150 500 43 

La Montagne 1993 400 225 625 56 

St. Michel 1990 600 400 1,000 67 

St. Michel 0.5 1988 800 500 1,300 63 

St. Michel 0.5 1993 1,500 1,100 2,600 73 

1 ca tefers to carreau, equivalent to 1.29 ha 2 gdes refers to gourdes, currently about$ 0.07 US. 

Wood Yield and Value 

Appendix 4, Table I summarizes the products, in unit values, that were harvested from the 43 sites in th:

study. The wood products are arranged in order of increasing unit volume from left to right. Fanners could usually 

recall the number of trees required to produce the reported units. Multiple products were usually harvested from 

most trees, particularly the pole, post and charcoal combination. The reported monetary values for these producL 

summarized in Appendix 4, Table II. For instances in which the funner did not give a cash value,. an estimate b:':·,:~: 

on the average product values by species was used (Appendix 4, Table III). The averages are based on separate 

harvest events by fanners during the 1985-1995 period. Any one fanner could have reported several harvests of~ 

particular product. 

Table 5.3 provides the total yield and value of wood products from 40 sites. The average value of wood 

products reported per site, including those not harvested, is about 551 gourdes, arowtd $39 at the current exchange; 

rate. These values may appear insignificant, though they are not adjusted for the 3-fold decline in exchange value of 

the gourde since the midl980s, inflation or discount rates at time of harvest. These factors would increase the 

importance of the reported values. Considering further the value of total products consumed, but not reported, the 

real impact that AOP trees is significant in the economy of rural communities. 

Table 5.3. Wood product yield (units,. metric tons and solid cubic meters) and value (gourdes) from 43 sites in this 
study. + indicates that a minimum quantity was reported by the fanners. 

Charcoal.1 Roof Kitchen Roof Rafter House House Joist & Other TOTAL 
Board Posts Lattice Pole Board Post Beams Products2 

Pole 
YIELD (UNITS) 400.S 72 110 3s+ 2Sr 89 261 159 Mixed Mixed 

WOOD WEIGHT (mt) 79.1<>34' 0.04 0.12 0.0~ l.li+ 0.64 3.30 8.75 2.87 95.85 

WOOD VOLUME (m3
)

4 
t4J.8r 0.07 0.22 0.11 2.02 1.16 6.00 15.90 5.22 174.26 

VALUE(GDES) 7.436.S 1335.0 732.5 130.s+ t,964.o• 1465.0 2855.0 5862.0 1970.0 23,750.8 
139.S kg sack. 1 lncludes stakes and trees. both used and reported stolen. 3 Assumes an average conversion efficiency of 0.2 from wood weight 

to chm-coal weiP.ht (Timvan. 1987). 4 Assmnes an averaae specific IZnlVity ofO.SS (Eu-lich, 198S; Ehrlich et al., 1986). 
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Estimated Wood Yield. Wood yield, defined as the amount of wood actually harvested, was estimated for 

each study site as much as possible. It was assumed that all wood measuring greater than 2 cm diameter of a 

harvested tree was used, sold or converted to charcoal. Estimated wood yield represents a rough measure of what 

was harvested from the site. 

A problem that was faced throughout the study was how to resolve the difference between reported 

harvests, and yield estimates calculated from the site inventocy. Clearly, the owner of the trees is rarely the only one 

benefiting from f:he trees. The clifference should be considered in light of the following factors: 

I) Estimation errors are involved in the derivation of weight estimates and the asswned conversion rate 

(20%) of dry wood weight to charcoal weight; 

2) There may have been variation in the unit sizes reported; 

3) Fanners were imprecise at times regarding the quantities of wood harvested from their trees since many 

trees were harvested by members of the extended household or community members. For example, the fanner 

might grant pennission to harvest, and the beneficiary would harvest more than the agreed numbe~ of trees; 

4) Fanners recognized that trees were being stolen, but often were imprecise to what extent; 

5) Fanners did not remember all harvests, particularly small harvests to meet a household needs; 

6) In some cases, harvest from one site was combined with harvests from other non-inventoried sites. 

A summary of the difference between reported harvests and stand inventories is given in Appendix 4, 

Table III. The proportional allocation of this difference to the various wood product categories has obvious 

limitations, particularly for those categories that are sensitive to fonn factors (i.e., lwnber,joists and beams). TI1e 

data pertains only to those sites for which both the reported harvest and site inventories were available, representing 

35 sites. Several sites were omitted for various reasons: Sites 14 and 36 (inventoried, but no harvest was reported); 

Sites 5 and 20 (harvest history reported by fanner does not match the site inventory); Site 15 (harvest report was not 

possible as the owner was not available); sites 21a, 22 and 42 (volume estimates are not available for G. robusta and 

C. odorata in Haiti). Figure 5.1 shows a breakdown of weights among the wood products, and the difference 

between stand yie1d estimates and reported weights. 
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SITE YIELD 

Inventory Gap 
(70.02 mt) 

(1.59 mt) 
Misc. Construction 

House Posts 
(4.06 mt) 

Joists & Beams 
(7.55 mt) 

Figure 5.1. Estimated wood yield from 35 sites in Ul.is study. 
"Inventory gap" refers to the difference between reported yields 
and estimates (weight basis) based on the tree inventory. 

Overall, 46% of the estimated wood harvest is not accow1tcd for by the reported harvests. f-ircwood and 

non-utilized wood can make up some ofti1c difference, as well as an 1mknow11 bias in weight estimates and assumcci 

wood equivalents for charcoal. It remains that much of the difference is likely to be the elusive wood harvests tilat 

are forgotten, s tolen or imprecisely l-'l1own. 

Time Analysis. The time it takes to grow trees for the various products varies according to (a) species 

productivity (how fast does it produce wood?), (b) wood quality (what good is U1e wood?) and (c) U1e economic 

status of the farmer (how badly is his or her need for wood?). These 3 factors must be considered before making an 

estimate on the rotation period of the trees planted by the AOP and the timing of their impact on the economy of the 

farmer. For data in which both establishment and harvest dates were known, a time analysis reveals how soon 

farmers harvest the trees after planting. This in no way reveals what proportion is being harvested, nor the potential 

maximum value, since most farmers would ratiler leave their trees in the ground if they could afford to do so. But it 

does reflect the time when the greatest returns are being realized. 

Figure 5.2 illustrates tile gross value of wood products, in gourdes, over elapsed time since tree planting. 

The first harvest is wood for charcoal production which remains an important product throughout the harvest cycle 

of a tree stand. Joists and beams share an equivalent or better value than charcoal beginning at 4 years and peaking 
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toward 8-10 years. Maximum values for lumber, the highest value product, are likely beyond the time intervals of 

the graph and have yet to be realized. 

So far, the greatest value of products are harvested between 8-11 years from the tree planting date. The 

decline in yield value after 10 years is probably a ~ampling artifact since most sites in this study were betvveen I 0-13 

years old. It is dillicull to predict the future trends of sites similar in age and production, but values should rise with 

the harvesting of higher valued lumber and beam s. Naturally, values will fluctuate depending on the economic 

situations of the _individual farmers, the regional and national economic conditions and the relative prices of the 

various wood products. 
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Figure 5.2. Value of harvested wood products since time of planting. 

The available information on average rotation ages by wood product is still inadequate. This varies 

considerably relative to the needs of the farmer and not necessarily to optimal tree management. The oldest sites in 

the P ADF harvest studies were 6.5 years, with no indication of the proportion of surviving trees that were harvested 

(Bannister, 1990). Estimates based on young stands are not valid, with the possible exception of clearcut charcoal 

production. 1n this study, the harvesting of the most highly valued product, lumber, has just begun to enter the 

rotation. A rough estimate for the most popular product combination - charcoal and large poles - is probably similar 

to the peaks in Figure 5.2, about 8-10 years. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the gross value of wood products during the decade between 1985-1994. Data for 1995 :~ 

not shown; however, informants indicate that the value of charcoal produced up to mid-February (1995) is already 

more than half oflast year's production. The used category represents those products reported by the farmer 

coupled with harvest dates. The used category of products is considerably under reported, as illustrated for 1989 - no 

wood products directly used by the farmers were reported for this year. Harvest dates and values for the used 

category were less likely known, especially for the early harvest years. Therefore, t:!1e real value of products used by 

eitJ1er the farmer or the extended community is not known for sure and should be considered an underestimate. 

There are several converging factors which influence the trend shown below. The recent economic embargo 

and heightened economic insecurity have forced several farmers to harvest their trees as an alternative means of 

income. Rising charcoal prices coupled with a maturing of the AOP stands and leveling off of growt:11 rates are 

sensible reasons to increase harvesting activities. It may be that local demands for crop land have precipitated 

conversion of some AOP sites to ot:!1er land uses. Certainly, the team has observed many sites where farmers 

completely eliminated project trees and reverted back to a land use pattern devoid of trees. 
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Figure 5.3. Values of wood products harvested from the AOP tree sites during the last 10 years. 
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Tree Services 

In addition to wood products, AOP trees render a series of useful seIVices to tree owners and sUITounding 

communities. These services are much more difficult to quantify or value in monetaiy tenns. In many situations, 

the seIVice role of trees may in fact be more irnpo~t than the tree products. The most notable examples are the use 

of trees as windbreaks, coffee shade, live fencing, aesthetics, shade and fodder for livestock, land improvement, store 

of value and emergency fund. InteIViews indicate very clearly that farmers make active use of project trees to 

manage their socjal capital in a complicated nexus of ties, obligations, and patron-client relationships. Tree gardens 

have also played an immensely important role as an emergency insurance fund to dip into when all else fails. 

Improved Land Use. Most fanners in Haiti recognize the value of trees for enhanced production of 

organic matter, soil conservation, improvement of soil fertility, and creation of more favorable microclimates for 

associated crops and livestock. Significant numbers of inventory farmers established enriched fallows on one or 

more sites, and shifted sites out of erosion intensive annual crops into pennanent woodlots, charcoal gardens, and 

mixed perennial gardens. These changes were precipitated by the sudden introduction oflarge numbers of AOP 

seedlings onto a range of garden sites. Had the trees not been planted, the rate of site conversion to a useful, 

alternative land use would have been slower and perhaps less efficient. These types of land use benefits should be 

kept at the forefront of agroforestry research. It is essential to maintain support for cheaper methods of investment 

which enhance the service roles of trees, particularly soil conservation and habitat diversity. This would shift the 

focus from the worn out discussion of overexploitation to the real issue of underinvestment. 

Social Capital. The store of value in a fanners tree inventory is managed carefully. Fanners may be 

unable to use directly all the wood produced in their woodlots; however, they make effective use of these resources 

to create opportunity for employment or to increase their benefits in other ways. For example, a funner in Bainet 

made use of his wood resources to provide house timbers free of charge to members of the community as a strategy 

to secure local house construction jobs for himself. In another case, a farmer in Ste. Helene had social obligations to 

help care for his father. In lieu of giving him cash, he turned over a woodlot for his use as a charcoal garden, thereby 

generating employment for his father. 

Over half of the fanners report making gifts of trees to fiiends and family members. In so doing they were 

able to respond to special needs, fulfill social obligations, incur potentially useful obligations of reciprocity, and 

capture agriculture labor. As noted earlier, plot sales show that trees add considerable value to land, and this value 

may be passed along to others via opportunity for purchase. Giving others access to tree plots for land purchase also 

tends to enhance one's social capital since opportunity for purchase is viewed as a special favor. 
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The owners of many woodlots allow family members and neighbors to use their stands of trees as a source 

of shade and fodder for livestock. This is critical during seasons when fodder is scare~ or when livestock is being 

readied for market. The sharing of such services with other members of the community benefits the owner by 

instigating reciprocity. When this use is approved or controlled by the owner, it maintains a useful presence on the 

tree plot and increases security, particularly for sit~s located at a distance from the owner's residence. Tree security is 

a widespread problem that plagues fanners and creates a strong disincentive to maintain wood species on distant 

sites. 

Trees also have magical qualities in a social milieu where there are charges of witchcraft. C. odorata are 

planted at the entrance of house-and-yard compounds as a protection against movez espri (witches) which cause 

illness and misfortune. Coffin makers extract a premium price for sale of cedar coffins reputed to protect against 

theft of zomhi (dead souls) from recently buried corpses. 

Positive and Negative Services. The establishment of fast growing exotics can generate both positive 

and negative services. Practically all negative services associated with trees are in the context oflight or moisture 

competition with annual crops. Light competition is more important in the wetter regions and moisture competition 

is more important in the sub-humid regions. The negative effect of certain species on soil moisture dynamics (e.g., 

Eucalyptus, Zanthoxy/um, Swietenia, Prosopis, Acacia) is recognized, particularly in the sub-humid regions where 

moisture, and perhaps nutrients, are limiting. It is difficult to observe nutrient competition and other negative effec~ 

on soil structure, since these are longer term in nature and probably not consistent across sites. 

One can hardly plant a L. leucocephala and not recognize the negative effects in terms of labor inputs 

required for weeding. Conversely, capturing the site with such species both improves and conseives the soil for 

future agricultural use, while offering an opportunity to short-cut the time it takes to develop a harvestable fallow. In 

many cases, the trees offer a shelter to other seed dispersers and allow a greater diversity of species to establish on 

site that would not otherwise incur such benefits. 

The sheer magnitude of seedlings planted in one location was a new experience for most AOP fanners. In 

many cases, this con1ributed positively to environmental services by facilitating decisions in favor of woodlot 

management. In other cases, land selected for trees was too marginal for agricultural investments, and tree cover was 

the best land use option. On steep slopes formerly under cultivation, dense volunteer stands of L. leucocephala and 

S. siamea have considerably reduced soil and water erosion and benefited neighbors downslope. Unfortunately, the 

scale and landscape pattern of these type stands are too dispersed to have a widescale impact on soil conservation. 
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CHAPTER6 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 

PROJECT IMPACT AND PROGRAM IMPLICATIONS 

Impact on Farms 

Site selection 

1. Crop land - Most fanners in the sample planted project trees on actively fanned garden sites, and 

shifted at least portions of these sites out of erosion intensive annual food crops into tree cropping. 

2. Garden type - Fanners established trees in a range of configurations on all major garden types 

characteristic of peasant farm units: house gardens, adjacent gardens, field gardens, and mixed perennia1 gardens. 

3. Lm1d tenure and tree ownersl,ip - Fanners tended to favor sites with greater land tenure security and 

proximity for closer surveillance. Tree tenure proved to be more important tl1an land tenure status per se. 

Site management strategies 

4. Food croppi11g - Two-tltlrds of the fanners continued to cultivate ruumal food crops on some portion oC 

sites where they planted trees. They shifted from garden sites with few or no wood resources, to food cropping witl1 

some associated tree cover - usually perimeter plantings along with widely spaced trees within the plot. Tius stmtegy 

is well adapted to land scarce fanncrs, but it also has the most limited environmental impact on planting sites. 

5. Enriclled borders - Border plantings on more intensively farn1ed sites have a1so tended to diversify 

species mix, at1d have made good use of the border as a more productive niche without sacrificing much cropland 

for food. This strategy builds upon traditional peasat1t notions of border agroforestzy. It has resulted in significant 

shifts in border land use, and resulted in a surprisingly diverse mix of exotic and native species. 

6. Woodlots - About a third of sites inventoried demonstrated a remarkable shift from cultivation of 

erosion intensive annual food crops to establishment ofpennanent, densely spaced woodlots. Tilis strategy has the 

greatest potential for environmental benefits to peasant farms. These benefits, however, are microsite benefits. The 

key constraint to wider environmental impact is the dispersal at1d small size of such woodlots. 

1. Enric/1edfa/lows - One fourth of the fanners used trees for enhanced management offallow. This 

strategy was used most commonly on sites left in long tenn fallow cycles> followed by clearcutting and return to 

agricultural crops. These drier sites were strongly linked to grazing as an adjwict to semi-ari~ extensive agricultural 

strategies. 

8. Charcoal. gardens - Most sites managed for enriched fallow also serve as charcoal gardens. A second 

type of charcoal garden strategy emphasizes selective cutting for repeated charcoal production. In these woodlots, 

charcoal serves as an important cash crop in multipurpose woodlots which are never clearcut. This strategy has 

proved to be an excellent means to enhance the farmer's ability to dilute agricultural risk. 
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9. Mixed perennial gardens - In a significant nwnber of cases, planting large numbers of trees has 

precipitated a shift out of erosion intensive crops to perennialgardens linking AOP hardwoods with other perennials 

such as sugar cane, plantains, fruit trees, coffee, cacao, and shade tolerant vine and tuber crops. This is an 

environmentally beneficial land use strategy which retains considerable short and mediwn tenn production values 

for farmers. It tends to be limited in impact due t~ site specific characteristics - moist bottomlands or house gardens. 

10. Sylvopastoral links - In regions with significant grazing as an adjw1ct to agriculture, project trees have 

tended to improve grazing resources. There is ample use of tree sites for pasture, cut-and-carry forage and shade for 

livestock 

11. Exotic a11d natfre species - Ironically, introduction of exotics has fostered propagation ofnative 

species on sites denuded of forest cover. This has tended to diversify the woodlots, garden borders and long tenn 

f.'lllow sites. This has a significant impact on the environment as well as fanners who generally value native species. 

Impact on Farmers 

U1fllzaiion of Pr~Ject Trees 

12. llari•est cycle - Two-thirds of AOP trees on study sites have already been harvested. The most 

important products were charcoal, and wood for peasant house construction. 111c most significant levels of wood 

hruvest by value occurred belwcen eight and eleven years afier planting. 

13. l11come - Wood products primarily sold have been charcoal and house lumber (boards), the lowest 

and highest grade product categories. Fanners generally target lumber as their primary harvest goal to generate 

income. In actual practice, charcoal has been the single most important category of harvest for cash income. 

Planters consider charcoal a cash crop, and 96% of the charcoal was sold. Charcoal constitutes 31% oft11c total 

estimated value of reported harvest, and 82% by volume. 

14. Domestic co11sumptio11 - Wood products for house construction conswned 15% of reported harvest by 

volume, and 60% of its monetary value. Construction wood is in high demand by farmers, but 69% of construction 

wood in the sample was consumed directly rather titan sold - a consumption pattern directly opposite tltat of 

charcoal. 

15. Use and exc/1ange values - Monetary estimate of harvest value indicates that 48% of the harvest was 

sold, and 52% autoconswned or given to others as gifts. In light of significant levels of uncontrolled harvest,. the 

amount used rather than sold is undoubtedly underestimated. 

16. Product preference - Fanner preference tends to favor high value products, especially beams used in 

peasant house construction, and lumber. The AOP species that match or exceed the quality of native species in use 

are Eucalyptus and Casuarina spp. for beams and joists, and G. robust a and the Honduran provenance of C. 
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odorata for high grade lumber. L. leucocephala andA. indica come the closest to the preferred native species for 

post woo~ but are generally considered inferior. 

17. Harvest practice - In contrast to fanners' stated preferences for high value beams and lumber, the 

actual pattern of harvest emphasizes charcoal production for sale and polewood harvest for use. 

18. Lumber - Low grade saw wood in ~e sample was primarily consume~ but most high grade boards 

were sold. High grade lumber constituted 10% of harvest devoted to construction. Tilis figure will likely increase e :-: 

more trees attain harvestable size for lumber. All other construction products in the sample were primarily used 

rather than sold. Introduced lumber species are allowing shorter rotations. 

19. Olher products - (a) Virtually all sites produced varying amounts of firewood for domestic use. Thee( 

is some commercial harvest including fuelwood sales and manufacture of quicklime. (b) In some areas stakes and 

tool handles are important products, especially from coppice sterns. (c) Project trees are important sources of 

remedies and insecticides. (d) Trees are sold for their stumpage value as individuals, or as added value in land srJ,c.~:. 

20. Delayed harvest - One eighth of tree planters in the sample have tree plots with no reported harvest. 

These planters are holding out for higher value products, and they intend to leave tree resources for. their children. 

21. Tree services - In many situations the service role of trees may be more important than tree product:::, 

e.g., use of trees as windbreaks, coffee shade, live fence and border management, aesthetics, shade for people and 

livestock, land improvement, risk management, store of value and emergency fund. 

Planter Preoccupations 

22. Store of value - Almost all planters attribute tremendous importance to the role of project trees as a 

store ofvalue, a specialized reservein the peasant scheme for managing-risk. During periods of crop failure, trees are 

able to survive as hardy perennials. When animals are scarce:, trees can be cut as a choice oflast resort. The high 

incidence of charcoal harvest in the past three years highlights the role of trees as an emergency fund. Planters 

almost invariably state their interest in passing along stands of trees to the next generation. 

23. Theft - There is a near Wliversal problem of unauthorized cutting of trees. There is a consistent gap 

between trees harvested by tree planters and the actual nwnber of stems cut. Interviews and site visits suggest that 

other people's trees tend to be mined covertly by people short of wood resources, especially for polewood and 

firewood. More distant field gardens are much harder hit than house-and-yard or gardens nearby. Unauthorized 

cutting presumably has a positive impact on locaJ wood economies, but at the fanner's expense. 

24. Mu/Jiple use - Farmers do not generally manage their trees primarily as a cash crop, but rather as a 

store of value with multiple uses both monetmy and non-rnonetmy. 

25. Social capital - Most farmers report numerous gifts of trees to fiiends and family members. Clearly 

the trees play a role in managing fanners' social capital, instigating rights of reciprocity, capturing agricultural labor, 

securing employment, fulfilling social obligations and reinforcing patron-client relations. 
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26. Peasant house construction - Fanners value highly the opportunity to extract polewood for 

construction of houses and other shelters. In most areas visited, fanners are shifting from wood based 

mud-and-wattle houses to rock-lime houses which require fewer wood resources. Fam1ers generally assist all male 

children in house construction, and most kitchens are rebuilt every few years. 

Impact of Trees 

27. S11rviva/, -A survival of 35% was achieved by the farmers for trees planted between 1982-1986. This is 

a consetvative estimate of the overall AOP and AFII survival, considering the better survival rates recorded during 

later years of the AOP and AFII when most trees were planted. 

28. Wood productivity- Over 2 metric tons of wood per hectare are produced annually on sites planted to 

AOP trees. This includes standing and hatvested trees:, coppice stems and volunteers. 

29. Standing trees-A third of the surviving trees are still standing. The most important species is S. siamea 

which was also the most widely planted species during the AOP and AFII. It makes up nearly a third of the original 

trees left standing, 40% of the basal area and over half of the standing wood yield. C. equisetifo/ia~ C. longissima, C. 

odorata, and G. robuslll have significantly more individuals standing tfom harvested and arc being managed 

primarily for lwnber, beams and joists. 

30.Ilarvestedtrees-S. siamea andL. leucocephala account for 80% of the wood volwnc harvested to 

date. Most of the wood has been used for charcoal. Seventy-one percent of the E. coma/d11/ensis and 74% of the C. 

arhorescens have been harvested, mostly for construction wood. G. robusta, E. camaldu/ensis and improved C. 

odorata have considerably shortened the rotation age for lwnber and are expected to increase in popularity. 

J 1. Coppice regeneration of AOP trees - At least 4 species (A. indica, S. siamea, L. leucocephala and E. 

camaldulensis) have replaced themselves several times in tcnns of coppice stems. Coppice regeneration has the 

capacity to at least double the biomass production of the original trees for 5 species sampled in this study: L. 

leucocephala ssp. glabrala, L. diversifolia ssp. diversifolia, S. siamea,Azadirachta indica, Eucalyptus 

camaldulensis. So far,A. indica, E. cama/dulensis andL. leucocepha/a are the most productive species, due in large 

part to their early harvests, yielding up to three fourths the wood volume harvested during the first rotation. 

32. Seed regeneration of AOP trees - Regeneration from seed of the AOP trees is not considered sufficient 

on most sites to sustain current or future harvest demand. This is due more to land use decisions than reproductive 

capacity. Only 6 species were regenerating from seed at rates required for adequate restocking: L. /eucocephala ssp. 

g/abrata,L. diversifolia ssp. diversifolia, S. siamea, C. arborescens, C. calothyrsus andA. indica. Even the most 

prolific species, L. leucocephala and S. siamea, are variable in their regeneration across sites in Haiti, largely 

influenced by land management. At this stage of the project, most of the higher valued timber species have not 
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regenerated from seed within the stand area. However, a significant number of high value native species are being 

protected as volunteers from non-AOP sources. 

33. Other regeneration modes of AOP trees - Root suckering is an important mode of regeneration for A. 

indica and C. glauca, which has been incorporated in the silvicultural strategy of several Canners. Injuries inflicted to 

the surface roots during crop cultivation has encouraged root suckering. Fanners are selecting stems for follll and 

position within garden plots. 

34. Non-regenerating AOP trees - E. camaldulensis and C. equisetifolia do not regenerate naturally from 

seed in ·Haiti and ~ppropriate propagation techniques are still lacking amongst fanners. No farmers were interviewed 

that had a practical solution to the problem. Some of the Eucalyptus and Casuarina have survived 13 years of 

rugged site conditions and drought cycles. Superior tree selection at this stage should significantly increase genetic 

gain and broad adaptability. Timing is essential, since well adapted provenances are likely to be lost as AOP trees 

continue to be harvested. 

35. Native spedes - Volunteers of native species were found on about half of the 43 sites. Simarouba spp., 

primarily dispersed by birds, was the most common volunteer on a third of the sites. Other valuabl~ volunteer 

species included C. ca/aha (bat dispersed), S. mahagoni and C. longissima (both wind dispersed), and B. salicifolia, 

R. hispaniolana and P. excelsa (bird dispersed). 

Bumelia salicifolia and Cordia alliodora regenerate well on disturbed sites and provide an excellent source 

,.., of timber for the medium rotation periods (i.e., 8-10 years) that fanners prefer. Native species such as these merit 

greater attention by PLUS. 

36. Sil1-•icult11ral systems - Intensive inputs to tree management require a spatial scale and level of security 

that is out ofreach for most of the AOP planters. There is a reluctance of many farmers to make critical decisions 

that would greatly increase the efficiency and efficacy of tree production, primarily shifting to improved genotypes 

and propagation techniques that shorten rotation age. The fact that fanners rely heavily on natural regeneration for 

their seedlings excludes many valuable species from consideration. PLUS should develop simple training material 

that would outline options available to the funner, including species selection, sources of improved gennplasm, 

simple cost benefit analyses, alternative propagation techniques, pest management, and sensible methods to improve 

stand yield. Innovative techniques to better manage trees are scattered and beg to be channeled more effectively 

through the PLUS extension system. 
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Impact on the Environment 

Sustainable Agriculture 

37. Stewardship of naJural resow-ces - Trees foster improved land management by serving as plugs to 

keep carbon and nutrients from leaking out of production, and as pumps to maintain carbon and nutrient cycling 

processes. The increase in tree densities on AOP sites achieves production while conserving the resources on which 

production depeIJ.ds. 

38. Change in soil management - The impact of trees per se on rates of soil loss are less important than the 

change in soil management associated with tree planting. The most impressive sites had project trees growing on 

undisturbed soil. These were the woodlots and enriched borders that had developed a litter layer and dense 

understory. They typically surround cultivated fields and pasture land, playing an important role in inhibiting soil 

erosion, protecting soil nutrients in the field and improving hydrologic processes. 

39. Landscape development - Tree dominated sites enhance greater stability across the Haitian landscape. 

Various configurations, densities and management strategies involving AOP trees increase the mosaic nature of the 

landscape, support a wider diversity of food webs that maintain ecosystem processes, and balance agricultural 

landusc by physically protecting a fragile substrate. TI1esc combine to insure greater environmental stability 

(Margalef, 1970; Ewel, 1986). 

Habitat Diversity 

40. Nat11ral tree nurseries - The AOP trees are playing an important role as nurse trees that both attract 

seed dispersers and modify the microsite to favor gennination. 11us in tum conserves natural pathways to tree 

regeneration which is the primary source of seedlings for the small farmer. Stocking rates are critically affected by the 

size, distribution and diversity of the tree configurations. 

41. Wooded habitats - The availability of AOP trees, all at one time, facilitated a decision by fanners to 

establish woodlots, charcoal gardens and enriched fallows. The shortened time it took to develop a useful mix of tree 

species gave farmers a decisive advantage in creating a wooded habitat. However, before individuals can be expected 

to invest on a wider scale1 wood theft and grazing rights must be controlled. 

42. Degraded lands - Tree planting has increased the biomass production of degraded sites and enriched 

habitats both ecologically and economically. The planting of marginal sites that are no longer cultivated for crop 

production has allowed fanners to utilize the land more effectively. Several of the AOP species accumulate and 

process carbon and nutrients more efficiently than do many non-selected species. In doing so, they improve the soil 

and site quality, increase the potential of income, create habitats that provide food and shelter for native famta, and 

pave the way for succession by other species. 
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Genetic Conservation 

43. Genetic diversity- The genetic diversity of trees cultivated by fanners can be managed to increase 

productivity and enhance sustainability. The AOP introduced a number of tree species to peasant society that have 

generated important benefits. Use of a wide range of species is the easiest way to reduce risks:, ensure stable 

production and optimize product quality. There are many underexploited native species that merit wider utilization. 

Gennplasm coupled with improved management ts still inaccessible to most AOP farmers, and opportunities are 

being forfeited 

44. Germplasm improvement - The fundamental issue is to provide broad adaptability while conserving an 

adequate genetic base for long term stability. Small farmers have limited ability to control the flow of improved 

genetic material, conserve a broad genetic base, and ensure sufficient seed supplies. Seed orchards established with 

well managed institutions and long-run time horizons are one option that should be continued to ensure genetic 

material for economically important species. Central nurseries provide a sensible means to distribute improved tre'." 

gennplasm to farmers and are worth the cost of subsidized seedlings. 

45. Exotic spedes vs. naJive spedes - The AOP has shown how adaptable many of the e~otic species are in 

the Haitian context. As long as site conditions remain in a constant state of fl~ exotic species will play an 

important role. However, the many endemic species are a heritage in danger of being lost. Also vulnerable is the 

ethnobotanical knowledge of peasant society. Both can be better utilized in development projects designed to reverse 

the environmental degradation in Haiti. 

Project Assumptions In Retrospect 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, project planners made a series of assumptions in order to attain proposed. 

project goals and objectives. From the privileged vantage point of a 16 year retrospective, how did project goals and 

assumptions hold up over time? These assumptions are summarized in Chapter I under the subtitle Project 

Assumptions. The following brief assessment moves from the guiding premise and related assumptions, to overall 

objectives and general purpose. 

Underlying Premise: Peasant farmers can be motivaJed to plant large numbers of trees by undertaking 

the production of fast growing tropical. hardwoods to be harvested as a cash crop. 

It is abundantly clear that farmers have been highly motivated to plant large numbers of project trees; 

however, planting motivations and patterns of harvest have been much broader than cash cropping:, and much longer 

tenn than the anticipated quick turnaround on investment. Farmers cite a mix oflong and short tenn goals, with a 

decided preference for long tenn, higher value products. In practice, preferred long term goals have frequently been 
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sacrificed to meet pressing needs for cash, and to meet other household needs through piecemeal harvest of project 

trees for domestic consumption. Harvest of wood products has been decidedly mixed rather then focused on a 

single product. In most cases, the trees are managed as a long tenn store of value with multiple purposes. In any 

case> basic elements of the premise have proved valid: peasant fanners have planted large numbers of trees as a 

harvestable crop. 

1. Peasant farmers are willing to try new crops if given the opportunity to do so witliout greaJ risk. 

This has .proved valid. In fact, woodlots and other configurations on peasant fanns have visibly decreased 

agricultural risk. Fanners have had a general preference for familiar native species; however, they have shown a 

willingness to plant exotics previously unknown to them. 

2. Farmers are oriented to cash crops with a relatively quick return on investment. 

This is true> but farmer motivations have proved to be more complicated than assumed. They do not view 

project trees as primarily a cash crop. They are more than willing to preserve trees for the long tenn if they can 

afford to do so. 

3. Market incentives, espedally for fuelwood and charcoal, are suJ]icielJt to motivaJe small farmers to 

plant hardwood trees on their own land. 

Most fanners have not planted primarily for fuelwood and charcoal sales. Many fanners with charcoal 

gardens have not managed their woodlots specifically for charcoal production. In long fallow zones of the 

northwest, fanners may come closer to fulfilling this proposition - particularly on enriched fallow sites where they 

practice periodic clearcutting. There is also a specialized commercial link between fuelwood plantations and 

quicklime production in Desforges. 

4. Land tenure arrangements are adequate to promote investment ofperen,iials 011 landwhicl1farmers 

hold securely. 

It was commonly assumed that farmers would plant trees on plots which they owned. In reality, they have 

been willing to plant on a much greater range and variation ofland tenure arrangements than originally expected. 

The underlying issue is tree tenure rather than land tenure per se. In any case, the land tenure arrangements have not 

prevented farmers from planting trees. 

On the other han<l:. land tenure insecurity does impose an overall constraint to the amount of land turned 

over to trees. This is a question of scale since farmers are willing to plant on a broad range of sites, but not on all 

possible sites within the land portfolios of peasant fanns. Fanners clearly eliminate some sites from consideration. 

Furthermore, the scale of planting is limited by the need to preserve space for other uses, especially food crops. In 

most cases, project woodlots cannot compete with annual food cultigens as a cash cropping strategy. 
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5. Planters own the trees they plant 011 tl,eir own la11d, and are able to exercise full. control over 

management and harvest. 

Outright ownership of the trees was an extremely important element of project extension strategy. It 

remains an important ingredient of project success; however, planter rights have not always been respected by local 

authorities. This problem has continued as illustrated by the abusive extraction of cutting taxes noted by the team i.i 

Bainet. There is not yet adequate formal protection for tree planters in the legal framework for forestzy and the 

environment. E~ting laws are also not properly enforced. 

Planter control is constrained by local practices which foster indiscriminate harvest of wood resources on 

private woodlots. Grazing violations also diminish planter control over wood management and harvest. TI1ese 

problems help to account for the tremendous gap between reported tree harvest and site inventory data. 

6. Fast growing, legllmi11011s ji1elwood species with the ability to coppice are readily adapted to the 

peasa11t farm context 

This is generally valid, but there have sometimes been problems of proper species-site matching. The AO P 

species tend to be vigorm1", opportunistic species resistant to fire and able to survive on harsh sites. TI1eir 

survivability and coppicing ability arc characteristics deemed highly desirable by most tanners. Species which 

fanners like because of desirable form, e.g., Casuarfrm and Eucalyptus, have provc:n difficult for fanncrs to 

propagate. 11us poses a potential problem oflong term viability for these species on Haitian fanns. In retrospect, 

greater knowledge and reproduction of native species would have been highly desirable. Future program efforts 

should actively promote propagation technologies accessible to farm practice. 

1. It is feasible to pla11t fast growi11g llardwoods as a lucrati,•e cash crop, han•estable witlii11 two or 

t/zree J'ears for f11elwood and charcoal 

Cash cropping fuelwood trees has not proved itself to be particularly lucrative, but charcoal species have 

proved their ability to be transformed into cash when fanners have pressing cash needs and no alternatives. There 

has been relatively little harvest after two or three years. There has been more harvest after four or five years, but 

peak harvest periods have generalJy been after eight or ten years. The fast growing trees can only compete with food 

crop revenues on highly degraded sites, or during periods of drought or crop failure, or as an alternative labor 

arrangement, e.g., in lieu of sharecropping annual crops, or as an alternative to food cultivation during periods of 

absentee plot management. Instead of being a lucrative alternative to annual cash crops, AOP tree cropping has 

served as an emergency fund, a back'llp system, a useful means of mitigating agricultural risk. Its greatest benefits to 

farmers have not been as a short term cash crop, but rather as a medium and longer term insurance fund and store or 
value. 
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Objectives: Formal AOP objectives stated in the Project Paper have been attained. Peasant fanners have 

proved to be highly motivated to plant and maintain trees for a variety of reasons including soil conservation, 

fae/wood and income, and they have planted far more than a substantial number of trees. The willingness of 

farmers to plant trees only increased over time. Original tree planting targets were achieved many times over, and 

planter motivation showed no signs of slacking when the tree planting program was closed down in 1991. The 

project also earned out applied research as planned. 

Purpos~: The project desired to help reverse environmental degradation, help restore green cover and 

improve the natural resource base. 

High levels of tree planting by small fanners have unquestionably been helpful to the environment. As a 

large scale strategy, the AOP has undoubtedly been the most successful tree planting project Haiti has ever seen. It 

has also created an extension system able to channel useful services directly to unprecedented numbers of peasant 

fanners. At the farm level, this success can be attributed in large part to key project innovations: (a~ direct 

investment of the farmer in terms ofland and labor, (b) planting strategies which build upon traditional practices, (c) 

promoting and protecting peasant rights to harvest trees which they plant, (d) distributing large allotments of trees 

per fanner - a practice which stimulated farmers to undertake major shifts in land use. The large numbers were made 

possible by subsidizing seedling distribution. TI1e fanners would not otherwise have planted trees in such large 

numbers, and the environmental impact would have been minimal. 

The AOP has had an important environmental impact; however, the fanu forestry strategy has not restored 

the overall natural resource base. Green cover has been restored on thousands of widely dispersed microsites, but 

there are limits to this strategy due to tl1e inherent fragmentation and dispersal of pemmnt farm ploL"i with competing 

priorities. Overall, cash cropping of trees cannot compete with tl1c relative price incentive of food crops. 

The primacy limitation on green cover is the sheer magnitude of agricultural occupation of the landscape. 

The Project Paper noted that 27 percent of the land was suitable for cropping, but 43 percent of Haiti's surface was 

fanned. The project has effectively taken some of this land out of production and turned it into green patches and 

perennial gardens - but this alone is not enough to restore Haiti's environment. The project paper takes note of 

fuelwood and charcoal harvest as the "major cause of excessive exploitation of forest resources. 11 Project trees have 

diminished fuelwood pressures on other forest resources, but they haven't been channeled uniquely to this purpose 

nor have they supplanted the haivest of native species for fuelwood. 

There are undoubtedly over a million peasant households in rural Haiti. The project has enrolled no more 

than 25 percent of scattered peasant households in the tree extension program. It has had an additional impact on 
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other farm families not enrolled, but the majority of peasant families in Haiti remain untouched by the project. Total 

saturation of the peasantry with tree extension would help restore forest cover, but it would not resolve the problems 

of a peasant society in a chronic state of crisis, nor would it solve the problems of a natural resource base stressed to 

the breaking point. 

A response to the environmental crisis should include, but not be limited to, continuing support for fann 

forestry. In fact, there are numerous project activities which have continued despite the absence of continued AFII 

funding. Jean-F~yois Sauveur, a supplier of ongoing Rootrainer nurseries in Haiti, reports many continuing 

nursery operations. This includes such organizations as Parole et Action (Dutch funding), Helvetas (Swiss), 

Mouvtnan Peyizan Papay, Petits Freres de Ste. Therese, the Baptist Mission (Fermathe), ORE (Camp Perrin), 

Operation Double Harvest, CR WRC (Pignon), the Methodists (Gebeau), Cooperative Developpement de 

Fond-des-Blancs, the Catholic Parish of La Chandle (Gros Mome), and others. Sauveur is aware ofat least a dozen 

organizations operating around 70 Rootrainer and plastic bag nurseries of varying production capacities. PVO 

seedling production levels this year are roughly estimated to be around four million trees. Titls does not include 

ongoing nursery and tree distribution through the PLUS program nor other organizations unknown to the study team 

and its infonnants. 

Fanners protect volunteers and actively propagate project trees, but most fanncrs have not continued to 

plant trees on the same scale that they originally planted AOP trees. They note that central nursery seedlings are 

superior, that some species are difficult to propagate, and production oflarge numbers of seedlings is expensive. 

Jickling and White (1994) suggest that soil conservation investments generate a better economic return than 

agroforestry investments, and indigenous agroforestry yields are higher than project agroforestry. 

This suggests several conclusions: 

□ Farm forestry should not be construed as a simple alternative to other forms of agricultural extension. 

From the fanner's perspective, hardwood production is not a cash crop on par with agricultural production. It 

occupies special niches and plays a complementary role in risk management and storage of value. Fanners are 

inclined to invest some land and labor in trees, but unlikely to invest scarce cash resources nor sacrifice opportunities 

for more lucrative food cropping. 

□ The AOP purpose for tree distribution has been different from fanner's goals, i.e., long term, 

macroenvironmental values versus shorter term household needs and microproduction values. There is a 

convergence of interests at the Jevel of strategy - small scale production forestry. Environmental concerns justify 

fann forestry investments in ways that a simple calculus of fanner returns on investments do not. Environmental 
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concerns and fanner·selfinterest also argue strongly in favor of investment in other soil and water conservation 

services. 

□ Protection and promotion of native species, and traditional agroforestry practice, should be given greater 

emphasis in future agroforestry outreach programs. Safeguarding Haiti's unique biological diversity should be given 

very high priority. It is essential to make improved germplasm available to farmers. 

□ Environmental investments should include farm forestry but not be limited to this sector. It is crucial to 

support a much broader environmental strategy for Haiti including soil and water conservation services to farmers, 

fann forestry, protection of natural forests and other ecosystems~ natural resource issues in urban planning, and other 

elements of national resource management. The present time is literally the last possible opportunity to protect 

important remnants of Haiti's unique forest ecosystems, e.g., mangroves, pine forests, thorny woodlands, city forests, 

rainforests, and numerous endemic species (especially floristic species). 

□ Environmental and forest legislation needs to be assessed and rcfonncd. Farm forestry itself is in need 

of improved legal protection including better safeguards for tree planter rights to harvest. 

In the [ laitian context, an environmental strategy is a futile exercise unless it goes beyond ecological 

assessments, and takes into account practical means for implementation in the face of overwhelming institutional 

problems, weak governmental structures, private sector interests, and the intmctable problems of an overly stressed 

and undcrinvested agricultural landscape. In the long run, there must be a broader range of alternatives to peasant 

farming as the primary livelihood for most Haitians. Otherwise, little can be clone for an environment stretched to 

the breaking point. 
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APPENDIX! 

NON-PLANTER INTERVIEWS 

Bombardopoll1 
Moise Lores 
Aubrie! Orlus 
MeriselMerisen 

St. Michel de l'Aualaye 
Michael Jackson Michel, ex-CECI technician 
Jespere ~ean, ex•CECI staff 
Herod St Juste, small lderen mill manager, Gad-Seve 
Jean Delatour, large kleren mill owner 
Fanner, Trou Jean-Pierre 

Grenier La Montagne 

Balnet 

Dieujuste Lafleur, ex•animator 
Farmer, Turen 
Father Andre Martin, La Boule Parish, ex-tree project manager 
2 charcoal vendo~ Ste. Therese Market, Petionville 

Woman on road, swineherd, Chorney 
Father Jean Parisot, ex-tree project manager 

Foncl-des-Blancs 
House builder on footpath near site #37 
Jean Thomas, ex-tree project manager 

Ste.. Helene 
Gaspard Brice, P ADF regional team leader 
3 PLUS planters (women), Banatt 
Roadside firewood seller, Maniche road 
3 charcoal wholesalers (women), Maniche Tuesday market 

Po~au-Prlnce 
Staff members of the USAID Mission, SECID, CARE and PADF 
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APPENDIX2 
LIST OF SCIENTIFIC AND COMMON TREE 

AND SHRUB NAMES MENTIONED IN nus STUDY 

Species Distributed by the USAID Agroforestry Outreach Project 

LATIN NAME AOP ENGLISH COMMON CREOLE COMMON NAME 
CODE NAME 

Acacia auricul!fonnis A. Conn. ex Benth. ACAU ear pod wattle akasya 

Albizia saman (Jacq.) F. Muell. ALSA raintree, saman saman. gwanegoul 

Azadirachta indica Adr. Juss. AZIN neem nim 

Calliandra calothyrsus Meissner CACA calliandra kaliandra 

Casuarina equiset!folia L. ex J.R. Forst. CAEQ casuarina. Australian pine pich pen, kazowina 

Casuarina glauca Sieb. ex Sprengel CAGL casuarina, Australian pine pich pen, kazowina 

Catalpa longissima (Jacq.) Oum. Cours. CALO Haitian catalpa, Haitian oak che~ bwa che~ bwad chenn 

Cedrela odorata L. CEOD Spanish cedar sed 

Colubrina arborescens (Mill.) Sarg. COAR snake bark. coffee colubrina bwa ple, kapab. roujiol 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis Dehnh. EUCA eucalyptus. red river gum kaliptis 

Gliricidia sepium (Jacq.) Walp. GLSE mother-of-cocao 1ila ctrmtje. piyon. pinyong 

Grevillea robusta A. Cunn. ex R. Br. GRRO silver oak. silk oak. grevillea grevilya, chenn dostrali 

Guazuma ulm!folia Lam. GUUL West Indian elm. bastard cedar bwadom 

Leucaena divers!folia (Schlecht.) Bentlt. LELE diversifolia lisina ti fey 
subsp. diversifolia 

Leucaena leucocephala (Lam.) de Witt LEDi giant leucaena, Salvador lisina. lisina gran fey, dclcn etranjo 
subsp. glabrata (Rose) S. Zarate lcucaena 

Pinus occidentalis Swartz PICC Hispaniolan pine bwa pen, bwa chandcl. pich pen 

Senna siamea (Lam.) Irwin & Bame by CASI Siamese senna. Siamese cassia kasya 

Simarouba berteroana Krug & Urb. SIBE simarouba, princess tree fwe~ fwenn etmnje,bwa blan 

Swietenia mahagoni (L.) Jacq. SWMA West Indian mahogony kajou. kajou peyi 

Native (& Naturalized) Tree and Shrub Species 

SPECIES 

Acaciaspp. 

Acaciafarnesiana (L.) Willd. 

Acacia scleroxyla Tuss. 

Agave .risalana Penine 

Annona muricata Macf. 

Annona squamo.ra L. 

CREOLE COMMON NAMES 

bayahonn. bayahonn rouge, masya 
rouj. zakasya nwa 

bayaho~ zakasya. zakasya fran, 
zakasyajon 

kandelon. tandrakayou, bwa savann 

pit 

kowosol 

kachiman 
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FRENCH COMMON NAMES 

acacia noire, acacia rouge. bayaronne 

acacia. acacia jaune, acacia odorant 

candelon, tendre-a-cailloux, bois savane 

pile. pile sisal. sisal 

corossol, corossolier 

cachiman. cachiman cannelle 

,-it 

.... 

-
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SPECIES CREOLE COMMON NAMES 

Artocarpus altilis (Parkinson) Fosberg lam veritab, labapen 

Alelia gumm!ler (Bert.) D. Dietr. 

Bauhinia divaricata L. 

Bei/schmiedia pendula (Sw.) Hemsl. 

bwasanti 

bwakalson 

bwanwa 

Bromelia pinguin L. pengwen 

Bumelia salic!folia (L.) Sw. koma rouj. m'panash, sip 

Bunchosia glandulosa (Cav.) L.C. Rich bwa kaka, bwa poulet 

Calophyllum calaba L. damari. dalmari, galba 

Capparis cyanophallophora L. bwa dajan. bwa kaka, bwa piant 

Cecropia peltata L. twompet 

Cl,rysop/Jyllum cainito L. kaymit 

Chrysophyllum oliv{fonne L. var. kaymit mawon, kaymit sovaj 
oliv{fonne 

Citms aurant{folia (Christm.) Swingle sitwon 

Citms aurantium L. zoranj si 

Citms mazima (J. Bunn.) Merr. chadek 

FRENCH COMMON NAMES 

arbre-a-pain, arbre veritable 

bois senti 

bois cale~on, collegue. matourin 

bois noir 

pinguin 

acomih rouge. sapotille marron 

bois caca. bois poulette 

dame-marie 

bois coca, bois d'argen~ bois fetide, h0i? 
puant. bois senegal 

bois canon, bois trompette, trompe it,; 

calJnite, bon calJnite,caimite des jardins. 
calJnite franche, calmitier, caimitier a 
feuilles d'or. grande caimite 

cabnite, ca!mite marron, ca!mite 
sauvage, caimitier ferrugineux. cainui.ii;, 
olivaire 

citron. citron vert. citronnier 

orange sure 

chadeque 

Citnu sinensis (L.) Osbeck 

Coccothrinax argentea (Lodd. ex 
Schult.) Sarg. ex Becc. 

zoranj dous orange doucc, oranger 

gwenn, latanye bourik, latanyc mnwon, gouane, latanicr bourrique, lalmlicr 
palm koyo marron, palme coyau 

Cocos nucifera L. 

Comocladia spp. 

Daphnopsis americana (Mill.) J .R. 
Johnst. ssp. cumingii (Meissn.) Nevl. 

E11genia spp. 

Euphorbia lac/ea Haw. 

l!.xostema caribaeum (Jacq.) Roem. & 
Schult. 

Guaiacum officinale L. 

Guaiacum sanctum L. 

Haematoxylon campechianum L. 

Inga vera Willd. ssp. vera 

Leucaena leucocephala (Lam.) de Witt 
subsp.leucocephala 

kokoyc 

bwa panyol, bresyet, brizyet 

maho 

ti fey 

kandelab 

kenkena 

bwa sen. gayak. gayak fran, gayak ma1 

bwa sen, gayak. gayak blan, gayak 
femel 

kamp~h 

sikren,pwadou 

delen, madelin 

Mangifera indica L. mango, margo 

Melicoccus b{jugatus Jacq. kenep 

Musa acuminata Colla x M bulbisiana banann 
Colla'AAB' 
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cocoticr, cocoycr. noix de coco, coq au 
lait 

bois pagnol, brcsillet 

mahaut 

bois petites f euilles, maloguette, 
maguctte, merisier, merise 

cnndelabre, raquette 

chandelle anglaise. quinine, quinquina 

arbre de vie, bois saint, galac, galac 
mfile 

galac, gaiac blanc.galae femelle. gaiac 
cardasse 

cmnp~che. cmnpechier 

sucrin, pois dowc. pois sucrin, sucrier 

bois bourro, graines de lin, graines de 
lin pays, marie jaune, tcha-tcha marron 

mango, manguier 

quenepe. quenepier 

banane. bananier 



SPECIES 

Persea americana Miller 

Picrasma excelsa (Sw.) Planch. 

Prosopisjuliflora (Sw.) DC. 

Pseudo/media spuria (Sw.) Griseb. 

Psidium dictyophyllum Urb. & Ekm. 

Psidum guajava L. 

Ra11dia aculeata L. 

Roystonea hispan_iolana L. H. Bailey 

Sabal causiarum (Cook) Bailey 

Senna atomaria (L.) Irwin & Bameby 

Simarouba glauca DC. var. latifolia 
Cronq. 

Spondias mombin L. 

Terminalia calappa L. 

Tnchilia hirta L. 

Veliveria ::izanioides (L.) Walsh 

Xanthosoma sagillifolium (L.) Schott 

Yucca aloifolia L. 

Zantlioxy/um spp. 

CREOLE COMMON NAMES FRENCH COMMON NAMES 

zaboka, zabelbok avoc~ avocatier 

fwenn frene. gorie frene. goric 

bayahonn. gwatnpana bayahonde. bayahonde fran~ais. 
chambron 

meriz 

maget 

gwayav 

krok chien 

palmis 

latanye. latanye frail. latanye jon 

bwakabrit 

fwenn. bois blan 

mombin. mombin fran 

1.8Jl18Jlll 

mombin bata 

velivc 

muhmgn 

bayonet 

bwa pine. bwa pi.tu 
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bois merise. tongue barbe. merisse 

malaguette, maguette 

goyave. goyavier 

croc-a-chien. croc chien 

pahniste.palmierroyal 

latanier, latanier chapeau, latanier franc. 
latanier jaune 

bois cabri. casse marron. casse-a-baton. 
manger cabri 

frene. bois blanc. d'olive. bois negresse 

grandmombin.grosmombin.mombin. 
mombin franc. myrobalane 

amande. amandier des indes. amandicr 
tropicale. bndannier 

rnombin batard. maric-jeanne. boudou, 
gornmier sauvage, bois arada 

vetiver 

malanga 

bayonctte 

pine. bois epineux. pinit 
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APPENDIXl 
INVENTORY OF AOP TREE PLOTS 

Table I. Nwnber of stems (> 2 cm diameter) tallied on 43 sites for the major AOP tree species planted between 
1982-1986. 

Species Standing Harvested Standing Volunteers Harvested Harvested Standing Harvested TOTAL I 
Original Original Coppice Coppice Volunteers Coppice/ Coppice/ STEMS 
Trees Trees Stems Stems Volunteers Volunteers I 

J 

Lisina 100 1,335 2,107 5,515 1,799 171 195 87 11,30/ 
UU&a•M ~phalll l 
Kasya 415 823 1,342 1,237 1,245 305 73 61 5,501 
S.Nfllntltutl 

Nim 35 100 425 130 340 60 98 15 l,2(ij[ 
Azadtrachla tndJca : 

-j 

Kaliptis 106 255 270 2S4 88~· 
Eucalyptw camaldul,nm 

Pich Pen 348 63 411 
Caruartna 1quts,nfoha 

Kapab 41 115 35 84 7 23? 
Colubrtna arlx,r,sc,,u j 

Ch~nn 127 13 5 145 
Catalpa longttllma 

Grcvilya 87 49 13 l-19 
CJ,ww/J,a robusta 

' 
Pich Pen 38 53 23 9 1:2:1: 
Caruartna glauca ! 

Sed 59 27 14 100 
Otdlwlll odora/4 

7spp. 29 26 17 22 2 0 9(.1 
I 

TOTAL 1,385 2859 4,251 6.988 3,656 536 366 163 20.204j 

Table II. Estimated basal area (m2) of trees and coppice stems tallied on 43 sites for the major AOP tree species 
planted between 1982-1986. Shunp basal areas arc in brackets. 

Species Standing Harvested Standing Volwiteers Harvested Harvested Standing Harvested TOTAI 
I 

i 
Original Original Coppice Coppice Volwttcers Coppice/ Coppice/ Stand. 
Trees Trees Stems Stems Volunteers Volw1tccn, Harv. 

Kasya 6.77 18.43 3.00 0.88 3.82 1.53 0.05 0.10 S10.70 
&nnaslamf/a [23.04] [4.77J [ 1.91 J [0.12] H23.88 

Lisina 0.48 12.60 1.83 2.51 3.53 0.99 0.12 0.24 S4.94 
Ltlucat1M lncoct1phalll [15.751 [4.411 (1.23] [0.31) Hl7.36 

Kaliptis 2.01 1.89 0.37 0.71 S 2.38 I 
Eucalyplla camalduknm (2.36) [0.89) H2.60 

Pich Pen 3.61 0.50 S 3.61 
Caruartna ,quu,afoba [0.62] H0.50 

Nim 0.4 1.54 0.4 0.11 0.80 0.29 0.09 0.02 S 1.00 
Azadtrachla lndk:a [l.92] [1.00) [0.36) [0.03] H2.65 

Pich Pen 0.5 0.85 0.03 0.02 S 0.53 
Ca1t11111na glmlea [1.06) [0.03) H0.87 

··-
Kapab 0.31 1.02 0.04 0.09 0.02 S0.44 
Colubnna arlJor,sc•,u (1.28) (0.02] H 1.04 

Chenn 0.99 0.03 0.01 S 1.00 
Ca/4~ longttffJM [0.04] H0.03 
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Species Standing Harvested Standing Voltmteers Harvested Harvested Standing Harvested TOTAL 
Original Original Coppice Coppice Volunteers Coppice/ Coppice/ Stand. 
Trees Trees Stems Stems Volunteers Volunteers Harv. 

Sed 0.8S 0.18 0.04 S0.89 
c.dnla odorata [0.23] HO.IS 

Grevilya 0.91 0.96 0.07 S0.98 
al'ft'l&a ,.,1,una (1.20] H0.96 

7spp. 0.53 0.28 0.06 0.04 0 0.01 S0.63 
[0.35] 0 0 [0.01) H0.29 

TOTAL 17.36 38.27 5.85 3.63 8.90 2.81 0.26 0.37 S 27.10 
[47.85] [I 1.13] (3.51] [0.46] H S0.35 

Table III. Estimated diy wood weights (metric tons) tallied on 43 sites for the major AOP tree species planted 
between 1982-1986. Mean tree wood yields, in kg, are given in parentheses. Dry weights for Cedrela odorata and 
Grevi/Jea robust a were not estimated for lack of volume tables in Haiti. 
Species Standing Hmvested Standing Volunteers Hmvestcd Hmvested Standing Harvested TOTAL 

Original Original Coppice Coppice Volunteers Coppice/ Coppice/ Stand. 
Trees Trees Stems Stems Volunteers Volunteers Harv. 

Kmya 29.23 (62.3) 5.14 2.25 ( 11.8) (21.7) 0.05 (6.1) S 36.67 
S.IUUIMWa (70.4) 51.24 (3.8) (1.8) 14.6 6.63 (0.6) 0.37 1172.84 

Lisina 2.31 (41.3) 4.89 7.09 (4.2) (25.4) 0.33 (6.0) S 14.62 
uuca•na wucoc•phala (23.1) 55.16 (2.3) (1.3} 7.54 4.34 (1.7) 0.52 H67.56 

Pich Pen 14.89 (29.5) S M.89 
O:lruanna ~•nfoha (42.8) 1.86 H 1.86 

Kuliptis 4.78 (23.3) 0.89 (11.1) S 5.67 
6flcalyptus ca..a/dJM,uu (45. I) 5.94 (3.3) 2.83 HS.77 

Nim 1.16 (34.6) 0.97 0.26 (4.9) (7.0) 0.21 (3.7) S 2.60 
Azildzn:chta lndJJ:a (33.1) 3.46 (2.2) (2.0) 1.68 0.42 (2.1) 0.06 HS.62 

Kapab 0.8 (56.6) 0.08 0.23 (15.9) S 1.11 
Coluh"""1 ar6orw~,u (19.5) 6.51 (2.3) (2.8) 0.11 H6.62 

Pich Pen 2.07 (47.1) 0.09 (5.5) S 2.16 
O:lffltlnna g/auca (54.6) 2.50 (3.9 0.05 H2.55 

Chenn 2.17 (2.1) 0.02 S 2.19 
Catalpa lo11,:,snma (17.0) 0.03 (3.8) HO.OJ 

TOTAL 57.41 (t1clhpp) 12.08 9.83 (escl hpp) 11.39 0.59 0.95 s 79.91 
(eacl61pp) 126.70 (tsd..Cqip) (e:a:l I rp.) 26.81 H 165.85 

Table IV. Swvival of trees at time of first harvest, as measured during this study. Site survival rates are indicated in 
bold face. * = uncertain actual number planted on site or swvival estimates were not possible. 
Site Location Est. No. No. Survival Comments (lncludlng reasons why survival esUmates 
No. Date Planted Surv. Rate{%) were not possible) 

1 Klenet 9/86 200 57 28 Overall survival of 4 spp.; block part of total lakou 
garden. 

2 Krev 5/84 350 186 53 Overall survival of 5 spp.; block; lakou garden. 

3 Demoulin 9/85 250 95 38 Overall survival of 6 spp.; block; lakou garden. 

4 Demoulin 9/85 100 54 54 Colubrina arborescens; dispersed; close garden. 

5 Krev 5/85 190 122 64 Senna siamea, border; distant garden. 

5 Krev 5/85 40 17 43 Acacia auriculiformis. border; distant garden. 

5 Krev 6/85 850 270 31 Overall survival of 8 spp.; border; distant garden. 
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Site Locattoo Est. No. No. Survival Comments (lndudlng reasons why survival estimates 
No. Date Planted Surv. Rate(%) were not possible) 

6 Bousket 6/83 250 190 76 F.stimated by subsampling of original and current tree 
densities and approximate area planted to trees; 
Leucaena leucocephala, block; distant garden. 

7 Dibois 9/84 125• • • Did not tally total stand; sub-sampled Leucaena 
leucocepha/a harvest area 

8 Nan Jan 9/84 500 • • Leucaena leucocephala, eliminated many stumps in 
annual garden. 

9 SouPlaton 9/84 150 143 95 Leucaena leucocephala. block; close garden. 

9 SouPlaton 9/84 100 54 54 Eucalyptus camaldulensis; block; close garden. 

9 SouPlaton 9184 250 197 79 Overall swvivnl of 2 spp.; block; close garden. 

10 SouPlaton 9/82 100 50 so Eucalyptus camaldu/ensis; block; close garden. 

10 Sou Platon 9/82 150 ... • Eliminated too many Leucaena leucocephala stumps 
prior to visit. 

11 Des Abbe 9/85 100 44 44 Eucalyptus camaldulensis; block; close garden. 

11 Des Abbe 9185 100 77 77 Leucaena leucocephala, block; close garden. 

11 Des Abbe 9/85 so 41 82 Colubrina arborescenr. block; close garden. 

11 Des Abbe 9/85 150 162 65 Overall survival of 3 spp.; block; close garden. 

12 Des Abbe 5/85 250• ... • Planted on more than one site; uncertain actual site 
numbers; eliminated stumps on annual garden site. 

13 Gad-Batis 5/83 25 6 24 Senna siamea; border; close garden. 

13 Gad-Batis 5/83 100 32 32 Catalpa longissima. block; close garden. 

13 Gad-Batis 5/83 125 38 30 Overall survival of2 spp.; mixed; close garden. 

14 Gad-Batis 5184 250• ... ... Planted on more than one site; uncertain actual site 
numbers. 

15 Gad-Batis S/84 350 143 41 Senna siamea. dispersed; distant garden. 

16 Kay-an-Sek 5/83 125 17 14 Eucalyptus camaldulensis; dispersed; close garden. 

16 Kay-an-Sek S/83 17S 11 6 Albizia saman; border; close garden. 

16 Kay-an-Sek 5/83 75 9 12 Casuarina equiset(folia; dispersed; close garden. 

16 Kay-an-Sek 5/83 125 1 1 Azadirachta indica, dispersed; close garden. 

16 Kay-an-Sek 5/83 500 38 8 Overall survival of 4 spp.; mixed; close garden. 

17 Kay-an-Sek 5/84 250 63 25 Overall survival of 5 spp.; dispersed; lakou garden. 

18 Kay-an-Sek 5/83 250 61 27 Overall swvival of 4 spp.; mixed; close garden. 

19 Kay-an-Sek 9/84 250 93 37 Overall survival 4 spp.; block; lakou garden. 

20 BoisNeuf 9/86 so 36 72 Grevillea robusta. border; distant garden. 

20 BoisNeuf 9/86 50 10 20 Colubrina arborescens; border; distant garden. 

20 Bois Neuf 9/86 25 12 48 Catalpa longissima. border, distant garden. 

20 Bois Neuf 9/86 25 12 48 Cedrela odorata. border; distant garden. 

20 BoisNeuf 9186 150 70 47 Overall survival of 4 spp.; border; distant garden. 

21a Grenier 5/82 2so· • ... Repeat farmer; uncertain # of originals and dates. 

21b Grenier S/82 250• ... • Repeat farmer; uncertain # of originals and dates. 

22 AnbaLakou S/84 355• ... • Repeat farmer; uncertain # of originals and dates. 

23 Kayanwo 9/82 125 51 41 Senna siamea; block; close garden. 
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Site Location Est. No. No. Survival Comments (lncludlng reasons why survival estimates 
No. Date Planted Surv. Rate(%) were not possible) 

23 Kayanwo 9/82 125 • • Leucaena not tallied due to weed growth and rotten 
stumps. 

24 Kayanwo S/82 250 124 50 Overall survival of 3 spp.; mixed; close garden. 

25 ZabokaJon 9/82 250 119 48 Overall survival of 3 spp.; block; close garden. ,-, 
26 Chorney 9/83 250 16 6 Overall survival of 3 spp.; border; close garden. 

27 Chorney 9/83 120 44 37 Senna siamea; border; close garden. 

28 NanJwen 5/82 250 75 JO Overall survival of 4 spp.; block; close garden. ,.. 
29 Kayanwo S/82 250 71 28 Overall survival of 3 spp.; border; lakou garden. 

30 Kayanwo 5/83 250 45 18 Overall survival of 3 spp.; block; lakou garden. 

31 ZabokaJon 9/82 250 66 26 Overall survival of 3 spp.; border; lakou garden. 

32 JoFoumeau S/82 so 38 76 Casuarina equisetifolia; block; distant garden. 

32 JoFoumeau 5/82 100 38 38 Senna siamea; block; distant garden. 

32 JoFoumeau 5/82 100 41 41 Leucaena leucocephala; block; distant garden. 

32 JoFoumeau 5/82 250 117 47 Overall survival of 3 spp.; block; distant garden. 

33 Mome- Frmtck 5/82 250 80 32 Casuarina equisetifolia; block; close garden. 

34 NanFreshe 9/83 250 56 21 Casuarina equisetifolia; block; lakou garden. 

35 Lexy 5/83 250 43 17 Overall survival of 3 spp.; dispersed; lnkou garden. 

36 Corail 5/83 250 20 8 Cedrela odorata; border; close garden. 
... 

37 Lexy 5/82 125 106 84 Leucaena leucocephala; block; close garden. 

37 Lexy 5/82 125 27 22 Senna siamea; block; close garden. 

37 Lexy 5/82 250 164 66 Casuarina equisetifolia; block; close garden. 

37 Lexy 5/82 500 296 59 Overall survival of 3 spp.; block; close garden. 

38 St. Thon 5/82 500 79 16 Senna siamea; block; close garden. 

38 St. Thon 5/82 250 137 55 Leucaena leucocephala; block; close garden. 

38 St. Thon 5/82 750 216 29 Overall survival of2 spp.; block; close garden. 

39 Melisan 5/82 250 67 27 Overall survival of2 spp.; border. close garden. 

40 Cassis 3/83 150 63 42 Leucaena leucocephala; block; close garden. 

41 Mas Suzanne 8/83 50 21 42 Azadirachta indica; border; distant garden. 

41 Mas Suzanne 8/83 50 9 18 Senna siamea; border; distant garden. 

41 Mas Suzanne 8/83 50 3 6 Eucalyptus camaldulensis, border; distant garden. 

41 Mas Suzanne 8/83 150 33 22 Overall survival of 3 spp.; border; distant garden. 

42 Turin 9/82 75 15 20 Grevillea robusta; border; close garden. 

42 Turin 9/82 25 3 12 Catalpa longissima; border; close garden. 

42 Turin 9/82 25 6 24 Casuarina glauca. border; close garden. 

42 Turin 9/82 25 4 16 Cedrela odorata; border; close garden. 

42 Turin 9/82 150 28 19 Overall survival of 4 spp.; border; close garden. 
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Table V. Regeneration from seed of L. leucocephala subsp. glabrata (columns 4-6) on AOP sites planted between 
1982-1986. Stem diameter classes are meas\U'ed at 1.3 m above grom,.d level. 

Site 
No. 

Stand SurvMng 
Area Parent 
(ba) Trees 

Stem Diameter Class 

<1 cm 1-3 cm 3+ cm La,cuna. Management Notes 

t---+-----+-----+-----....... ---+----+---------------------
0.03 14 0 

2 0.14 1 19,600 

0 

0 

5 

0 

Wood lot. Small volunteers weeded out for garden. , 
Browse for livestock and larger volunteers thinned fo ,: I 

pole production with other species. ; 

Wood lot. Eventual thinning of volunteers for charcoal 
production underneath Eucalyptus for beams, masts 
and lumber. i---t-----+-----+-----+------+-----t--------------------

6 0.14 201 ~059 

7 0.06 63 252 

8 0.24 41S 199 

9 0.1 143 40,000 

965 14 

10 5 

0 0 

550 0 

Charcoal garden. Allowing volunteers to compete with 
coppice toward a mixed-aged stand for charcoal 
production. 

Same as# 6. 

Annual garden and 9 yr. fallow. Eliminating volunteers / 
on productive garden site; allowing volunteers to be 

1
· 

browsed heavily by livestock. as fodder bank. 

Charcoal garden. Soil conservation on 45% slope. 
Thinning heavy regeneration to create mixed-aged 

! 
' ' 

stand for charcoal production. 
1---1-----+----....... ----+-----+-------1--------------------i 

10 0.15 37 0 

11 0.18 77 0 

14 0.4S 3 36 

19 0.25 0 

23 0.1 19 2,000 

24 0.18 8 0 

25 0.24 41 600 

28 0.1 3 350 

0 0 

0 0 

9 0 

0 0 

275 37 

0 0 

s 0 

8 0 

Annual garden. Eliminates natural regeneration 
completely for the cultivation of lima beans (pwa 
chous). 

Wood lot. Negligible regeneration at high elevation 
(780m). 

Annual garden. Sparse regenemtion; no attempt to 
manage volunteers. 

Annual garden. Negligible regeneration from one 
mother tree. 
Charcoal garden. Heavily browsed by goats as fodder 
bank; larger volunteers thinned and managed for 
charcoal production toward a mixed-aged stand. 

Annual garden. Eliminated natural regeneration from 
garden sites; no regeneration present due to elimination 
of parent trees. 

Wood lot. Soil conservation on 72% slope. May thin 
volunteers for charcoal and pole production. 

Annual garden. Heavily browsed by livestock and 
currently weeded out for cultivation of beans (pwa 
koule). 

t---t-----+----....... ----+----+----+--------------------
29 0.25 51 0 

30 0.1 3 0 

0 2 

0 0 
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AnnuaJ/perennial garden. Weeds out volwueers, but 
occasionally allows one to reach harvestable stem size 
(10-12 cm) along with a diversity of native species. 

Annual garden. No regeneration observed as a result of 
intensive garden cultivation for beans and sweet 
potato. 



Stem Diameter Class 

Site Stand surmm1 <lan 1-3an 3+cm LeucU/14 Management Notes 
No. Area Parent 

(ba) Trees 

31 0.25 5 900 6 1 Annual/perennial garden. Regeneration only occurring 
in vicinity of 1 mother tree. Occasionally allows one to 
reach harvestable stem size (16 cm) along with a 
diversity of native species. 

32 0.1 41 1.soo 30 6 Wood lot Soil conservation on 68% slope. Netural 
thinning of volunteers for charcoal production. 

3S 0.1 4 0 0 0 Annual/perennial garden. Negligible regeneration due 
to continual cultivation of food crops. 

37 0.2 106 40,400 43 20 Wood lot/pasture. Soil conservation on 42% slope. 
Multiple-use as animal browse and wood production of 
volunteers through natural thinning. 

38 0.4 137 24,000 0 0 Charcoal and mmual garden. Volunteers released by 
recently hmvested stand of Leucaena and Senna 
siamea overstory. Will select with occasional stem with 
diversity of native species in a bean (pwa nwa) garden. 

40 0.07 63 2,700 670 410 Charcoal garden. Soil conservation on 67% slope. 
Allowing full regeneration toward mixed aged stand by 
harvesting stems greater than 7 cm diameter for 
charcoal and firewood. 

TOT 3.83 1,436 134,596 2,571 500 

Table VI. Regeneration from seed ofS. siamea (columns 4-6) on AOP sites planted between 1982-1986. Stem 
diam lasses d I 3 bo d l el eterc are measure at . ma vegrowi ev; • 

Stem Diameter Class 

Site Stand Surviving <1 cm 1-3 cm J+cm Senna Management Notes 
No. Area Parent 

(ba) Trees 

2 0.14 21 26 0 0 Wood lot. Neglected. Proposes management for 
charcoal with Leucaena under canopy of Eucalyptus 
for lwnber, masts and beams. 

3 0.16 69 32 0 0 Annual garden. Occasional stem selected and spaced 
for pole and wood production. 

s 0.64 196 139 0 0 Annual garden. Regenemtion only in block of 25 adult 
trees, not along garden border. No attempt to thin. 

8 0.24 0 0 0 0 Annual garden and 9 yr. fallow. Species completely 
failed on site. 

12 0.1 8 0 0 0 Annual garden. High elevation site (790 m); no 
regeneration. 

13 0.07 8 1.020 0 0 Annual garden. Eventual pruning for pole and lwnber 
production. 

14 0.4S 21 128 6 0 Annual garden. No attempt to manage volunteers. 

1S 0.47 143 71S 572 0 Charcoal garden. Released stand for mixed-aged 
charcoal production. 

17 0.1 24 384 104 17 Wood lot and annual/perennial garden. Thins and 
selects for pole and lumber production. 
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Stem Diameter Class 

Site Stand Suntvlng <lcm 1-Jcm 3+cm Senna Management Notes 

I No. Area Parent 
(ba) Trees 

-
18 0.25 36 0 70 3S Annual garden. Thins and selects for pole and lumber 

production. 

19 0.25 52 1.300 45 0 Wood lot. Restricts vohmteer stand development in 
new area of garden. 

23 0.1 59 27 3 0 Charcoal garden. Developing toward a mixed-aged ! 

stand for charcoal production. 

24 0.18 90 8,372 828 180 Wood lot. Mixed-aged stand managed for charcoal and 
pole production. Productivity could be increased by 
eliminating heavy volunteer competition. 

-· 
25 0.24 ss 0 0 0 Wood lot. No regeneration on site. i 
26 0.1 2 0 0 0 Annual garden. No regeneration on site. I 
27 0.12 44 0 0 58 Annual garden. Past selection and spacing for stem I 

i 
wood. Recent seed crops weeded out for annual 

! 
garden. _! 

28 0.1 42 51 2 0 Annual garden. CWrent crop of volwdeers likely to be~ 
clear weeded for bean (pwa nwa) garden. 

29 0.25 12 18 20 7 AnnuaJ/perennial garden. Actively selects volunteers , 
during garden preparation for pole and lwnber I 
production. I 

I 

30 0.1 33 23 0 0 Annual garden. Complete elimination of volwiteers in 
garden area. All volunteer production in border area 
with sisal (Agave sp.). 

31 0.25 58 536 I 44 Annual/perennial garden. Volunteer stem distribution 
up to 29 cm; manages and selects for pole and lumber 
production trees. including diversity of other wood 
species. Actively transplants to other garden locations. 

32 0.1 39 9 1 3 Wood lot. Selects and spaces volunteers for small 
wood production with diversity of other wood species. 

35 0.1 41 0 0 0 Annual garden. Complete elimination of volunteers in 
I 

garden area. 

37 0.2 27 0 0 0 Wood lot/pasture. No regeneration. 

38 0.4 95 800 0 0 Charcoal and annual garden. Selects for dominant 
volunleeIB at wide spacing with other native wood 
species. Intercropped with bean garden (pwa nwa). 

39 0.63 54 120 2 28 AnnuaJ/perennial garden. Selects for dominant 
volunteers et wide spacing with other native wood 
species. lntercropped with bean garden. 

41 0.17 9 2 1 6 Wood lot/pasture. Left to grow for charcoal productio!.1 
on land no longer in food production. 

TOT 5.91 1.238 13,702 1,655 378 
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Table VIL Natural regenemtion o(Azadiradata lndica (columns 4-6) on AOP sites planted between 1982-1986. 
Stem diameter classes are measured at 1.3 m above ground level 

Stem Diameter Class 

Site Stand SnnMD& <tcm 1-3 cm 3+ CID dla. At,tullrtu:1114 Management Notes 
No. Area Parent (stems) dla. (stems) 

(ha) Trees (stems) 

3 0.16 8 17 0 0 Annual garden. Occasional stem selected and spaced 
for pole and wood production. 

5 0.64 8 4 0 0 Annual garden. Regeneration only in an area of 3 adult 
trees. No observable interventions. 

16 0.41 1 0 0 0 Annual/pereniial garden. Poor parent tree survival and 
no regeneration. 

17 0.1 22 0 0 0 AnnuaJ/perennial garden. No regeneration. 

28 0.1 6 8 1 0 Annua1/perennial garden. Current crop of vobmteers 
ere located near a path and damaged from the traffic. 
No attempt to protea or tnmsplant volunteers. 

39 0.63 12 6 3 0 Annual garden. Allowing the volunteers to grow in 
place. Significant amount of root suckering as a result 
of root injW')' during soil tilling activities. Managing 

I root suckem as individual stems. 

41 0.17 21 0 0 0 Wood lot/pasture. Left to grow for charcoal production 
on land no longer in food production. Difficult to 
distinguish between volunteers and root suckers. 
Managing large number of root suckem (up to 1,400 
stems ha"1) as individual stems for charcoal production. 

TOT 2.21 78 35 4 0 

Table VIII. Regeneration from seed of Colubrina arborsecens (columns ,4.6) on AOP sites planted between 
1982-1986. Stem diameter classes are measured at 1.3 m above ground level 

Stem Diameter Class 

Site Stand SunMn1 <1 cm 1-lcm l+ cm dla. Co1"brlna Management Notes 
No. Area Parent (stems) dla. (stems) 

(ha) Trees (stems) 

1 0.03 2 0 0 0 Wood lot/annual garden. No regeneration, though 
farmer is Jl18llBging Leucaena volunteers for poles. 

2 0.14 l 0 0 0 Wood lot. No regeneration. Neglected volunteers of 
other species, with intention of converting to mixed 
charcoal/pole wood lot. 

3 0.16 3 2 2 0 Annual garden. Volunteers interspersed with annual 
garden and left to grow for construction wood. 
Periodic transplanting of vohmteers to site from other 
locations for Cedrtla odorata and Catalpa 
longfssima. 

4 0.1S S4 156 42 42 Annual garden/pasture. Volunteers ere spaced to an 
average 3.8 m and intercropped. Most regeneration 
extends out 20 m from parent stand. Fringe area of 
volunteer stand heavily damaged by goat browse. 

5 0.64 4 1 0 0 Amma1 garden. No observable interventions. 

11 0.18 41 31 0 0 Wood lot. Poor site matching oflowland small-leaf 
variety. 
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Stem Diameter Class 

Site Stand SurmlDg <lcm 1-lcm 3+cmdla. Colllbr/na Management Notes 
No. Area Parent (stems) dla. (stems) 

(ha) Trees (stems) 
12 0.1 21 49 2 0 Annual garden. All parent trees harvested; most of the 

volunteers occur in shade of wooded perennial garden 
adjacent to planting site. 

-
20 0.15 8 0 0 0 Annual garden. No regeneration. Site is heavily 

cultivated in vegetable crops; parent trees are planted ac; 
single row border and harvested early for small 
construction wood. 

21a 0.14 9 0 0 0 Annual/perennial garden. No regeneration. Site is a 
mixed perennial garden near owner's residence. 

21b 0.25 6 0 0 0 Annual garden/pasture. No regeneration. Sites is 
heavily cultivated in vegetable crops. Insecure site 
problems with stolen parent trees. Species gradually 
eliminated from site. 

22 0.29 7 0 0 0 Annual garden/pasture. No regeneration. Insecure site 
problems with stolen parent trees. Species gradually 
eliminated from site. 

TOT 2.23 156 239 46 42 

Table IX. Regeneration from seed of selected species that were obsenred (columns 4-6) on AOP sites planted 
between 1982-1986. Stem diameter classes are measured at 1.3 m above growid level. 

Stem Diameter Class 

Site Stand Species Surviving <t cm 1-3cm 3+cm Maoa1ement Notes 
No. Area Parent (stems) dla. dla. 

(ha) Trees (stems) (stems) 

1 0.03 Leucaena diversffolia s 0 7 15 Wood lot/annual garden. 
Volunteers thinned for pole 
production with other species. 

2 0.14 Calliandra 9 28.700 0 0 Wood lot. Vigorous regeneratio~ 
calothyr.su.r but neglected. Intends to manage 

for charcoal production wider 
canopy of E11calyp1u.r for pole and 
lumber production. 

3 0.16 Catalpa longi.uima 6 2 2 0 Annual garden. Volunteers left to 
grow intempersed with mixed 
annual garden. Periodic 
transplanting of volunteers from 
other locations to site. 

s 0.1S A&acia auricul(fonnts 19 659 0 0 Annual garden. Good regeneration 
from 19 parent trees. High 
mortality expected if no 
intervention. 

21a 0.14 Greva/ea robuna 37 29 0 0 AnnuaJ/pereniisl garden. Most 
voltmteers from 1 parent tree. 
Volunteers are transplanted to new 
sites to replace harvested trees. 

TOT 0.62 Mixed Species 76 29,390 9 15 
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Table X. Seedling density and siz.e categmy of native volunteer species found on sites planted to AOP tree species 
between 1982-1986. 

Site Stand AOPSpedes 0.S-2.S m >2.Sm Genera and spedes or naave 
No. Area (stems (stems volunteen In order of dominance on 

(ha) ba·1) ba·1)· site. 
6 0.14 LellCOllM leucocepluzla, Azadirachta • • Acacia sp., Senna atomarta, Exostema 

indica( (not tallied) (not tallied) cartbaeum, Guaiacwn spp., Randia aculeata, 
Comocladi.a ap.,.Attllia gummifor, statzi 

8 0.24 ~na Jeucocepluzla • • Chrysophyllum oltvtforme, Capparu 
(not tallied) (not tallied) CJQJtDphallophora,.Acacta sclerOJCyla, .Annona 

squamosa, Bunchosta glaNlulosa. Psidium 
dictyophyllum.. Eugenia maJeolens, Exostema 
caribaeum, Coccothrina.x argenlea 

13 0.07 Senna~ c:atalpa longmma 651 228 stmarouba glauca, Swietenia mahagoni, 
RoystoMa hispa,,io/(ZJl(l, Calop}ty/Jum calaba 

17 0.1 Omlarina equintifolta. Calalpa • 50 Simarouba glauca, Swiet11nia mahagonJ 
longinima, AzlztbracllltJ. tndtca, (not tallied) 
Eucalytpus camalr.lulmuu. Ca.ma siamea 

18 0.25 Ca.suarina g/aJIIXZ, Oztalpa longtmma, • • Simarouba glauca, Chrysophy/Jum oltviforme 
Ousta stamea (not tallied) (not tallied) 

19 0.25 Catalpa longtsnma. 8ucalytpiu 108 n Stmarouba g/QJJCa, RoystoMa luspaniolaM. 
camalduJauts, Ca.ma siamea, LtzUtXlllM Ouazumaulmifolia 
J11ucocepha}a 

23 0.1 Ou.Tia .riQIIWQ, LtlucaaM UlllCOCllpluzla 20 170 Calophyllum calaba, Bumelia salicifalia, 
Swtetenia mahagoni, Comocladi.a sp., 
Stmarouba g/QJJCa, Chrysophyllum olivifonne 

2A 0.18 &Inna stamea, Ltmt:aima leucocephala, • • Stmarouba glauca, Caloph1llum cakiba 
OuuartNl 11qut•ttfolta (aot tallied) (not tallied) 

2.5 0.1 OuutlrtM 11quinttfoha, &mna .Jtamsa, • 120 Calophyllum caJaba. Stmarouba gJa11&a 
UUtXlllM IIIUCOCtlphala (not tallied) 

26 0.1 O:ztalpa longtntma, &nM ZlamtlQ 90 Calophyllum calaba. Psit:bum guajava, 
TermiMlia catappa 

27 0.12 Sennastamsa 6.58 33 Calophy/lum calaba. ChrysophyJ/um cmntto, 
Slmarouba glauca 

28 0.1 &Ma nanwa. l.eutXJIIM /(IUCO(;gp"4Ja. 30 Calophyllum caJo.ba. Simo.rouba glauca 
OuuariM equi:,,ettfolia, AzadiracJtta 
tndica 

29 0.2.5 &Inna .ria,,wa. Ltntt:ama l'1~a. 236 128 Caloph.11/um calaba, Simarr,uba glauca, 
Ouuartna equi:,,etlfo/ta Oztalpa longinima, Roystonea htspa,uolaM. 

Zanthmylum sp. 

30 0.1 SeMll namea. Lsu.caana leucocepllllJa. 160 200 Sl.marouba glauca, Swietania mahagonJ, 
O:ztalpa longtmma ColubrtM arboresc.ru, Calophy/Jum caJaba 

31 0.2.5 &IWl .Jla111t1tZ. Ltzllt:asna l~phala, 236 184 Swt<1tenia mah.agoni, Stmarouba gla11&a. 
OuuartM llqlllJWttfolta Calophyllum caJaba. Catalpa longl~stma, 

Ann.oM mu.ricata. Sabal caustarum 

32 0.1 SelWl namea. Ulll&flllM leucocephala. 380 200 CaJoph.yllum caJaba, Simarouba g/auca, 
OuuartNZ glauca Bumelta mllctfolia. Swietenia malta.goni, 

Zanthoxylum sp. 

33 0.06 OuuariNl equisetifo/Ja 333 183 Haematmylon campechia,uDn, Bumelta 
salicifalia, Colubrma arboJWCBn.r, Swietmua 
mahagoni, Chrysophyllum oliviforme, Picrazma 
excelsa. Conrx:ladi.a sp., Sabal cl.UUiarum 

37 0.2 Ouuarina llf/l,liSetifolta. Leu&amu:l • 260 Bumelia salicifolia. Haematoxylon 
Jeucocepluzla. Senna .Jtamea {not tallied) campechtanum. Swietenia mahagont, &lJlhini4 

t:bvartcata,.A/6/ta gummifer, bwa lanai chat, 
bwajeritout 
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Site Stand AOPSpedes 0.S-2.S m >2.Sm Genera and species of native 
-·: 

No. Area (stems (stems volunteen In order of dominance on 
(ha) ba·1) ba·1) site. ·. 

38 0.4 LtlllCfJJlll4 ~ Stmna aanwa • • Bumella saltclfalla. Ptcrasma actllsa. .Annoha 
(not callicd) (not tallied) nwrlcata, Chr:,mphyllum ollvtfo1'mll, Eugenia 

sp., BeJJsclunl.rNitapendula, Trtcluha hJ.rta, 
Zantho:tylum sp., Mtzltcoccus bijugatus, C4talpa 
Jongt=ma, Bunchona glandulom,, Roystonea 
hispamolana, Sabal caunarum,, Ccccothrina.x 
argentea, Comocladia sp., ~dbunguajava, 
Dapluropsu amttrtcaM I 

39 0.63 Senna namea,Amdirachta tndica 25 231 Simarouba g/QJIIXl, Colubrtna arborescens, 
Swtetenia lnllhagont 

41 0.17 Senna stamea. Azm:Jiracl,ta uu:/ica. • 29 Simarouba glauca, Bunwlta saltcifolia, 
Eucalyptus camaldullllUU (not tallied) SwieNnia maluzgoni, HQ/lmataxylon 

CamptlCluaJUIJn, Colubrina arborescen.r, 
Trtchilia lurta, Catalpa longtssimf.4 
Comocladia ap., Spondku mombtn_ Cecropi.a 
pmtata, Zantl,axylum. sp., Meltcoccus bljugatus, 
Pstdiumguajava,Annona spp. 

-··-

TOT 3.91 I 
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APPENDIX4 
REPORTED AND ESTIMATED WOOD HARVESTS 

Table I. Reported harvest of wood products from 43 sites in Haiti. Only AOP trees are considered. Number of 
product units. number of trees and tree species reported are indicated. (Ihe volume and weight equivalents are 
avenge values taken from the site inventories). A= Akasya = Acacia aurlculiformis; C =Cassia= Senno siomea; E 
=Eucalyptus= Eucalyptus camaldulensir, G = Grevillea = Grevi/Jea robusta; H = Chenn = Catalpa longissima; K 
= Kapab = Colubrina arborescens; L = Leucaena = Leucaena /eucocephala; N = Neem =Azadirachta indica; P = 
Casuarina = Casuarina spp.; S = Sed = Cedrela odorata. T = top portion of the haivested tree; cp =coppice;•= 
additional hatvest of uncertain amount 

Sito Number Sack of RoofLattice Kitchen Post Roof Rafter House House Post Joist & Cross Other 
Cbercoal Board Lattice Pole Board Beams Products 

Pole 

till ti !/i/f !itt i!!!!!i!t i!ii!i!iiiJiJI !iiJi!iiif ti/iii! t 1Mi!i/]i !!/i!!!iit!!iiiiii!i Ji!!:!Ji! i!i!J!ii!/!i!!i !iiif m:~i/ii!!i!!i i!i!!Ii!i!!!iiii/i!:i/!iii 
ililt'-!~!i!i !i!i!i!i!!i~!f !i!i!i!i!i! ti!i!i!i~#:ti!i!ii! i!i!i!i!i!i!)!i!i!ii!ii! [[i[l[lgi[[lli~ li!~!i!i1t~1!ii!i!i! i!!ii%~~!i!i!: lill[[~##:tllil i!i!i!i!i!!Mi![!i![i!i!: !i!i!ii!i!i[!i!i!i!i!i!iii!i!i 

2 

3 

4 

s 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

16 

17 

18 

19 

10 
lOOL&N 

22 
N.C.E 

27 
L.C.K.E 

7 
23C 

11 
L. N 

43 
L 

23 
L 

10 
E.L 

12 
L.E 

0.5 
lC 

3+ 
lS"C 

6.S 
7C&E 

25 
3E 

4 2 
C C 
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62 
SOE&K 

7 
7E 

22 
E.K 

27 
3E 

8 
IC 

18 
18L&N 

4 
4E&N 

12 
E.K 

3 
2L 

24 
24L 

40 
E.K 

8 
E.P 

1 
IE 

5 
C 

12 
6C 

8 
2C 

16 
16E 

4 
4E 

5 
E 

8 
A.P 

9 
9E 

15 
13E 

10 
E.K 

5 
E.P 

1 
IC 

12 
7E.5P 

5 
E.4C 

8 
T~ 

2 
2C 

-



Site Numb« Saclcof Roof'Lattice KitcbmPost Roof Rafter House House Post Joist & Cross 0lhcr 
Olarcoal Board Lattice Pole Board Beams .Products 

Pole 

20 12 12 Stabs•E 
TSE SB Firewood-O 

21a 12 8 36 4 1 Trce-E 
10 80 2G 4K&H&G 

21b 45 6 8 250Stakcs• 

45K&P SP,lE SE E 

22 7 10 F'U"ewood-

TSS 5S 100•0 

23 13 
58L&C 

24 28 8 s 4 
1.n.c.ecp TSC SC T4C 

25 10 11 
C,L SC,3P 

26 l l 
lH lC 

27 so 
19C 

28 3 s 7 4 
L,C T9P 9P T9P 

29 21 s 
C,L lL 

30 10 
C,L 

31 14 s 4 
llC.L.Ccp 4P,1L T4P 

32 24 20 s .5 'n-ees•P 

L,C,P p 5P 

33 1 
lP 

34 2 
p 

35 4.S 
C 

37 6 4 
L,C 4P 

38 51 
C.L 

39 14 4 21 Trees• 
C,L IS N,C,S 

40 21 24+ 54+ 66Trees • 

L 24L 54L L.C,K,F 

41 6 so 60 36 23 70Trces-
N,C SON N,C N,C 23C&E&N c.N.E 

42 15 12 9 3Trees-G 
10 lG 2G F'u-ewood-

50 
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Site Number saetof RoofLattice Kitchen Post Roof Rafter House House Post Joist & Cross Other 
Cburcoal Board Latlice Polo Board Beams Products 

Polo 

TOTAL 400.s+ 72 110 3s+ 25:t' 89 261 159 Mixed 

UNITS 
ESTIMATED 1s.r 0.04 0.12 0.0~ 1.li+ 0.64 3.3 8.15 2.87 
WEIOHr (mt) Wood=79.l 

ESTIMATED 63.3♦ 0.07 0.22 0.11 2.02 1.16 6 15.9 5.22 
VOLUME(m3) Wood=143.8 

Table II. Reported and estimated values of wood harvests from 40 sites in Haiti. Only AOP trees are considered. 
Values are given in gourdes and cover a period from 1982-1995. Estimates based on average product values are 
shown in parentheses. 

Site Number Sack of 
Charcoal 

Roof 
Lattice 
Board 

Kitchen 
Post/ 
Tool 

Handles 

Roof 
Lattice 
Pole 

Rafter 
Pole 

House 
Board 

House 
Post 

Joist& 
Cross 
Beams 

Other 
Products 

i&ffi-1/! :i(!!!l!lf !Ji :J:::rn::1::: l]/:!M:i:J: !iI]J::::! t:MJJ /ti ii I/iJJ:! J:t,t!!:I :tII::!l t 
tw.~&ti~/ !{f )~~})\\ ttf~f {i tt?tf f I IJ~¢.J! \di// \J:)t/ \);#.\ /\Jkt\ \//\//\/ 

1 150 180 

2 ~400 

3 235 405 40 120 

4 261 375 372 85 120 125 

s 175 200 

6 82.5 

7 683 30 

8 690 240 

9 92 81 

10 450 42 400 

11 sso 800 400 

12 200 200 

13 s 15 

16 15 840 

17 25 54 

18 36 10 6 60 92 
19 97.S 40 6 

20 (180) (220) 

21a 150 (88) 640 200 (SO) 

21b (112.S) 115 204 100 

22 49 ISO 
23 264 

24 326 8 25 10 

25 160 (110) 

26 s 15 

27 250 
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Site Number Sack of Roof Kitchen Roof Rafter . House House Joist & Other 
Charcoal Lattice Post/ Lattice Pole Bom:d Post Cross Products 

Boanl Tool Pole Beams 
Handles 

28 48 25 105 40 

29 374 (75) 

30 140 

31 216 10 12 

32 456 660 8S so 
33 30 

34 60 

35 175 

37 60 30 

38 1.310 

39 90.S (60) 105 

40 692 (120) (405) (600) 
80 

41 168 500 125 330 258 (700) 

42 150 (4.8) 200 .. 225 

TOTAL 1,436.S 133S S10.0 6.0 1,291 1.330 2.635 5,862 560 
REPORTED 

VALUE 
TOTAL 0 0 222.S 124.8 673 13S 220 0 1,350 

ESTIMATED 
VALUE 

TOTAL 1.436.S 1.335 132.S 130.8 1.964 1.465 2.855 5.862 1.970 
VALUE 
(GOURDES) 

Table III. Table of average product values by species in this study. The data was derived from interviews with 
Canner intervies in 7 major regions of Haiti during Janwuy 23 - February 16, 1995. All values are in Haitian gourdes 
and cover a period from 1985 - 1995. The reader should be aware that the gourde has steadily weakened against the 
dollar during the period that the products were harvested (from S gdes/$ to 14/$) and the regional differences in 
product value are significant. Toe nmnber of reported values are indicated in parentheses. 
Species Rafter Roof 8Cab1 Packet of Houle Kitchen Joiat Cross Mast Hourc Charcoal Woodfor 

Pole Lalticc Wattle Post Poat Beam Board Lime Kiln 
Pole 

!Acacia 25.0 16.9 
aurtcuJifomu3 (1) (2) 

~mchta tndtca 5.0 9.6 10.0 8.0 15.2 300.0 
(2) (4) (2) (1) (9) (1) 

Ouuarina 5.6 12.S 10.1 16.7 23.1 10.0 
gquutltifolta (4) (1) (4) (2) (9) (1) 

Camartna gltulCtl 25.0 20.0 25.0 33.0 20.0 
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Calalpa longiDima s.o 50.0 
(1) (1) 

Cedrela odorata 7.0 15.0 
(1) (1) 
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Species Rafter Roof Stabs Pacbtof House Kitchen Joist Cron Mast House <lmrcoal Woodfor 
Pole Lattice Wattle Post Post Beam Board Lime Kiln 

Pole 

Colubrtna 11.0 41.3 13.0 
arborescens (3) (3) (1) 

Eucalyptus 11.1 15.0 0.4 18.3 83.9 42.3 150.0 15.0 14.3 
cama/du/ensis (5) (1) (I) (5) (4) (19) (1) (2) (5) 

OrevtJlea mbusta 50.0 13.2 
(2) (6) 

Leucaena 7.9 21.5 
leuc~phaJa (6) (57) 

Senna siamea 5.0 3.0 12.5 6.3 2.5 15.3 15.2 14.6 20.6 
(6) (1) (1) (8) (1) (3) (9) (2) (49) 

Table IV. Difference between reported and inventory estimates of harvested wood products for 35 sites. Reported 
estimates are based on the approximate equivalent wood weight of the reported wood product. Inventory estimates 
are based on stand measurements, weight tables for the respective species and weight shares for each product 
Differences (colwnn 10) are measured on the basis of the inventory estimates. 

Site Nwnber Wood Roof Kitchen Roof Rafter House House Joist & Difference (kg) 
Equivalent of Lattice Post Lattice Pole Board Post Cross (Est.- Rep.) 

Charcoal Board Pole Beams 

1 Reported' 198 50 

/)(~/( it)}¥:{))/\{\/( U///?U/ i//X)!t [\)//\\ Ut:>/C YA~f < //)//// )tf:m}~~~// 
2 Reported 880 

)J~t? /tt\i/f {? /i?)Ut? \Cf\)/} i\Httrn \(//// HY?>> i))i?\t t?MV/t ttm~ntit) 
3 Reported 4,345 193 Sl 220 

\A)¥:#Wf? trnid~~~Mtt /\\/\/ H/\tUf :?//UH i\U///i >@ff I i/iA1\\: \t¥.f ?/ :ttt#:*Hif~?\ 
4 Reported 2.442 198 76 165 

i/f ~et\ ?i~t;~tt? \f /;\/t i)//1// \/\!// tttf i/ <HJ\> /\]1/> //)j//i :i\Hf:?:Hi!1f Ii 
6 Reported 2.173 

t]J~Wtl f /ltW/t \/\:\// U/?//t t i???t?i t\\/W/ ///H/ %%//%\ ??i\!t?? ti@~~t~/rlf:W? 
7 Reported 2.963 38 

WW~W? tt)#:tttt ///?\/ It??tt/ I?ttt? Uttttt it /II\ /\if tt ttt/ttt }f:11Hf~~Ftt 
8 Reported 4,543 304 

!i!i!i~i~!i!i!i !i!ir!i!~;~#.i!i!i!i!ii ~i!i!i!i!:\:!:\i\i!i!i!: !i!ii\i!i!i!i!i!ii!i!iii!i !ii!i!i!i!i~i~!i!i!i\i i!ii!ii\:!\!i!i!i!i!:! i:iii!ii!:::::::::\:: !i:i!i!i~ti!i!i!: i!i!i!:!:!i!i!i!i!i!ii!i!i :\!\!i4~~~t#t~>.i:i::\ 
9 Reported 1,975 495 

:i!ii!f :~~::!:\~\ !:i:i:!:i!~~~ij:!:(ilii ::ii!i:i!::::i!::::!i!l: !i!l:=!Ji!ii:!:!:!:i!i: :\:iii!:i!i!!ilili:::: !i:!:i:i:i:(i:!:::!: i:!i:i!::::!:::::::\i :\::ii!::!i::!i!::::::i: !ii=iit~~~i:i/ !ilili~~~}f {i~%ti:=i= 
10 Reported 2.370 31 82S 

11 Reported 91 506 550 
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Site Number I ·wooc1 I Roof 
F.quiva1en1 of Lattice 

Chmool Board 

Kitchen ,. Roof I Rafter I House I House 
Post Lattice Pole Board Post 

Pole 

Joist& 
Cron 
Beams 

12Reported I I I I I I I 100 I 214 

I"'\!#. (kg-\--, uJ.Uerence ., 
(F.st.- Rep.) 

li\i*~~ilil !~i~!li!!!\i\!\\\i\!!i\!!i!i\i!i! :i!~i~!i!i!!~lil!}? !Ii!~!~!i!i!lilil!i~!ii!i: !i!i!i!i!i!i!li!i!il!! i!i!!i!i!\!!i!i!li!i!\ i!ili!\!!!i!\\\!i!\i! !i\\i~!!~Wli!\!\ i=~!i!it~~!!i!!i i~i!if~~@i(f~?&t;!;:;j 
13 Reported 99 55 I 

lti)t~t! ](()~tf i!i!i!i )!}!!}{!:t: t/i{?tf/ :{:];{ti(} ((!i!!!)}: i:i!i:i!i(!i!!i!\: i:i::\\i\:i:!:\i\:!!i!i: !)(!:~ff ( :j{}®.Jtf.11:T\;1 
I 16 Reported 13 46s i 

'tit!~~~\! i!/:i!i:/U?!::\t!i!! i\?t!!i!i!i\:=! !i!:t(t?f it (:i?t=t\ ::{/i:i!i?:;:f !i?~:i\i:i:i~i:!::\ !i!::i\!:i!~:/i!:1:! !/i!i!i~:/!i!: :J+~ii(tij~[J 
17 Reported · 63 231 

.i!\~t~~:/ !:!:!\!):::l!:\l?=i!i:!i! .i!!it!\:!!it? \!:::!):::){/: \:!:)/!\{:!:::\\ :!:::!1\/\:\:t:!l: ):!:\:!:\!i!i!!li!! !i~/!:jtf !(!\: i!ii=!!:~~M/:!:! :!!i!!i:!~~{t~r/4>:·i_Z 
18 Reported S93 4 3 152 440 

itt,~!{ :!/{:!$~{\} ~i\!l!i!!\i:!i!i!I\:: ?!{\\~:\:\{:! (?!:~)): :{:\:!:~!i!it~!i! :\;!:!!/!:\\!\~\!:! (:\:@!li!!i: ):!:!ii~/!:!:~: :!:\)~~it~1°~>:i\:::~: 
19 Reported 1.284 101 110 ! 

Jjf~}i if{tii.f{} .\\If/( }f{f(/( ttt?{t {}}\!)! tt\(): \\#(}· t?)ij)(! \}~!(~~¾)::: I 

21b Reported 187 26 440 

:::#.Uiii~~t,ff:t/t:=t:1=t?I:t:1r=:@ifa::=:p::::::tt:::i:t)~:t::1::::t=:t::r::::)It::1:=:n:;m.r::r Si~~~-#\ 
23 Reported 2,568 

{!#~~ti !i!/i)i~~ft? ·{!!!!t!!!?i? i!i!i!!!ii/!i:i:!i!:;!: i!!!f /?/i! i!i!(\i:i!i!i!i!i! ;i;i:!:i!i:;;;;\!:i!: !i!i:~~!!:!i!~i:\!i!i: i~:!i!!\i!!:i!i!/i!i!i~ :~i\}ffe.Hi~~,.:.::::.: 
24 Reported S.530 35 63 220 

\i4lii#?! \\j~~~f ?/ ?ill\ttf \\?/\// )?t??? i/Jf /! /!\?{? \/jf \{ \?:fWI/ I\~~#~H~~t > 
25 Reported 1.975 12 

t~::::r:=1+1~\!MLfjt':t:tt:=1:/{JfJ:=1::yy::::::::::1:::::::::~~t::y::tt?'f t~:;=t:::it:::::::=::::::::;::::pt@~:(i!mF< 

t~~:::=y=:::=ttt:=t:::p:t :f J:: 'j'J\:tt::=rr=,::=::::x=rt~:t 1:::x ::=: ::l''\:M ':tp:::=:=r:x:=::y=t@n~t~f / 
27 Reported 633 

:=::::==::=1=:::::,:::::~;::t>f ==:::::,::::::::::=: I ::,t=:::: '''T''ftrn:1+:~>, I =: <= I ,~c y,: ;:::n1=s;i;im:m"A) > 
:=:=:¥=~:=:=r::<::;m+:::T\?:f )f ?:')/::=::r:=:=:=::>:\Vij='i'').f ?r<< I ,: :Mi:=:r===::m=::/l'H~-~-~ += ·················· ················· ·····.······ .. •.·.·········•············ ····················.·.··.·.·········· .·.·······················(····.)··· 

29 Reported 4.148 36 

{==rr:::::::=~::::1::,=t::::=:=::::=tj<tt::r==::1==:r:=::::::1=r11:=::::::::::1::::::::~:;::::rr1::::::21rn::::t::=::11==:=@~(lt¢.iiii.t\ 

::::~~:=::1=rtiJ!ij::==::=:::,=tttt:=:1:tt=t=:=:=:=::1:::r::t=r:1:::::::::::::::::r1::r:t:t: I :=::t::=:t'f t::=:t:trr,::=tm~t~Y< 
31 Reported 2, 16S 63 220 

/~(~{ \jf~;~i( tr{{{{}}}{{{}}\\?({ I \)II?{{}}!) !)j~~{\ J\#it/ .)Mj~!t~r.~r\ 
32 Reported 4,740 11 439 

t#.~:::::1:=::::::::~~~:::::::::r=:::::w=:=r::::::::r:::1=:::r:::=::::::=,:1=t=:t:=::::=+t=:::r::=:rt:t::r::i::=:t~ft::pm;ij~m~~L 
33 Reported 33 

t&.::~r1=:::::::=::ttt:,:::=:1=t:::=::ttJt&:::t:t:p::::,:::::=>:::ft=t<:::,:1r:::::==:::::::1:=:::::=:::=::::::,:::1r:::::~~=:,:,:::=:11+m;w..Et 
34 Reported . 37 
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SJ1a Number 1. . . :Wood Roof Klld1en I Roof I Rafter I House I House I Joist & I Diffeience (leg) 
.. : . ~ui~of Lattice Po~--· ·-~ Pole Board Post Cross (F.st.-Rep.) 

_ :• .. ;:.-.. .;,. . ..... Charcoal·: Board : :,: • . , Pole · . · · .. :;_~·.:. Beams 

i'i'!!!';::1::tt5=:=tt lititif itf =lti=lt~Jttt:jtltili'f-illtlf tlititp=:t~~t:::pt}i.l~ttf 

I~:!f !Hlf ~::::r:=r=:=:t@=@JjAtiAif 1'1f :1 :f 1?/t't:if ;:~::t,:::t::::=,,:::=::::/t(l:::t~;:r=:rn;,~w.~w:: 
t~=::::1:::t:~::=::\,:tttf:'::r:tt\'::,r:r::::':tt:I/II:J:7@=tt''l::::::::::::::,::e:1:rn:~rt:,t#ii~H~1t 
t~'d~i'ii~ii1M:=:1mrn1'l!itlr':::t:=t7:rrnr[r1r::::tt=::ftttt=1=::rt:t::::1:t:::t:t::::1:rn:rw::::::f:t%j\H~X 

39 Reported 2. 765 132 325 

\~~{! ??!~FI JJITF( \J~f){ ?/Ifft\//\(} /\/\It ?I~tP? /(?\\// .!/¥Ai£~W.~ft 
40 Reported 4,148 40 238 967 

\!Jii~iji~ff \!/!~;~~(}If :!\I/Ii\! it{Ifff ! !{J~f\i! !!!i!!!~i!i!i!! i!i!i!i!i?!i?I! }!iWV~i. ??i!i?(!/i~i;~ :;~!i!i~1:~}t4~¾j\i!i!I 
41 Reported 1,185 5S 264 455 1,100 

{Jf~{ i I?/tntt/ t(t t(t \\A( t\ ?{tr (( })~t? }ft{\\ ){1t!.f { {HM~f { }!MijJi~tJtt 
N . 25 1 5 2 9 2 19 21 

REPORTED I 67.52 f 0.01 J 0.39 I 0.04 J 0.92 f 0.23 I 4.06 f 7.55 f 80.73 
WEIGHT(mt) 

iltD:ljii !II~it~ ~ill;{ ]III ff ~f ~f f II~ ]Iii rm~IIi i!J~i!Ii I?tli/ /I]t~t ii/ '.I !If ~!Jt!Iif \ 
DIFFERENCE 53.27 0 0.69 0.05 o.ss 0.04 7.21 8.2 70.02 

%0FEST. 44 27 64 S5 37 16 64 S2 46 
1 Site 1: only part of the nportcd harvest in proportion to the inventory sample. l Site 4: only one species. Colubrtna arboT11sceru, was 
invemoried and estimate, are calculatod for dus 1UJ810 tpecies. 3 Site 7: invontoried the aite of a charcoal harvest; hishly probable that all 
barvostod stump• wen not locatccl,. Sito 10: farmer had destroyed a significant number of uur:ana stump• • perhap1 u amny a 100, accordiaa 
to tho reported 90% IUrVival of tho tpocies.' Sito 12: aigoificaat number of Eucalyptus 11Ump1 were dcttroyed « docayecl 6 Site 16: lc11 
harvested stumps were tb1md 1han reported by farmer for Ew:alypnu end Ctuuartna. 1 Site 30: farmer bad destroyed a aigaificaut mzmber of 
uucaena stumps. 1 Sito 31: lcu harves\ed stump• wen fomid than reported by farmer for Ouu/Jrlna. 
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